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In the existing Athabaskan literature, the rnorphological and semantic properties of the 

imperfective and perfective prefbces, as weil as their distribution across the verb corpus, 

are not considered in any detail. The goal of this thesis is to gain a better understanding 

of the morphosemantic distribution of the five pairs of imperfective and perfective aspect 

prefxes in Chipewyan. Ta this end, Smith's five universal situation types are applied to 

the rcstricted distribution of the aspect prefix pairs which, in tum, creates a classification 

of the morphosemantic propenies of Chipewyan verbs. Although previous Athabaskan 

analyses contribute to the present research, they do not consider the properties of the 

Athabaskan languages from a crosslinguistic perspective. In contrash the present analysis 

sheds light on the importance of a universal perspective of Chipewyan and provides a 

better understanding ot the significance of the imperfective and perfective aspect prefixes 

in the Chipewyan verb. 
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The linguistic category of aspect has occupied the literature on Athabaskan languages for 

a considerable time. In the earliest endeavors the task was shpIy to identify and 

organize morphosemantic categories within the verbal system. A gradua1 understanding 

of the Athabaskan languages stems h m  these early studies which were largely 

accomplished by Sapir (1911, 1915), Li (1946), and Hoijer (1949) among others. These 

categories were m e r  specified by Leer (1979) and, more significantiy, by Kari (1989) 

who initiates a more complete perspective on the verbal categories comprised in the 

Athabaskan languages, particulariy Ahma. 

A majority of Athabaskanists are in agreement regarding the major morphological 

categories of the verb. Their views on the aspect category are provided in the words of 

Midgette (1996:305) as follows: 

Verbs are smictured by two major interacting systems, which linguistic typologists would 
idenafy as lexical aspect (or aktionsart ), d e m g  the tempoml shape of the verbai action, 
and infiechonal aspec& the productive verb elements which adjust the given temporal 
shape. 

Lexical aspect categories are defined as aspects in the Athabaskan Iiterature which are 

labels for meaning types and are o k n  represented by a prefix and a distinctive stem. 

Aspects Vary among the Athabaskan languages where some of the more common labels 

include momentaneour, continuarive, and repetitïve. These Athabaskan aspects are pan 

of the denvational formation of the Athabaskan verb which result in the verb base which 

can then be conjugated with inflectiond aspect morphology, among other processes, 

which are commonly refaed to as modes in the Athabaskan literature. 



Presently, progress is king made on defining the complex Athabaskan verbal system 

h m  a more general, cross-linguistic perspective. Due to the complexity of the 

morphosemantic content of these languages, an accurate representation is not a simple 

task. Some effort has k e n  made to place the lexical aspect categories into more general 

ternis and understanding, however, little work has been done on the conjugational aspect 

or mode categones of these laquages. In this thesis, ovo of these productive 

conjugational Chipewyan categones, imperfective and perfective aspect, are correlated 

with universal lexical aspect (or a k t i o m )  categories. That is, this thesis endeavors to 

uncover the morphosemantic charactenstics of the imperfective and perfective aspect 

prefixes of Chipewyan by cornparhg them with Smith's (1991) universal situation types. 

Situation types involve the organization of lexical aspect in the verb system of a 

language. Such a cornparison results in a preiiminary morphosemantic classifxation of 

the Chipewyan verb system. Although this cornpanson is only the fim step toward a 

complete andysis involving situation aspect, it will be suggested that further 

investigation in this direction will prove beneficial for uncovering details of Chipewyan 

verb org anization. 

The remainder of the Introduction places the Chipewyan language and the Athabaskan 

language family in both demographic and linguistic perspectives, and concludes with a 

summary of the organization of this thesis. 

Genetic classification of the languages of North America has k e n  a topic of much debate 

in the history of North A b c a n  lingnistics. The Athabaskan languages are included in 

Sapir's (1915) Na-Dene phylum with ningit and Haidê As Sapir himself notes, his 

proposal is rnerely suggestive providing no demonstrab1e evîdence. Campbell and 

Mithm (1979) use Sapir's phylum as a point of d e p m e  and provide a classification 



which includes the languages belonging to Na-Dene, among others. which is illustrated in 

Na-Dene 
A 

Tlingit Pro to- Athabaskan-Eyak 
A 

Eyak Roto-Athabaskan 
I 

/ I \ 
Northern Pacifk Coast Apachean 

I 
Koyukan 

I 
Hupa 

I 
Navajo 

Ku tc hin Mattole Apache 
Sascee Wailaki Lipan 

Chipewyan Kato San Carlos 
etc- etc, etc. 

Figure 1. 

Figure 1: The Na-Dene Language Phylum 
b 

a 

1 

! 

Na-Dene in Figure 1 is the same as Saph's (1% 1) phylum in that the k e  major 

subiamilies of Roto-Athabaskan are still recognized. In contrasr to Sapir, Campbell and 

Mithun (1979) include Eyak and exclude Haida in their phylum. The Na-Dene phylum 

includes the Athabaskan laquage family which is divided into three branches: 

Athabaskan, Pacific Coast Athabaskan, and Apachean. The languages of the two latter 

subfamüies exhibit homogeneity in their smcnrres while the Northern Athabaskan 

languages are largely diverse, particularly in their phonology and morphology, making it 

dif5cult for researchers to agree upon a uniform subclassification within the Northem 

Athabaskan subfamily. The Northern Athabaskan group consisis of23 languages, 

including Chipewyan, which are spoken across Alaska and nonhwestern Canada Among 

the North American native languages spoken in Canada, Chipewyan is the most 

widespread It is spoken in the northern portions of Albena, Saskatchewan, and 

Manitoba as well as across the Nonhwea Territories by an estimated 12,000 speakers.' 

IThk figure is h m  Cook's chapter on North Amerïcan Linguistics in M. DobrovoWry and W. O'Grady's 
Contempormy Lhgtamc Anaiysis: An Inuoductïon . 



More importantiy. Chipewyan is acquired by children in four Saskatchewan 

cornmunities. 

The majority of my data is fiom the Dënë (Chipewyan) Dicnonary with Lu Loche Dialect 

Additions: A Working Copy by Leon W. Elford and Margorie Elford which was provided 

by the Nonhern Canada Evangelical Mission. Wherever possible dictionary ennies 

specific to the La Loche dialect were chosen. 1 was lucky enough to be able to gather 

data fkom primary sources as weil. These primary Chipewyan data and grarnmaticaüty 

judgments are from the community of La Loche, Saskatchewan which is located in the 

noahwest portion of the La Loche has a population of approxirnately 2,300, a 

large number of whorn speak Chipewyan as a fist language. I had the privilege of 

working with a variety of people fkom La Loche: 1 i n t e~ewed  seventeen people over 

four months ranging in age h m  eighteen to seventy years old3. AU but two of these 

consultants are fluent in both Engiish and Chipewyan, where two consultants speak 

Chipewyan only: however any reading ability they a l l  have extends only to English. 1 

also worked with two primary consultants. Walter Park graciously allowed me to sit in 

on his Dene language classes at Dene High School as weil as donate many hours of his 

tirne to answer my questions. Celina Janvier also let me Ot in on her Dene classes at 

Ducharme EIementary School as well as give up many hours after school to teach me 

about ha language. These two consultants are fluent in bo'b English and Chipewyan. 

and are literate in both Ianguages as well. 

Thex are seveml reasons for choosing to elicit my primary data h m  La Loche, 

Saskatchewan. Fm& 1 feel a special rie to this community because my mother's farnily 

lived in La Loche and the surroundhg area for over forcy years. This bond to the 

ZAII of the data in mis thesis was gathered in La Loche by the author d e s s  othawise indicated 
31hese Chipewyan consuiDnts range in age, s a  and edncafion level. 



cornmunity is what initiaily sparked my interest in the Chipewyan language. Having a 

conneetion to the comrnunity also aided my research project in that my f d y  name was 

familiar to the conununity fac i l i t a~g  my efforts to meet people. Second, the cornmuniq 

of La Loche has a high percentage of people who speak Chipewyan as a first language 

which enabled me to meet with a variety of consultants. Third, iittle linguistic research 

has been completed on the La Loche dialect of Chipewyan and, therefore, it seemed a 

logical cornmunity to visit 

The organization of this thesis is as follows: 

In chapter one, an o v e ~ e w  of the Chipewyan grammar is provided. The focus lies on 

the phonological propertîes of the verb including the phonemic inventory, tone and 

syllable structure. Also, the three major syntactic categones of Chipewyan are discussed 

focusing on their general properties and their morphological spucture. 

In chapter two, a number of phonological processes typical of the Chîpewyan verb are 

descnbed and illustrated Funher, the moxphological identities of a majoriy of the 

common verbal pnfixes are provided; moreover, the functions of diese prefixes are 

briefly examined. This chapter provides the reader with a general understanding of the 

phonological and morphological properties of the Chipewyan verb necessary as 

background information for discussing the focus of this thesis. 

In chapter three, motivation for the correlation between universal situation types and 

imp&ective and perfective aspect prefîxes is given. Crosslinguistic perspectives of 

aspect and mode are discussed and compared with the Athabaska usage of these same 

tenns. Further, each Chipewyan prefix indicating imperfetive and perfective aspect is 

identified and its surface f o m  are examineh This chapter i l l u m e s  the differhg 



distributions of aspect and mode in Qitpewyan, and concludes that a correlation between 

universal situation types and irnperfective/perfective aspect could provide insight into the 

reasons behind the distribution of the aspect prefkes. 

Chapter four includes discussions of four previous analyses of verb classincations for a 

nurnber of Athabaskan languages. These analyses range from traditional Athabaskan 

perspectives of semantics and morphology to an analysis w hich applies universal 

concepts to Athabaskan morphosemantic properties. It is demonstrated that three of the 

four proposais are beneficial for the intended correlation; however, diey do not 

specincally account for the disaibution under question. Despite theû vaqhg focuses, a 

great deal c m  be gained nom each theory. Smith (1991), the fourth approach, is adopted 

and proves helpN for understanding the morphosemantic distribution of the aspect 

prefixes under discussion. 

Given the properties of Smith's (1991) approach, the adopted model is used to conelate 

each pair of imperfective and perfective prefixes wiîh the semantic feanires inherent for 

each situation type in chapter five. At this time more properties of each aspect prefix are 

provided to further substantiate each verb class r e s u l ~ g  fkom the correlation. Some of 

the verb classes exhibit a large number of exceptions while others have very few 

exceptions. Possible reasons for these exceptions and their place within the adopted 

model are also discussed, 

Last, chapter six includes a summary of the present investigation. Also, a discussion of a 

number of problems which result hom the proposed analysis are outiined. These issues 

include the implications of lacking a one to one mapping between morphological and 

semantic characteristics as weil as a discussion of methodolo@cal pro blerns. 



CHAPTER 1 

ASPECTS OF CIfIPEWYAN GRAMlMAR 

This chapter outhes the major phonological and morphosyntactic properties of 

Chipewyan in order to provide the reader with suficient knowledge of the language to 

proceed with the discussion at han& Section 1.1 addresses the phonemic inventory, tone, 

and syllable structure in order to provide the reader with a sense of the phonological 

structure of Chipewyan. Section 1.2 identifies three of the major morphosyntactic 

categories present in Chipewyan, nouns, postpositions, and verbs. 

1.1 PHONOLOGY 

1.1.1 The Phonemic Inventory and Orthography 

The consonantal and vocalic phonemic inventories are given in Tables 1 and 2. In the 

consonantal inventory, the representation ro the left of each slash is the l'PA (International 

Phonetic Alphabet) symbol. The corresponding Chipewyan orthographic symbol is 

provided to the right of each slash. In some instances the P A  and orthographic symbol 

are the same, 

Table 1: Consonantal Xnventory (after Cook 1996) 
Stops/Affncates 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Plain b d (r) dl da/ddh dz j g ? 
Aspirates t d tfl'/ttfi f i  G/ch k 
Glottallzed t ' 6' te'/tth' ts' fi'/ch' k' 
Sonorants m n 

I Voiceless 
Fricatives 

P 1 

Note: l=Labial, 2=Denta.i, 3 = L a t d ,  4=Interdental, 5=Aiveolar, O=Alveopalatai 
7-Velar 8=Glottal 



There are eight places and six manners of articulation in Chipewyan. A three way 

contrast is exhïbited in the stop/affncate sets: plain, âspirated, and glottaiized stops. 

Further, the fricatives demonstrate a voiced/voiceless distinction. 

The vocalic inventory in Chipewyan is less complicated in relation to the obstruent 

system as can be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2: Vocalic Inventorv ( after Cook 1983) a - 
~ r a l  i u b. N& i v 

e a/e O C Q 

a 8 

Diphthongs: ai [ai], au [aw], ui [wi], ue [we], ua [wa], ie ue] 

As indicated in the two dimensionai diagram hdicating tongue height (iow, mid, high) 

and tongue position (fkont, back) in Table 2, Chipewyan has five oral vowels as well as 

one reduced vowel which is represented as cë>i in the orthography. Each of the non- 

reduced oral vowels has a correspondhg nasal vowel. 

In addition to these simple vowels, seven diphthongs exist in Chîpewyan as shown in 

Table 2 above. Further, diphthongs must be distinguished fiom the Consonant-Vowel 

(CV) paneni, i.e. ai versus q. Cook (forthcoming) iksaates this ciifference by 

connasring Kdi 'willow' and tth'by 'plate' where the former makes use of a diphthong 

and the latter exhibits a CV pattern. This d i s~c t ion  is evident in the length of the CV 

pattern in contcast to the diphthong. 

b a s h  brackets O are commody used in reference m onhographic syrnbols, and are useâ in thïs instance 
because a difference in orthographie symbols is being discussed, 



1 Tone 

Chipewyan exhibits two tone or pitch accent quaiities: high (H) and Iow (L) tone. Only 

high tone (3 is marked on the vowels in the orthography. Contrasting word pairs are 

provided in (1) from Cook (forthcoming). 

(1) Ya 'sky ' VS. Y& 'lice' 
sela 'MY cousin' vs. sel6 'my hand' 
tha 'martin' VS. th6 'a long time' 
deskoth '1 cough' VS. deskoth '1 am wide' 

Cook points out that the tone in the words provided in both (1) and(2) are lexical. 

Lexical tone cm also be found in nominal, postpositional, and verbal prefixes. Examples 

of these are illustrated in (2). 

(2) Refix Description Exarnple Gloss 
a. ni- 'arrive at a point in ninesa '1 am miving' 

the' 
b. id- 'fïrst person ninida 'We (dl) are renirning' 

duoplural' 
c. (h)i-  inchoative'^ digai 'It has m e d  white' 
d, da- 'disaib~tive'~ nadawulzé 'We want to hunt' 

Aside £rom underlying tones, there are denved high tones whic h are not detailed in this 

section. 

The final pomon of this Chipewyan phonological synopsis is the syllable strucnire. Both 

syliabic consaaints and conesponding examples are dîsplayed in section 1.1.3. 

1.1.3 Syiiable Structure 

The syllable structure of Chipewyan is relatively simple with no complex codas or onsets 

permitted (Cook forthcoming). Furthemore, ail consonants rnay occur in the onset of 



any given syilable, however, stops and affncates are not pexmïssible in the coda position. 

The syllable structures evident in Chipewyan are illustrated in (3)P 

(3) a. CV tj 'dog' tu 'water' 
b, CVC gah 'rabbit' bes ' M e '  
c. CëC shën 'song' tën 'ice ' 

From the constraints outLinecl in (3), dl non-reduced vowels can occur in open and closed 

syllables. The occunence of the reduced vowel in Chipewyan is also restncted by 

syllable structure, i.e. the reduced vowel cannot occur in an open syilable. Cook (1983) 

notes that the orthography developed by the Northern Canada Evangelical Mission 

(NCEM) appears problematic in relation to the restricted appeamce of the reduced 

vowel in Chipewyan. The reduced vowel is represented as <u in the NCEM 

orthography and corresponds to <ë> in Table 2 above. Examples are provided in (4). 

(4) Present NCEM Gloss 
Orthography 

a sela ssli 'my hand' 
b. nezq n e z ~  'it is good' 
c. set& =ta 'my father' 
d. tën ~n 'ice' 
e. chëth chah 'duck' 

If the reduced vowel cannot occur in an open syllable position, as stipulated above, and 

the following consonant is required to appear in the onset of the next syliable, the 

examples in (4) such as [se.la] where 1.1 represents a syllable break, shodd not be 

pexmissiible. Cook solves diis pro blem by suggesting that intemocalic consonants 

arnbisyilabify in comected speech; the consonant can occupy both the coda of the fïrst 

syllable as weii as the onset of the next syLlab1e. That is, if the consonant is not 

ambisyllabifîed, then cë>, the reduced vowel, becomes ce>, the Nl voweL Some 

examples nom Cook are provided in (5). 

4~ few exceptions to the syUabIe maure constfaïnts in Chipewyan exist such as sflnl 'evù' and sni 'it is 
said'. Accordlng to Cook @ersonal communication) when matenal is not genediy pennitted by 
constraints of a particular hguztge, exceptions are expected to be coronal in place of articulation which is 
considemi unmarked Both of these consonant clusters are coronai wtuch supports the notion tiiat 
consonant cIusters are not fo&y pexmitted in Chipewyan- 



(5) a s& [sela] [selJa] 'my hand' 
b. nez9 [nczp] [nëz.zg] 'it is good' 
c. xtii [se.t6] [setta] 'my father' 

For example, <srla> in (6a) is pronounced as [seJiil with a full vowel w hen 

ambisyllabification does not occur, but is pronounced as [sëI.la] with a reduced vowel 

when amùisyllabincation takes place. Due to this suggested ambisyllabification it can be 

maintained that the fulI vowels appear in open syllables resaicting the reduced vowel, 

W, to closed CëC syllables. Hence, ce> replaces <e> in open syllables. This is dso 

supported by the fact that only fidi vowels are pemiissible in word final position which is 

the case in (3a) for !kj 'dog' and nc 'water'. 

1.2 MORPHOSYNTACTIC CATEGORIES 

This section serves to provide a broad description of the more comrnon word classes in 

Chipewyan . The Chipewyan language exhibits k e  main categories of words which 

include nouns, postpositions, and verbs. Words that are translated into adjectives are not 

included in this discussion because they are considered to be verbs in Chipewyan, and 

will be discussed in the next subsection. The subsections to foilow provide examples and 

explmations of each of these three word classes. The descriptions of each of the three 

categories is primariy based on the work of Li (1946) uid Cook (forthcoming). 

1 .  Nouns 

Chipewyan nouns are quite complex with a large number of subclasses apparent in the 

grammar. Five of the more common types of Chîpewyan nouns are discussed here, a list 

of which is provided in (6). 



bër 'meat' 
set6 'my 

fa ther' 
ts'ékuaze 'girly 
ydtikqé 'charch' 
honi 'stofy' 

+i 'dog7 
ne16 'your 

han8 
dezaze 'creek' 
k6ntué 'whiskey ' 
vati 'lanmage' 

bes 'Me '  
set$ ' m ~  

nose' 
tjchogh 'horse' 
chglih 'raid 
n6zé 'hunt' 

sa 'sun' 
bda  'his/her 

cousin' 
Beschogh ' American' 

dekoth 'cou~h' 

The nouns such as bër 'meat' and f j  'dog' illustratecl in (6) are commonly referred to as 

bare n o u s  (Li 1946, Cook forthcoming). These most basic nouns are typicdy 

monosyllabic expressing no infiectional or derivational information. 

The nouns in (6b)' such as set& 'my father' and neld ' your hand', are kinship terms and 

body parts which are commonly referred to as inalienably possessed noms. These are 

nouns which inherently require possession. Other types of nouns can also occur with 

possessive prefixes but only the cIass of nouns in (6b) requires possessive morphology. 

The possessive prefixes are Listedw in (7). 

(7) Prefix Person/ Gloss Prefix Person/ Gloss 
Ntunber Number 

se- 1 sg 'my ' nuhe- 1 d~ 'OUT' 
ne- 2 sg ' y o d  nuhe- 2 d~ 'your/our (pl)' 
be- 3 sg 'hishers ' hube- 3 d ~  'their' 
ye- 4 sg 'h.is/hers ' 

To gain an undestandhg of the nouns in (6b) examine neld 'your hand'. The p r e k  ne- 

represents second person singular and the stem -id means 'hand'. The stem cannot occur 

alone (*-la). AU kinship terms and body parts are included in this class. 

The nouns of (6c) occur with the enclitics -aze 'diminuative' and chogh 'augmentative'. 

For example, Vchogh 'horse' is an opaque noun which is constructed with i'$ 'dog' plus 

chogh 'augmentative' E d ~ g  in a fiteral translation of 'big dog'. 



A fourth group of Chipewyan nouns is exemplifieci in (6d). These are compound nouns. 

For example, examine kdnM 'whiskey'. This noun consists of the nouns Mn ' f ie  and 

tu 'water' as weU as the sufnx -d resulting in the term for 'whiskey', kontUé.5 

Both Cook (fonhcornîng) and Li (1946) suggest a class of verbal nouns in Chipewyan 

which is illustrated in (6e): these an also listed and compared with the conespondhg 

verbs in (8). These nouns are sirnilar in that they are aU related to verbs. Some verbs and 

nouns share the same mot in Athabaskan, which is the case for the nouns in (62); 

however, these nouns aiso share the same thematic (denvationai) prefix with the related 

verb. 

(8) Noun Verb 
a. nazé 'hunt' ni-1-zé 's/he is h u n ~ g '  
b. honi 'story' ho-1-ni 's/he is telling a story 
c. yati 'language' ya-t-ti 's/he is talking' 
d. dekoth 'cough' de-1-koth 's/he is coughing' 

For example, the noun honi 'story' consists of the prefk ho-, which is commonly referred 

to as areal , as weii as the stem -ni. In cornparison, the verb holni 'helshe is telling a 

story' is compnsed of the aforementioned ho- and -ni as weU as an 1- classifier. 

This list of noun classes is certahLy not exhaustive but it includes the more comrnon noun 

types in Chipewyan. The next subsection briefly discusses postpositions in Chipewyan. 

1 . 2  Postpositions 

Cook (foahcoming) suggests that there are approximately forty postpositions in 

Chipewyan. This closed class of words is closely related morphologicaliy to nouns 

5 ~ o o k  (fonheoming) observes chat the sufox -4 occtirs in nouns of posxsion as weii as in a nurnberof 
compound n o m  This is a common suffix in Chipewyan nouns, however, due to the varyïng nature of this 
suffïx a definition is not possiile at this tîme. 



because postpositions generally use the same set of pronominal prekes as nouns.6 

Contextual examples of Chipewyan postpositions £rom Cook (forthcomuig) are provided 

(9) 
a ch'a 'away from' b. ba 'for / in the absence of 

sec h'a 'away nom me' se ba 'for me' 
nech'a 'away fiom yod neba 'for you' 
bech'a 'away kom him/her' beba 'for hun' 
bech 'a nesjer '1 am afiaid of hirn' kontué neba 'whiskey is no 

neqle good for you' 
bech'aÿnesjer ' Imafradofdogs'  kon tue beba +j 'whiskey is not 

neqle good for dogs' 

Postpositions are inflected for penon and number: for example, sech'a 'away f?om me' 

is comprised of se- 'fust penon singular', related to the possessive noun f o m  se-, and the 

postposition ch'a 'away fiorn'. In relation to the formation of the postposition ba 'for' in 

(9b), Cook observes that the meaning of this particular postposition is rather innovative. 

In conservative dialects, 'for' is xa whereas ba refers to 'forfi the absence of .  In 

contrast, ba has become more general in meaning in the innovative diaiects and is 

commoniy translated as 'for'.' 

Overall, it has k e n  demonstrated that postpositions are not aiways mansparent 

semantically. Morphologicaily speaking, ho wever, postpositions s hare pronomuid 

prekes with Chipewyan nouns but they remain a category separate f?om nouns. 

1.23 Verbs 

A Qiipewyan verb c m  represent a fidl sentence where grammatical caregories such as 

person, aspea and/or mode are marked by pre£kes and enclitics in the verb and by stem 

variation. For this reason Chipewyan verbs have a highly complex intemal structure 

6~xcepti~ns to chis generaiimïon are ho- 'areaï' which m o t  be used with postpositions and ?e- *-'third 
n non-Specinc' whïch c a ~ o t  be used with noms, 
is the case in La Loche diaiect wkre ywng speakers. in particuiar. use ba- to mean 'fd rarher 

than 'in the absence of, 



w hich is discussed in more detail in chapter two. Both active and stative verbs are 

present in the verb corpus as evident in the list of verbs provided in (10). 

(20) Verbs 
a hed+ 'he is drhking it', y e n d q  'she looks at hirn' 
b. nechi 'it is big', nedath 'it is wide' 
c. delzën 'it is black', delgai 'it is white' 

The verbs hedq 'he is drinking it' and yenes3 'she looks at him' in (10a) are active verbs 

which are ypicaliy inflected in three aspectlmode paradigms: imperfective, perfective, 

and optative. Verbs of this type comprise a rnajority of the verb corpus discussed in this 

thesis. Verbs such as nechd 'it is big' of (lob) are descriptive verbs and are semantically 

amila, to English adjectives. These adjectival forms are considered verbs because they 

intlect for person, number, and aspect, however, they have different derivational 

properties nom the vexbs of (10a): these are discussed in deraü in chapter five. The verbs 

delzën 'it is black' and higai 'it is white' in (10c) are also descriptive verbs primarily 

consisting of colour tems. These verbs also have special denvational properties which 

are discussed below. 

13 CONCLUSION 

This chapter briefly 0utIine.d the phonological and morphosyntactic structures of 

Chipewyan which should sufnce to understand the overail &rammar of the language 

insofar as is required for the present investigation. Because the verbal structure is closely 

related to the focus of this thesis, a detailed discussion of the phonology and morphology 

of the verb is given in chapter two. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE PHONOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL, STRUCTURE 

OF THE VERB 

The Chipewyan verb demonstrates elaborate morphological and phonological structures, 

and typicaily contains a l l  of the elements in an English sentence. The Chipewyan verb is 

compriseci of a verb root plus a variety of prefixes marking person, number, aspect, and 

mode. Also included in the verb are thematic (derivational) and adverbial matenal. 

Given the complexity of the Chipewyan verb, it is difncdt to characterize its 

morphophonological structure and derivation. This chapter provides a basic outline of 

the morphophonological processes cornmon in the Chipewyan verb. These processes are 

not focal to this thesis but are a necessary part of the foundation required for examining 

Qiipewyan verbs in any detail. In addition to these processes, many verbal prcfixes 

present in a majority of verbs are identified, and their locations within the verbal template 

are given. Once the identity and location of these prefixes are established, the levels of 

representation in verb formation are also addressed. 

2.1 MORPHOPNONOLOGY 

Athabaskan languages are highly synthetic and have many phonological processes which 

c m  obscm the underiying representation of a given verb. An outluie of the relevant 

phonological rules will simplify matters. Five d e s  are outlined in this section. These 

are (1) epenthesis, (2) metathesis, (3) tensing, (4) nasalization and (5) vowel deletion. 

Rior to the descxiptions of these processes an explanarion of the difference berween 

conjunct and cikjunct prefixes in Chipewyan is providd 



2.Ll Conjunct and Disjunct Prefixes 

As Cook (1984) notes, descriptive work on the Athabaskan languages establishes 

approximately ten prefixal positions in the verb which cm be categorized into infiectional 

prefixes and denvational prefies on a morphological level. These prefutal positions 

have also been divided into conjunct and disjunct prefixes which is a 

morphophonological distinction first identified by Li (1946). According to Li, the 

difference between conjunct and disjunct prefixes is based on varying morphophonemic 

alternations as well as positionhg within the Athabaskan verb. This division is indicated 

by #. A disjunct boundary, placed to the left of the object prefix, exists in vimially every 

Athabaskan language where prefixes to the right of the disjunct boundary are conjunct 

prefies and prefixes to the left of this same boundary are disjunct prekes. 

The distinction between conjunct and disjunct boundaries is motivated by evidence fkom 

phonological d e s  such as delerion, coalescence, and nasalization which apply arnong 

conjunct prefixes: Le. but not among disjunct prefixes or across the di junct boundary. The 

distinction between conjunct and disjunct prefixes is further supported by processes such as 

epenthesis which apply only More disjunct prefixes: i.e., not among conjunct prefixes. 

Aspect, mode, and person markers are included in the list of conjunct preefixes. These 

markers ;tle located closer to the stem than the disjunct prefkes. Further, the surface 

representations of the conjunct prefixes are more opaque than those of the disjunct 

prekxes, Examples of the conjunct prefixes are given in (1) and are used in conjunction 

with nasalization of the second person sïngular prefix. 

(1) thjda /the-ne-@-dafi ' you are Sitting' 
b. ghjjen Ighe-ne-d-yen/ 'you sang' 

I~)arh brackets (/.../') are iaed to represent the midrr1ying morphophonemic r e ~ r e s e n ~ o n s  of ùidiviîduai 
verbs thronghout this thesis. 



First, t@dz 'you arr sitting' in (la) is comprised of the- , a perfective aspect prefm, a 

second penon singular prefk ne-, an unmarked or 0- ciassifier, and the verb stem -do 'to 

be in sitiing position'. Second, ghjjën 'you sang' in (Ib) has a ghe- perfective aspect 

prefix, a second person singular prefix ne-, a d- classifier, and the verb stem yën 'to 

sing'. The surface representations found in (la-b) are different fiom the undermg 

structures with, ne-, the underlying second person singular marker, king realized as 

nasalkation on the vowel of the preceding aspect prefix in the surface realhtion. This 

pxticular realization of the second person marker only happens when the preceding 

morpheme is a conjunct prefix. 

In contrast to conjunct prefkes, disjunct prekes are further fÎom the stem, are more 

phonologically independenh and are more transparent. These prefixes include adverbials 

prekes, similar to adverbs in English, and thematic prefixcs, those that represent 

derivational (lexical) prefixes, among others. Consider the disjunct prefîxes exempiified 

(2) a shéne~ /shé#ne-u 'you are eating' 
b. yme4 ti /y&-ne-f -ti/ 'you are talking, pmying' 

The verb shéne$ 'you are e a ~ g '  in (2a) has the disjunct prefix shé-, the second person 

suigular prefk ne-, an unmarked classifier? and the verb stem -@ 'to eat'. The verb ydnegti 

'you are tallàng, prayîng' in (2b) has the disjunct prefix yu-, a second person singdar ne- 

prefix, an $- classifier, and the verb stem -ri 'tu talk, pray'. Both of the verbs in (2a-b) 

have identical underlyîng and surface representations. In particular, the second person 

singular prefix ne- is not &ed as nasakation on the surface. 

2.13 Epenthesis 

The fim Chipewyan process is epenthesis which refers to a two step process where h andfor 

e are sequenhally insertd Epenthesis often occurs in word-initial position or when 



followkig a procliac (or incorporated PP), and this boundary is calleci the double disjunct 

boundary (##). Examples are provided in (3)? 

(3) E~enthesis 
a. ##s-d-yen+ hesjën '1 sing ( i p ) '  

1-sing 

b. ##-d-yën + hejen 'He sings (imp) ' 

Both /s-d-yën/ '1 sing' and /d-yën/ 'he sings' are monosyilabic verbs underlyingly; however, 

Chipewyan requires verbs to have a minimum of two syiiables, providing an environment 

for epenthesis. Fist, e- is inserted at the double disjunct boundary providing a syllable to 

house the non-syiiabic first person singular p r e k  (s-). Second, the epenthetic h- is insened 

to f a  the requirement that Chipewyan verbs begin with a consonant In sorne instances 

both epenthetic elements are not required. That is, if a verb begins with a vowel and aiready 

has two syllables only h is inserted at the double disjunct boundary. Consider the data in 

(4) a. ##id-d-yën + hijën 'We sing (imp)' 
Id-sing 

b. ##uh-d-yen + huhjën 'You (dl) sing (irnp)' 
2d-sing 

In /id-d-yëv 'we shg (imp)' and /uh-d-yëd 'you (dl) sing (imp)' of (4a-b), respectively, 

only h is inserted at the double disjunct boundary because both the verbs have two syllables 

2.13 Metathesis, Tensing, and Nasalization 

It is b a t  to discuss metathesis, tensing, and nasalization together because each process acts 

as a trigger for the foUowing process. Cook (1989) outlines these same processes jointly for 

2 ~ e r e  appear to be three boundaries in relation to morphophonologicai pmccsses in Chipewyan which are 
the double-disjunct bounniuy (##), the disjunct bOundary (#), and the conjunct boundary @), The double- 
nisjmct boundary lncIudes all positions to the left of the adverbial position (position i0)see example (IO), 
The dlsjunct boundary, as aIready explaineci, refers to everything to the Ieft of the k t  object p r e k  The 
conjanct prenjt refers to a11 of the prefîxes between the direct object prefix and the verb stem. 



Qiilcotin. According to Cook (1989) metathesis occurs in prefutes with the form Ce-. This 

discussion focuses on the metathesis of the second person singular prefix ne- which is the 

most common environment in which metathesis occurs. In the Chilcotin verb, Cook notes 

that the second person prefix most comrnonly appears as -en, where metathesis has taken 

place. Consider the data in (5). 

Metathesis and Epenthesis in Qiilcotin 
Underlying Metathesis Epenthesis Gloss 
Representation 
ne-jen enjen henjen 'you sing' 
sa##ne-jen sa##enjen sahenjen 'YOU sing for 

me' 
ne-zugh enzugh henzugh 'you scrape it' 

In (5a) henjen 'you sing', metathesis of the second person prefix has taken place where ne- 

becornes en-; moreover, notice that h- epenthesis foilows metathesis. Like Chipewyan, 

Chilcotin requires verbs to be consonant initial. That is, Chilcotin aiso requires epenthesis 

at the double disjunct boundary and this environment is created by second person metathesis 

(ne- + en-). This îs illustrated in sahenjen (/same-d-yen/) 'you sing for me' of (Sb) 

where h- epenthesis is required after ne- metathesis at the double di sjunct boundary. Hence, 

su## (se-ba) 'for me' sits to the left of the double di sjunct boundary position resdting in h- 

epenthesis between sa## and the metathesized second person singular en-. 

According to Cook (1989) metathesis provides an explanahon for the appearance of a tense 

vowel after a conjunct prefix (e-g.. ghe-ne- + ghe-en -+ ghin). Examples of Chilcotin 

tensing are provided in (6). 

( Metathesis and Tensinp; 
Underlying Metathesis 
Representation 

a. na#ghe-ne-jen na#ghe-en-jen 
b. ghe-ne-y6n ghe-en-y5n 

Tensing Gloss 

'you sang again' 
'you ate it' 



In (6a) naghinjen 'you sang again7, metathesis of the second person prefix takes place 

creating the environment for tensing where ghe-en + ghin. Chipewyan has a phonological 

mie sirnilar to Chilcorin tensing in which ghe-ne- is reaiïzed as ghj,- The Chipewyan 

cognates are Nestrateci in (7). 

(7) Metathesis, Tensing, and Nasalization in Chipewyan 
Underl ying Metathesis Tensing Nasakation Gloss 
Representation 

a. ghe-ne-jën gheen-jën ghin-jën gigijën 'you sang7 
b. shé-ghe-ne-@ shé-ghe-en-tj shéghin4 shéghjyj 'you ate' 

As can be seen above in ghjjén 'you sang' of (7a). the 2 sg form, ne-, is metathesized 

(ghe-ne- -+ ghe-en) which is followed by the same tensing process that occurs in 

Chilcotin (ghe-en + ghin). Tensing is then followed by nasalization of the second 

person singular fonn where nasalization is defmed as the absorption of nasal qualities 

into the preceding vowel resulting in a nasalized vowel and deletion of the nasal 

consonant Nasalization is demonstrated in (8). 

(8) Chipewyan Nasalization 
Nasalization Nasal Dele tion Surface Form 

nin-?j @-? j @-?f GY 

First, the nasal qualiaes of the nasal consonant are absorbed by the vowel, followed by 

deletion of the nasal consonant3 As a result of the additional process of nasabition, 

greater vanation between the underlying and surface forms is more common in Chipewyan 

than in Chilcotin- 

2.1.4 Vowel Deletion 

In relation to Chipewyan verbal paradigms, vowel deletion is the last morphophonological 

process to be discussed. Essentiaîiy this process is defined as folIows: when two vowels are 

adjacent, the vowel to the left deletes. This process occurs between both disjunct and 

3This process cm be viewed as Msal spreadhg and subsequent deletion of the voweL Because a theory of 
autosegmentai features is not presented in this thesis, na& spreading is not discussed here. 



conjunct prefkes but does not occur to the left of the double disjunct boundary. A verb 

paradigm exhibithg vowel deletion is given in (9). 

(9) 'to sing ci-yën 
Person/ Perfective 
Number 
1s ghesjën / ghe-s-d=y ën/ 
2s ghjjën /ghe-ne-d+n/ 
3s ghejën /ghe-@d=yën/ 
Id ghijen /ghe-idd=yën/ 
2d ghuhjën /ghe-uh-d=yën/ 
3d heghejën /he-ghe-d-yen/ 

Note: 1s-t person sïngular, 2s=second person singuiar, 3 s = W  penon singular, ld=fîrst 
person dual, 2d-second person dual, 3d=third person dual4 

The focus of this particular paradigm is the Id and 2d forms. Notice that in the underlying 

form of the Id fom ghqën 'we sang' there are two adjacent vowels ; /ghe-id-d-yën/. As 

aiready expiained, when mo vowels are adjacent the vowel to the left deletes. Hence, in the 

Id forrn /ghe-id-d-yën/ 'we sang' the leftmost vowel kom the ghe- prefix deletes resulting 

in the d a c e  form ghljen. The same process occurs in the 2d form [ghe-uh-d-yën/ 'you 

guys sang' where the vowel kom the ghe- prefix is deleted resulting in the surface form 

ghuhjën. 

The discussion above provides the basic background in verbal morphophonology of 

Chipewyan necessary for an analysis of situation type and aspect in the verbal paradigrns. 

Before diis andysis commences, however, ir is necessary to identify several of the more 

common prefixes of the Chipewyan verb. 

4~mt, semnd, and third p m n  plurai fms  also exist in Chipweyanr howew. bey are not presented in 
this thesis kause duaI and plmal forms are the same morphophonoIogidy except that the plaral forms 
have the diseiiutive prefix dd- added in position 9 of the verb, See Cook (fortitcoming) for details, 



2.2 VERBAL PREFIXES 

As mentioned, Chipewyan is a highly synthetic language in which the verb has rich 

person and number agreement as weU as aspectlrnode making. In order to ulthately 

provide a correlation between the morphologicai and semantic properties of Chipewyan 

verbs it is beneficial to identify the individual p r e k  positions of the verb. 

Athabaskan verb prefixes are anaiyzed into more or Iess a dozen prekes appearing to the 

left of the verb roothtem by Li (1946), Sapir and Hoijer (1967), Kari (1979), and Cook 

(f~rthcoming)~. Li (1946) proposes ten prefixal positions in the Chipewyan verb in 

contmt to Cook (forthcoming) who postdates eleven prefixal positions. Cook's 

proposa1 is king adopted in this thesis because he provides detail for each position he 

proposes. As noted, the Athabaskan prefixes include inflectional prefixes which mark 

person, number, aspect, and mode as weU as thematic (derivationai) and adverbial 

prefixes. Cook's suggested prefixal positions are iIlusmted in (10). 

(10) 
11 1 0 9  8 7 #  
P Adv da na NI 

Note: 
l=Ciassifier 
2=Locai (1 or 2 person) sub ject prefixes 
3=Conjugaîion markers 
&Thematic (derivational) prefixes 
5=Nonlocai (3rd person) subject preîkes 
&Direct object 

6 5 4 3 2  1 O 
DO Nonlocal Th CM Local Cl Stem 

subject subject 

7=Incorponted nouns 
8=Iterative prefx 
9=Plural or distributive prefïx 
ICkAdverbiaI prefîxes 
1 l= Incorporateci Posrpositions 

The subsections which follow provide a detailed description of each of the prefixd 

positions given in the same arder as they are provided in (10). Each discussion involves 

only a subset of the items in a @en position. The subset discussed are the most common 

prefixes found in the data provided throughout this thesis. 

%ee section 23 for an explanation of the distinction between the v a b  mot and the verb stem. 



22.1 The Classifier 

The first prefïxal position to be outiîned is the classifier position. Classifiers are ofien 

involved in pomying the voice of the verb arnong other dis~ctions; active versus stative, 

transitive versus intransitive. However, the grammatical funcrion of classifiers is not always 

clear. There are four classifers recognked in Chipewyan which are 1-, ?-, d-, and a-. They 

are divided into two pairs: 0 and ? , and d and 1. This division is supponed on both 

phonological and morphologicai grounds (see (Cook, forthcoming) for details). 

A few examples of the functions of classifies are cited from Cook (forthcoming) in (1 1). 

(1 2) a 0 vs. Q -inchoative vs. causative 
(i) d ~ k h  'it (fire) is buming' 

djik'g /dé-ne-& kg/ ' you made a fie' 
(ii) thekën 'it is sweet, tasty' 

4ést'éth ndkën-u 'do you like (the taste of) 
bread? ' 

lit: 'do you have the bread taste sweet?' 

b. t vs. 1 - active vs. passive 
a hefxj 'it is melting' 

yefxj 'he melts it' 
nalgu 'it is king melted' 

(ü) niyehhay 'he crumbles it' 
nildhay 'it is cnunbled' 

c, 0 vs. d - nonreversarive v a  reversative 
6) Qgha /te-ne-0-gha/ you smrt to go' 

n@da /ni-ne-d-ghd 'you start to go back 
( r e m )  ' 

(ü) ghena /ghe-@-na/ 'he lives' 
naghida /na-ghe-i-d-na/ 'he lives again' 

The list in (1 1) includes only a smaii nurnber of the possible functions that a classifier 

may hold In (lla), the 0- versus 1- c o n m t  is used in Chipewyan to denote intransitive 

and msitive, sometimes causative, on a single verb mot For example &&! 'it (fie) is 

burning' appears with the 0- classifier in contrast to dl&' g (Idi-ne+ ki(/) 'you made a 

h' which is the causative form of the formerly intransitive sentence formed by adding 



the P- classifier. This inchoative-causative d is i~c t ion  is often labelleci intransitive- 

transitive in the trafitionai Athabaskan literature. Other distinctions such as 

active/passive and reversative/non-rwersative are also ülustrated in the grammar by 

classifien as iilustrated in (1 1). Despite the typical functions of the classifiers identifieci 

in (1 la-c), many idiosynaatic uses of the classiners are aiso present in the grammar. 

Consider the v& in (12). 

(12) ya3ti 
ya -0-? -ti 
a&.-3-cl-talk(stem) 
'he is tallcing, praying' 

As illusarateci in (1 la) with dffk'p (/dé-ne-f- k$/) 'you made a &eV, the +- classifier 

commonly occurs with verbs that are transitive or causative. This is not mie of the verb 

yafti 'he is talking, praying' given in (12). Here the alleged transitive classifier appears 

with an intransitive verb. Recall h m  (1 lb) that the ? classifier can also denote that a 

verb is active, but this is not the case in (12) (see Cook forthcoming). In many cases the 

specinc functions of a particular classifier are largely predicatable but exceptions exist 

Moreover, al l  classifiers are subject to phonological niles which obscure their identity. 

F i  a perfective paradigin containing the 1- classiner is iIlustrated in (13). 

(13) 'to cough de--1-koth 
Person/ Perfective 
Number 
1s deghesko th /de-ghe-s-1-ko&/ 
2s deghjkoth /de-ghe-ne-1-kath/ 

A number of phonological rules are evident în the above data Fist, it is the case that no 

more than wo consonants can be adjacent in Chipewyan. For example the 1s f o m  



degheskoth (/de-ghe-s-1-kot.h/) '1 coughed' in (13) has three adjacent consonants: s- the first 

person singular marker, the I - classifier, and the stem initial consonant k This three 

consonant environment results in the deletion of the 1- classifier. Second, whenever the 

consonants h and I are adjacent a merger to f takes place. An example of this environment 

can be found in the 2d form deghu3koth /de-ghe-uh-1-kath/ 'you (dl) coughed' of (13). In 

the underlying representation of the 2d form /de-ghe-uh-1-koW uh- and 1 are adjacent, 

resulting in a merger to uf in the surface form. 

The perfective paradigm in (14) iuustrates a phonologicai rule relevant to the +- classifier. 

(14) 'totalk' ya# ... f-ri 
Person/ Perfective 
Number 
1s yaghi4 ti /ya#ghe-i-f -ti/ 

yaghjf ti /ya#ghe-ne-i-ti/ 
yaghj? ti /ya#ghe-(N)-@-+-ti/a 
yaghiiti /ya#ghe-id4 - ti/ 
y aghu? ti /ya#ghe-uh4-ti/ 
yahegigïlti /ya#he-ghe-0-4 -ti/ 

In (14) consider the Id form yaghfiri /ya#ghe-id-bti/ 'we talked' where a phonological 

process uivolving the f - classifier and the hnt peson duoplural pretix, Id-, applies. niis 

nile changes the adjacent d and f in the underlying representation of the Id form /ya#ghe-id- 

h i /  in (14) to a merged fom, 1, in the surface structure. 

The d classifier is largely obscured in Chipewyan verbs resulting in surface f o m  which 

Vary greaùy fkom their underlying representations. This is often refened to as the 'D- 

effect'. Cook (1989: 1%) defines the D-effect as follows: "cd] is deleted before a 

6The nasaüzarion on the voweis in the 3 and 32 forms. represented as (N) in the verb paradigms in this 
thesis* is the d a œ  realization of the N- perfective, This makation is present only on verb which occur 
with either a 0- or I- classifier and the ghe- perfective p r e k  Cook (1989) suggests thaî the N- perfective 
is a reflex of a once systematic perfective prefk Due to the restncted appearance of the N- perfective not 
discussed as @ of the -c inadana1  system, 



stop/affncate or becomes merged with a continuant, resulting in an affncate which is not 

distinguishable from an underlying affncate".7 A list of the common root initial changes 

resulting £tom the D-effect are provided in (15). 

(15) Environment Result Example Breakdown Gioss 
a d + y  + j hesjën /he-s-d-yën/ '1 am singing' 

b. d + ?  + t' senet 'j /se-ne-d-?j/ '1 am king 
looked at' 

c. d+gh -+ d nuiesda /ni-ne-id-d-gha/ '1 am returning' 

In (15a) hesjën me-s-d-yëd) 'I am singing' and (15b) senefi /se-ne-d-?jn 'I am king 

looked at' the d- classifier and the root initial consonant merge into one consonant on the 

surface which contains properties of both underlying consonants. For example, în (1%) 

senet'j (/se-ned-iW) T am king looked at' the resulting consonant maintains the same 

place of articulation as the d- classiner and the same manner of hcdahon,  giottaüzed, 

fiam the root initial consonant: d + ? = t'. Deletion of the root initial consonant is also a 

possible result of the D-effect as illustrateci in (1%) with nfnesda /ni-ne-id-d-gha/ '1 am 

retumïng': d t gh = d. The paradigm aven in (16) illustrates twc of the resulting surface 

forms created by the D-effect . 

(16) ni#..d-gha/ya/ghël (gh=y) 'to r e m '  
b. Person/ Imperfective Perfective 

%xcion (1997) pmposes that the effect of the d- clamfier is acomhcaily detectable by speakers of Navajo; 
however, it has no greater ifluence than syntactic classes on the distinction between underlying and 
&e f m s  does in Navajo. See Gordon (1997) for detaiis- 
8~otice that the thhi persun dual pfk he- and the thematic ph nf- rnetathesize. Metathesis involving 
the ttiird person duai and pimat prefixes is quite common, A satisfâctory explanation of thIs phenornena K 
not avaîîable at thk tirne. 



Fit, in the imperfective paradigm the d classifier appears on the sirrface and the 

adjacent underlying root initial fricative is deleted: d + gh = d. Second the process 

occurring in the ls, 2s, and 3s forms of the perfective paradigm involves a merger of the 

d- classifier and the stem-initiai consonant y resulting in an affncate on the surface: d + 

OveraiI, classifiers are well known for theu varying underlying and surface forms, as weil 

as their grammatical functions such as transitive/ïntransitive. 

2.2.2 Pronominal Prefixes 

In Chipewyan the subject prefixes are divided into local (first or second person) subjects 

and noniocal (third person) subjects where local prefixes are located in position 2 in (10) 

and nonlocal subjects are found in position 5 of (10). Cook (forthcoming) points out that 

this dichotomy has signifîcant ramifications in the rnorphology and syntax of Chipewyan. 

For example, the number contcast between singular and duai is obligatory oniy for local 

subjects.9 The Chipewyan subject prefix forms are illustrated in (17). 

(17) d-yën 'to sin& 
Persod Subject Imperfective Perfective 
Number Prefîxes 
1s s- ) hesjën /0-s-d-yen/ ghesjën / ghe-s-&yen/ 
2s ne- nejen /@ne-d-yën/ ghjjën /g he-ne-d-yën/ 
3s 0- hejën /@a-d-yen/ ghejën /@ghe-d-yen/ 
Id& id- hjën /@id-d-yëd ghijën /g he-id-doyen/ 
2d/2p uh- hu hjën /@uh-d-yën/ ghuhjën / g he- u h-d-yën/ 
3mpio he- hehejën he-ad-yën/ heghejën Be-ghe-&yen/ 

The distinct positions of the local versus nodocal subject prefïxes are evident in the 

perfective paradigm for 'sing'. Notice that the Is f o m  ghesjën fghe-pd-yen/ '1 sang' 

~ e e  Cook (1996) for deeils on the distinction b e m n  local and nonloeal subject prefmes. 
l%e subject prefixes for duaI and p l d  are the however, the plinal verb forms aiso have the 
distributive dd- prefix in position 9: ddghfjën 'we (pl) sang', ddghuhjën 'you @9 sang', ddireghejën 'they 
@O mi!' 



and 2s fonn ghjjen @he-nd-yën/) 'you sang' in (17) exhibit subject prefixes occurring 

to the right of the perfective prefix ghe-. In con- the 3d fonn heghejën me-crhed- 

yën/ 'they sang', he-, occurs to the lefi of the ghe- perfective prefix.ll 

The 1s form of some of the perfective paradigrns of verbs exhibit i- which is an 

allomorph of s-. According to Cook (forthcoming), i- occurs in the perfective paradigms 

of verbs which occur with @- or f- classifien. See Cook (fonhcoming) for details on this 

topic. l2 

Another issue related to Chipewyan pronominal prefixes is their varying underlying and 

surface representations when they foliow conjunct and disjunct prefixes. Generally, the 

surface and underlying forms of the subject prefixes are identicai. The second person 

singular pronominal prefix, ne-, however, does not have matching underlying and surface 

verb forms. Consider the data in (18). 

(18) sht3k.0-fi 'to eat' 
Person/ Irnperfec tive Perfective 
Number 
1s s h w  /~hé-0-s-@-P/ shéghestj /SM-ghe-s-@-P/ 
2s shénep khé-@-ne-@-$/ shegw Ishé-ghe-ne-@-$/ 
3s shétj hh&@@-@-pl shéghep lshé-0-ghe-pI 
Id shi@ /s hé-0 -id- @-@/ shéghf4 /sh€-ghe-id-@-$/ 
2d shuhtj hhé-@-uh-@-Q/ shéghuhp fshé-ghe-uh-@Q/ 
3d shéhetj Ishé-he-@@-tj/ shéheghep /shé-he-ghe-0-0-P/ 

When preceding a disjunct prek  as in SM- ofsMne$' 'you are eating', the underlying and 

surface foms match; however, if ne- is preceded by the conjunct p r e k  ghe-, as in 

sMghj@ 'you a=', the underlying and surface forms are different due to the nasalization 

"~ccading to the hypoihesis thaî local and nonlocal subjecîs are located in different positions of the verb 
îemphte, the 0- third person singuiar prefïx is a h  assumed to occur to the IeEt of the perfective prefix, 
'2~ccading to Cook (personal communication) this generaiizarion is not entirely accmate. It semis that 
some verbs with the 1- classifier u n  a h  occur with the i- fÎrst person singular matker: ex, nila '1 bought 
it (game animal)' 



In summary, pronominal prefïxes are essential to ali verb forms in Chipewyan. 

According to Cook (forthcoming), these particular prefixes are treated as inflectional in 

aii Athabaskan grammars. This infiectional stanis means that the lexical meaning of the 

verb is not altered, although, changes to the grammatical foxm may take place. That is 

the verbs sMsrj 1 am eating' and shdnerJ 'you are eating' both refer to the activity of 

eating. however, the former verb is in first person singular and the latter verb is in second 

person singular changing the grammatical form. 

22.3 Primary Aspect and Mode Prefixes 

One of the main focuses of this thesis is the analysis of the primary aspect and mode 

prefixes of Chipewyan, also refemd to as conjugation markers, which are located in 

position 3 of the verbal template as given in ( lO).I3 Cook (forthcoming) notes that 

imperfective, perfective, and optative morphology are productive in that they can occur 

across the Chîpewyan verb corpus. These prefkes are listed and exemplifed in (19). 

(19) Infiectiond Aspect and Mode Refkes 
a Imperfective 1. 0- hesjen he-0-s-d-yen/ '1 am singing' 

2. ne- ts'enesthir /ts'e-ne-s-thir/ '1 am waking 
UP' 

3. the- thida /the-i-da/ I am in Sitting 
position' 

b. Perfective 1. ghe- sheghep lsht5-ghe-@/ 's/he ate' 
2. the- nitheszé /nA- the-s-ze/ '1 hunted' 
3. ne- qya /ni-ne-ya/ 's/he arrïved' 

c. Optative 1. wa- nawaszé /n&wa-s-zé/ '1 shodd hum' 

A variefy of prefkes marking aspect and mode are permitted in this position. There are 

three imperfective prekes 0-, ne-, and the- in (19a) and three perfective prefixes ghe-, 

%llhough the ghe- progressive also murs  in position 3, it wiU not be dkussed in this thesis. An 
exampk of the ghe- progressive is rrbyeghéhfgh (*/hi-ye-ghe- the-Gnig h/) 's/he boug ht it*, 



the-, and ne- in (19b) ail of which are productive in the grammar. As the focal point of 

this thesis, these six prefkes are discussed in detail in chapter three. The only mode 

prefix in Chipewyan. the optative prefix wa-, is also a position 3 prefix in (10) and is 

briefly examineci in chapter three as well. Typically, only one aspect/mode prefix can 

appear in this position for any given verb fom.14 In other words the imperfective, 

perfective and optative prefixes are mutually exclusive as conjugation markers. These 

aspect and mode prefixes are important to this thesis and are, therefore, deserving of 

attention. Further detail on each individual prefix is given in chapter three. 

23.4 Secondary Aspect and Thematic Prefixes 

Position 4 of the Chipewyan verb includes three types of prefures. Only two of these 

p r e k  categones will be elaborated in this section. The most commonly attested category 

includes &- and ne- which are thought to be vestiges of a Roto-Athabaskan gender 

system (Cook, forthcorning). The second group of preflxes in this position are often 

referred to as secondary aspect prefixes. According to Cook (1989, forthcoming), these 

prefixes mark aspecnial notions such as inceptive, conative, and semelfactive. The third 

group fiom position 4, which is not discussed herein, involves a singular 'refiexive- 

benefactive' prefix, de-. The first two groups of prefîxes are discussed beiow. 

As noted the most cornmon thematic prefixes are dé- and ne- which commonly occur 

with verbs that are descriptive, or adjectival, in nature. Cook (forthcorning) observes that 

de- occurs in verbs that denote surface shape, texture, consistency and colour. In 

conhast, ne- typically occurs with verbs descnbing more abstract qualities; however, 

1 4 ~  mi& nmber of M o s  appear to accur with both the ne- and ghe- prefixes simuitaneously. An 
exampfe of this is yenegl$.Qi lye-ne-gu-1-?jl 'he Iooked at if ,  At this tirne it is not cIear w hether both of 
these prefixes mark perfective aspect, or if this ne- prefix is a thematic prefix h m  position 4. Finther 
ïnvestigahon is necessary. 



many exceptions to these generabtions exist Exarnples of these de- and ne- thematic 

prefixes are provided in (20). 

(20) a. delgai 'it is white' delzën 'it is black' 
deg6 th 'it is new ' detan 'it is thick' 

b. nezp 'it is good' nech8 'it is big' 

In (20a) delgai 'it is white' and delzën 'it is black' both refer to colour terms, and &tan 

'it is thick' refers to the consistency of an object It is not clear how degdth 'it is new' is 

accommodated by Cook's definition. It is possible that the reference of 'new' refers to 

the physical condition of the object: in which case, the definition provided by Cook is 

acceptable. Nezq 'it is good' refen to an a b m c t  quality and nechd 'it is big' refers to a 

physical quality where the latter verb is an exception to Cook's generalization. 

In addition to these commonly found thematic prefixes, the prefut ge- e-, as in Sekën 'it is 

sweet', is present in conservative dialects; however, the fe- prefix is slowly k ing  

replaced by the- in many communities. This p r e k  belongs to the same n a d  class as 

de- and ne-. 

The second category of position 4 prefixes are the secondary aspect prefixes. According 

to Cook (forthcoming), these prefixes conaast widi the primary aspect prefkes based on 

their inflectional/derivational status. In cornparison to the primary aspectIrnode prefïxes 

which are inflectional, the secondary aspect prefixes are denvationai and are cornmoniy 

labeled thematic prefixes in the Athabaskan literature (see Kari (1979), Rice (1989), 

Cook (1989), Cook (forthcoming)). In other words, secondary aspect prefixes mark 

lexïcai aspect which ïmplies that these prefixes are specified by certain verbs in the 

lexicon. In c o n t m  to the productive prirnw aspecrlmode prefixes secondary aspect 

prekes are Iimited to srnaIl sukategories of verbs: they are not productive across the 

Chipewyan verb corpus. Whüe prïmary aspect/mode morphology can occur with nearly 



ai l  verbs, secondary aspect prefixes cannot Two of the comrnon secondary aspect 

prefixes in Chipewyan are semelfactive and seriative, or iterative. Cook (forthcoming) 

explains that verbs w hich an inherentiy seriative (prolongeci and repeated action) can 

occur with a semeifactive marker é- thereby changing the nature of the event Consider 

the data in (2 1). 

(21) Example Breakdown Gloss 
Seriative 

a. nesh6Q /ne-+ -#%/ 'you are blowing it' 
Semelfactive 

b. hjshiif lé-ne4 -yuf/ 'you are blowing it once' 

The verb neshzlf 'you are blowing it' in (21a) is the basic seriative verb form without any 

secondary aspect morphology. In (21b) h/shilf 'you are blowing ir once', the 

semelfactive é- prefix is added to the verb r e s u l ~ g  in a semelfactive m e m g .  That the 

i- prefix is present is supponed by a number of morphological observations. Fist, high 

tone fiom 6- is present on the fim syilable ofhjshi53 'you are blowing it once' which is 

not present in the basic fom neshaf 'YOU are blowing it'. Also metathesis, epenthesis, 

and tensing have occurred in (21b). due to the addition of the é-prefi resulting in hishfit 

Vé-ne-shii4/ + /é-en-shu?/ -t /j-shiif/ + /i$shil+/ ) and an interpretatïon where the 

activity of blowing occun only once (blowing out a c a d e  for example). 

Overall, the prehes which s d a c e  in position 4 are derivational prefvres hplying that 

the addition of any of these prefixes lexicaliy alters the meaning of the verb. The 

secondary aspect prefixes are resaicted to specific groups of verbs. For example, the 

semelfactive i- p r e k  cari oniy occur with seriasive verbs. 



22.5 Direct Object Prefixes 

In contrast to the local and nonlocal subject prefixes, ail direct objects are located in 

position 6 of the verb template h m  (10). The direct objects, as identifid by Cook 

(forthcoming), are listed in (22). 

(22) Singuiar Dual 
1s se- nuhe- 
2s ne- nuhe- 
3s @-/be-15 
4s F- 

O le- 
Reflexive ?de- 

Reciprocal ?de- 
Arieal ho- 

From the summary in (22) notice that one dual object prefix represents bot. first and 

second person dual foms. Chipewyan, like other Athabaskan languages, exhibits a 

fourth person: when a thûd person subject and a third person object are present in a 

sentence but are not CO-indexed, the object is represented by a fourth penon prefix (a 

distinct third person). An example of this phenornena is yeftqi 'he3 makes i ~ '  in (23a) 

where ye- represents the founh person object and the third person subject is unmarked. 

(23) Verb Breakdown Gloss 
" Y ~ N  lye -@-hi$ /  'hq is making i ~ '  
b. hestsj /s-@-@/ '1 am making it' 
c, nets'esni /ne-ts'e-s-d-ni/ '1 am helping yod 
d. ?&t'ui ne-04- t 'd  'he is sucking 

(something) ' 

Verbs from the Elford and Eiford (in progress) in (23b-d) stiu require debption. FKSS 

in (23b) hestsi 'I am making it' the thiid person object is unmarked and the k s t  person 

subject is marked with s-. Second, the verb nets'esni '1 am helping y o d  in (Uc) also 

illustrates the distinction between subject and object prefixes. The second person direct 

object prefk ne- appears word-iniàalLy and the first person subject prefix s- occurs 

%e third pason object (specified) is commonly nnmarked in ihe overt morphoIogy. In some 
constructions; however, be- oçcurs in place of zero, This alternate construction occurs most often in 
passive and seriative constructions. See Cook (forthcoming) for details- 



between the prefk u'e- and the stem -ni in position 2. Finaiiy, in (23d) Ift'uf 'he is 

sucking something' exhibits an unmarked third person subject and ?e, an impersonal third 

person object prefix. Cook (forthcorning) has a detailed discussion of the direct object 

prefixes in Chipewyan. For descriptions of the Athabaskan subject and object system in 

gened, see Rice (1 989), and Cook and Rice (1989). 

Indirect objects are also marked in the Chipewyan verb. However, while direct object 

morphoIogy is part of the verb template, the indirect morphology is part of the 

postposition morp hology. These arguments require a postposition w hic h O bligatorily has 

person and number marking represen~g the indirect object Consider the sentence in 

(24) seba ~ d a i  
me(ID0)-for 4(0)-imp- 1 s-make 
'He is making it for me' 

In seba yetrq 'he is making it for me' of (24) the fist penon singular indirect object is se- 

and is part of the postposition. This contrasts with the representation of the founh 

person direct object ye- which is located in position 6 of the verb template. 

22.6 Adverbial and Incorporated Elements 

Positions 7 through 11 in the verbal template contain various derivational elements 

including incorporateci nouns and postpositions. A list of adverbial elements also 

contained in these positions is provided in (25). 

(25) Pretk Function Position Example Gloss 
a. na- iterative 8 naghest'j '1 saw hirn again' 
b. da- disnibutive16 9 nii&thi&é 'We (pl) hunted' 
c. ni- to anive a t a  10 nhesda '1 am retuming' 

point 
6 na- contirmative 10 nadher 'He is staying' 



Na- in (25a) and dd- in (25b) are the only prehes which surface in positions 8 and 9, 

respectively. Position 10 cm be filled by a variety of prefues with adverbial functions. 

Despite their presence in Chipewyan and other Athabaskan languages (such as Navajo, 

c f .  Young and Morgan 1980), adverbials are not very weli studied elements in the 

Athabaskan fiterature. 

Nouns and postpositions can be incorporated into Chipewyan verbs which commonly 

occurs in languages that are highly agglu~ating. Incorporation consists of the 

compounding of a noun or postposition and verb. Usually, the incorporated noun 

constitutes an argument of the verb, while the incorporated postposition can have a 

variety of grammatical functions in a transitive verb. 

Incorporated nouns are located in position 7 and incorporated postpositions appear in 

position 11. Cook (forthcorning) describes an incorporated noun as a root often lacking 

prefïxes or suffixes where the irnplied possessor of the noun and the subject of the clause 

are CO-referential. Cook's examples are reproduced in (26). 

(26) Imperfective Perfective 
1s nalasde '1 wash (my) hands' 1s nalaghesdé '1 washed (my) 

hands' 
'You wash (your) 
hands' 

2s nalagwdé 'You washed (your) 
hands' 

3s naldde 'He washes (his) 3s nalaghelde 'He washed (his) 
hands' hands' 

The noun -ia 'hand' occurs in position 7 of the verb between the disjunct p r e k  NI- and 

the perfective marker ghe- in the perfective forms above. In nalaghesdé '1 washed (my) 

hands' of (26)' the possessor of la 'hand' and the f i s t  person singular subject of the 

clause are CO-referential Although rare, a M y  inflected nom may also be incorporated 

into the verb. ùi these cases the possessor of the noun and the subject of the clause are 

not CO-referential 



Inflected nouns can aiso be incorporated into a verb which Cook (P.C.) daims is the case 

(27) bekuq ts'iya 
be - Mie ts'gn - héya 
3-house towards-went 
'He went home' 

In bek@ts'iya 'he went home' of (27)bew h i s  home' is an incorporated noun. which 

exhibits possessive morphology. 

Incorporated postpositions result in complex verb forms in Chipewyan. Examples from 

Cook (P.C.) are provided below in (28). 

béresdf 
be- é - d e - s - @ - d i  
3-agains t-adv- l s-CL-feel 
'1 feel it (by pressing against it)' 

tu basthi 
tu - -  .ba-%-.@-&i 
water for- Ki-. have desire 
'1 am thirsry' 

ber basther 
E r  ba-s -0-dher  
water for-143- have desire 
'1 am hungry' 

Two different types of postpositions are ülustrated in (28). In (28a) beresdi '1 feel it' the 

postposition is inflected for third person with the pronominal prefix be-: Le. the object of 

the postposition. In (28b-c) the object of the postposition is an uninnectexi noun. For 

example , n< 'water', of tu basthi '1 am thirsty', is a bare noun lackîng any denvational or  

inflectional morphology. 

The incorporated postposition onginates h m  a postposition which was initially 

independent fcom the verb (Noun ti Positioni Verb). Cook (fonhcoming) fin& evidence 



for this analysis h m  consemative dialects which can optïonally use ru ba hesrhi '1 am 

thixsty' where epenthetic he- is possible between the postposition and the rest of the verb. 

Incorporated ehments are commonly found in Chipewyan verb forms and have been 

examined in other Athabaskan languages by linguists such as Sapir (1911), Mithun 

(1986). Baker (1988)- and Wilhelrn (1992).17 However, complex verbs are no t refend to 

in this analysis. 

23 THE VERB AND LEWLS OF REPRESENTTATION 

The structure of the Athabaskan verb acknowledges three levels of representation which 

are generally defined in Sapir and Hoijer (1967:85): 

A verb fom is analyzed in three steps (1) the base is separated h m  the 
idectional prefixes, (2) the base is aivded into its adverbial prefmes, if any, and 
its theme, and (3) the theme is divided into its thematic prefhes, if any, and its 
stem. 

Cook (1984) among others, propose that the stem is compnsed of an abstract verb root 

and suffixes denoting aspectual properties. These three levels of representation are 

(29) Stem {verb root + (suffix) ) 
Theme {(denvational prefies) + stem} 
Base {(adverbial prefixes) + theme) 

The paragraphs below briefly ou the  the general properties of the verb stem, the theme 

and the base, discussing some problematic issues as weil. 

The verb stem is easily idenmeci within the Athabaskan verb. As mentioned above, 

many researchers, including Li (1946), Leer (1979), Kari (1979), and Cook (1984), 

propose that the stem consists of a root plus a sufnx. The stem suffixes mark aspect 

(primary and secondary) and mode cattgones and are commonly refemd to as stem 

I7see Willieh (1992) for a detaiied -on of the syntax of incorporaiion in the Athabaskan hguages. 



altanation or stem variation.18 Leer (1979) reconsmicts Roto-Athabaskan (PA) verb 

stem variation and he lists a number of morphophonernic niles which operate in the PA 

stem variation. In geneml, he proposes three variants of obstruent-closed stem variation 

which serve to lengthen the vowel of the stem or to add either a fricative or an obsment 

suffix to the stem. These morphological alternations signal differences in aspect and 

mode. 

Cook (1977:260) observes related altemations in the daughter languages Sarcee, 

Chilcotin, and Cenaal Carrier. His prirnary focus is stem altemation by syllable weight 

which is related to the voicing of the stem-final obstruent. He illustrates such distinctions 

in Sarcee with the data in (30). 

(30) Imperfective Stem Perfective Stem GIoss 
a. -16s -1~z 'to sew' 
b. -fit -*j 'ro whisper' 
C. -?a+ -?bl 'to chew' 

The stem set -l&-l& 'to sew' illusmates a voicing distinction in the stem £inal position. 

Cook argues that this voicing distinction represents a diffennce in syllable weight where 

voiced segments are heavy and unvoiced segments are light. The same distinction is 

evident in the stems sets -@c/-yùj 'to whisper' of (30b) and -?dg/-?dl 'to chew' of 

(3Oc)Jg 

Chipewyan does not productively exhibit a voicing distinction like that in Sarcee which is 

much like that in Proto-Athabaskan (PA). In fact, much of the regularity of Leer's (1979) 

PA stem variation has ken  lost in Chipewyan. Li (1946) was the h t  to discuss stem 

18stern -on is not inciuded in the -nt analysis due to its cornplex nature. Furthex rsearch on t h e  
variarions is necessary @or to th& investigation in relation to situation aspect 
Ri (1946) nfen O light syUab1es as CVCl and he Mers to heavy syIIab1es as C V Q  wherp C 1 is 
unvoiced and C 1 is voiced 



alternation in Chipewyan. A summary of Li's analysis of verb stem altemation for 

Chipewyan is provided in (3 1) 

(3 1) Li's Stem Altemations (1946:6) 
a. Invariable S te-: -b& -b& -b6 'to go to war' 
b. Vocali:~ Alternations: -wj, -w& -w# 'to clean' 
c. Tonal Alternations: -de, -dé, -de 'to clean, wash' 
d. Altemation of SyLlabic Types: -ni, niy, ni 'to buy' 

-ba, -bigh, -ba 'to go to war' 

Li suggests four cornmon stem altemation patterns . Fm& some verb stems exhibit no 

stem variation as in -bd 'to go to war'. Second, the vowel quaIity within a verb stem cm 

change. For example, in the verb 'to clean' the stem vowel is /i/ in the imperfective 

aspect, but is  /#/ with both the perfective aspect and the optative mode. Third the tone of 

the stem can ahmate as illussateci in -de, -dé, -de 'to clean, wash' of (3 1c). Founh, verb 

stems can change nom light to heavy syllables based on the aspect or mode expressed. 

Both the imperfective and optative verb stems -ni, -nl 'to buy' are light syllables 

implying they have an empty coda position. In conrrast, the perfective stem -nfy has a 

consonant fiilhg the coda position. Although it has been demonsrrated that the rom is the 

true basic constituent of the verb, the verb stem is the term aaditionally used in the 

iiterstnrre (Cook, 1984) and is used herein. 

The verb theme is the second level of representation. This constituent includes the verb 

stem, a classifer, and any thematic elements a parricular verb may require? The theme 

is considered to be the lexical entry of the verb and is  widely referenced by Li (1946). 

Kari (1979), Cook (1984), Rice (1989). In (32) a number of Chipewyan themes are 

identifïed. 

- -- - -- - -- 

2 0 ~ n  nnrtsolved issue with the verb thune is the npresenrational statu~ of the classiner. Sapir and Hoijer 
(190 propose that the classina is part of the verb base in c o n m t  to the majoriîy of linginsts, such as 
Young and Morgan (1980). who consider the cIassiner to beIong to the verb theme, The latter claim îs the 
assumption made in this thesis- 



(32) Theme Gloss 
a va#...+-ti 'to talk, pray' - - 

b. Üa# ... 0-dhër 'to stay' 
c. ~ ' 6 4 - k  'to help it' 
d. na#. ..@dlogh 'to laugh' 
e. sh M.. 0-9 'to eat' 
f. ts'&.,.l-t7Ui 'to moke' 

The themes include any derivational material which is always present with the roovstem 

under a particular meaning. For example, the theme /ya# ..A -ti/ 'to talk, pray' always 

occurs with the ya- prefix, the #- classiner, and -ti as the verb stem. Rice and Cook 

(1989:29) use the Slave examples in (33) to illustrate how the prehes of a particular 

theme must occur in every verb derived fiom that theme. 

(33) Verb Gloss 
a. yahti 'to taik, pray' 

'to judgé' - 

'to meet, discuss' 
'to interpret' 

ln each of the verbs in (33)' the portions which are memben of the theme are in bol& 

These include ya-, the thematic prefix, the h- classifier, and the stem -ti in Slave. 

The base is the third level of repnsentation in the Chipewyan verb. This level hcludes 

everythhg but inflectional information. In the base, materials such as adverbial elements 

and incorporated postpositions are added to the verb. Examples of bases are @en in 

(34) Verb Base Gloss 
a, /tu ba#0-thi/ '1 am thirsty' 
b. /be-me-@-di/ '1 feel it' 
c. /nC-@-da/ '1 am retumùig' 

Note: 0 represenrs the zero classifier 

Cook (1984) points ont that the status of the base is considerably less formal than that of 

the theme. Syntactïcally, the base would not f o m  a constituent in cornparison to the 



theme which is an independent unit within the verb phrase. However, for sorne verbs the 

adverbial and incorporated elements are necessary for the paaicular meanhg of a verb. 

Despite a lack of fomalism present with the theme and the mot, the base is stiU 

considered a legitimate leveI of representation for the purposes of this thesis. 

2.4 CONCLUSION 

This introduction to the phonological and morphologicai structure of the Chipewyan verb 

should serve as preparation for m e r  discussion of the data presented in this thesis. See 

Li (1946) and Cook (forthcoming) for more detailed outhes of Chipewyan grammar. 

For a genual introduction to the Athabaskan language farnily see Cook and Rice (1989). 



CHAPTER 3 

CHIPEWYAN ASPECT PREFIXES 

While motivating an understanding of the morphosemantic distribution of the aspect 

prefixes in Chipewyan, this chapter also defines the ternis aspect and mode as they are 

commonly viewed crosslinguistically, and identifies the individual aspect and mode 

prefkes in Chipewyan. Fim in section 3.1, the terms aspect and mode are defined from a 

crosslinguistic perspective as they are viewed by Cornrie (1976) and B ybee (1985). 

Section 3.2 defines imperfective and pufective aspect in Chipewyan in relation to the 

crosslinguistic perspective of aspect which is followed by outlining the distinguishing 

morphophonological and sernantic characiaistics of each impafective and perfective pref5x 

in Chipewyan in section 3.3. Section 3.4 briefly nmarks on the surface realizations and 

funtion of the optative mode in Chipewyan. Section 3.5 examines the contrashg 

dismiutions of the imperfective and perfective aspect prefixes and the optative mode 

prefix. The results of this distribution are nvofold- (1) each of the imperfective and 

perfective aspect prefixes in Chipewyan is munially exclusive while the wa- optative is 

unrestricted in its application, (2) the mumal exclusiviv of the aspect pr&es resuits in five 

set conjugation patterns which each include one imperfective p r e h  and one perfective 

p r e k  Section 3.5 also argues that the distribution of the conjugation patterns in 

Chipewyan i s  based on the inherent aspectual properties related to the situation smcaue of 

each verb. Lt is important m disringuish between the verb and its situation structure. m e  

both are essential to the present discussion, they refer to different concepts. The term verb 

is used below to refa to the acatal morphological form of the verb. Situclhm is used as a 

cover term for states, events, or processes which is related to the inherent aspectmual 



properties of each verb. The notion of sitlcatïon is discussed throughout the analysis and is 

expIicitIy examineci in chapters four and five. 

3 . 1  ASPECT AND MODE 

The use of the tenns aspect and mode in the Athabaskan fiterature d e p m  fiom the general 

usage of these same terms. According to Sapir and Hoijer (1967) and Kan (1979), the 

mm aspect refers to derivational, or secondary, aspect prefies. In  contras& Li (1946) 

uses the term mode to refer to the concepts above. Sapir and Hoijer (1967) and Kari 

(1979) identify imperfective, perfective, and optative prefkes as modes, while Li (1946) 

uses the label aspect to refer to these concepts. In order to avoid the problems these 

temllnological differences rnight produce, a more cornrnon reference to the terrns aspect and 

mode is used in the present discussion. This section identifies and defines the terms aspect 

and mode as they are commonly used in the non-Athabaskan fiteranire, such as Comrie 

(1976) and Bybee (1985). 

3.1.1 Aspect 

Cormie's (1976) discussion of non-lexical aspect primarily focuses on the distinction 

between perfective and imperfective in a variety of languages, including English, French, 

and Arabic, and is, therefore. convenient for the purpose of studying Chîpewyan; a 

language which overtly contrasts imperfective and perfective aspect in the verbal 

morphology. C o d e  observes that perfective aspect takes a situation as a whole looking at 

the outside of a situation without king concemed wîth its intemal structure. In con- 

irnperfec~ve aspect focuses on the intemal situation. Hence, the imperfective aspect can 

"Iwk back to the srart, look fo~ward to the end, or nook] through aIl t h e  (no beginning or 

end)" (p.4). This distinction is evident in the two sentences below. 

(1) a. he was reading (imperfective) 
b. he read @&dive) 



The sentence he was reading in (la) is considered imperfective because it refers to the 

intemal structure of the situation. That is, the imperfective reading of (1 a) refers the 

activity of reading as it is in the process of happening: it refers to the actuai process of 

reading each page of a book, for example, d e r  than focusing on the activity of reading as 

a whole unit The sentence he read in (lb) demonstrates the use of the perfective. This 

sentence is refaing to the activity of reading as a whole where the intemal structure is 

assumed to have taken place but is not the focus. 

Aspecnial realizations can be syntactic (analytic) or morphological (synthetic). Cornrie 

(1976) suggests that the Rogressive in French as in (2) is a syntactic realization of  aspect 

(2) je suis en train de travailler 
'1 am in (the) process of working" 

In syntactic reaIizations the use of periphrastic constructions as in (2) is quite comon .  

The other type of ~alization of aspect is through the morphology. 

3.1.2 Mode 

In c o n m t  to aspecL Bybee (198522) proposes that mode distinctions express what the 

speaker wants to do with the proposition in the particuiar discourse.1 That is, made is a 

'marker on the verb that signals how the speaker chooses to put the proposition into the 

discourse context'. This particnlar definition distinguishes mode nom aspect d e m g  the 

optative mode as indicating the speaker's wishes or wants regarding a proposition. The 

optative mode is the only mode present in position 3 of the Chipewyan verb. Bybee 

postulates that modes such as optative have scope over the entire sentence in conmt  to 

aspects which onIy have scope over the verb or verb phrase at best 

IBybee (1985) uses the words mood and mode to refer to the same concept. Frrrther Palmer (1986) 
expresses that a d e  is realized as part of the verbai maphoIogy wme moo& are reaIized periphrastidyY 
In th& thesis, only the tenn mode is used This usage corresponds with Palmer's distinction because mode 
is &ed in the Chipewyan verbal morphology- Furthemore, it better corresponds with the common 
Athabaslcdn reference to mode, 



A number of realizations of mode are possible in the world's languages. Bybee discusses 

six of these possibilities for the optative mode. One such possibility is a trait among native 

languages of North America, such as Nahuatl, where special persodnurnber foms are 

present to indicate the optative mode. Even more widespread is the use of an unmarked 

verb form which Bybee observes happens in Basque, Pawnee, and Tarasean, arnong 

others. Another manner in which to represent modes such as the optative in a language is 

by adding a prefix marking optative; however, this only occurs in languages where 

prefixing is common in the inflectional morphology. 

3.1.3 Aspect and Mode Compared 

According to Bybee (1985), aspect and mode contrast in two ways involving the notions of 

relevmce and lexical generality. F i  r e l m c e  implies that a category is relevant to a verb 

m the extent that the meaning of the category k t l y  affects the lexical content of the verb 

stem. Since aspect "represents different ways of viewing the intemal temporal constituency 

of an action or state" ( C o d e  1976:3), aspect is highly relevant for verbs. Thar is, aspect 

is relevant to the verb because it dkectly affects or modines the content of the verb. In 

relation to l ~ c a i  generality a category mus k applicable to aü stems of the appropriate 

sernantic and synoictic category, and in order for a morphological process to be so general 

it must have minimal semantic content Because aspect is highly reIevant to the verb it 

cannot have minimal semantic content. Further, Chipewyan imperfective and pedective 

aspects, as will be demonstrated below, are not applicable to aU stems of the appropriate 

semantic content but are applicable to al l  stem of the appropriate syntactic category. In 

contras& mode modifies the sentence which &es it Iess relevant to the verb than aspect 

Moreover, because mode is iess relevant it has less semantic content, and is more likely to 

have a flexiile intaprrtation in relation to the verb. 



3 -2  ASPECT IN CHIPEWYAN 

According to Cook (fonhcoming) the Chipewyan pafective aspect marks the completion of 

a situation whenas the imperfective in Chipewyan typicaily marks the incompletion of a 

situation C o k e  obsenes that the distinction between incompIeted/completed is a 

c o m o n  characterization of the difference between imperfective and perfective aspect but 

clairns that a characterization such as Cook (forthcoming) is not entirely a c m t e :  

The use of 'completed', however, puu too much ernphasis on the termination of 
the situation, whereas the use of the perfective puts no more ernphasis, 
necessarily, on the end of the situation than on any other part of the situation, 
radier ai l  parts of the situation are presented as a single whole. 

(Cornrie, 1984: 18) 

That is, perfective aspect refers to al l  of the parts of a situation as a single unit inferring the 

completion of a situation but not focushg on the termination of that situation. In con- 

imperfective aspect refers to the parts of a situation separately which implies the 

incompletion of the event 

Cook (forthcoming) provides the following exarnple to illustrate perfective aspect. 

(3) A l f k c k e  xë? bekue hoftsj (cf. ho-the-5-ty) 
AEred-din with 3-ho me areal-3 s-perf-cl-rnade (it) 
lit 'she made her home with M e '  
'She rnarried W e  AlfM' 

The perfective prefix h&$ '1 made it' in (3) uses the the- perfective. R i h g  details aside, 

the the- perfective (c.£ ho-the-t-4) in hoPt$ is the perfective prefix required for the use of 

the verb stem -rsj 'to make it'. The use of the the- perfective irnplies that b e w  Mt$ 'she 

rnanïed him is refimhg to all parts of the situation as a whole without addressing any 

individual portion of that situation. 



Bybee observes that aspect and tense are often misinterpreted in a rnanner similar to the 

relationship behveen aspect and mode. For clanfication, the imperfective@rfective 

distinction is not the same as a pdnon-past distinction. That is, Chipewyan irnperfktive 

does not equal present and perfective does not equd past, aithough non-pastlpast readings 

are the defauit for the imperfective/perfdve distinction. An example where the defauit 

reading is not possible is given in (4) h m  Cook (forthcomïng). 

(4) Dëne tsgba f 8 deftsi @ 
man money much th-3-imp-cl-make (it) past 
'The man made a lot of money, and is/was stiU making it' 

In (4) imperfective aspect is indicated by zero rnarking in a sentence which refers to a 

situation o c c h g  in the past  This sentence implies that the man was making money in 

the past, as indicated by nj 'past' , and wasfis probably s t i l l  making money. The latter 

portion of  this interpretation results because the imperfective aspect is r n o w n g  the verb: 

the situation is not referred to as a whole implying that making money rnight stil l  be 

happening. 

In summary, the function of the Chipewyan inflectional aspect preees can be characterized 

within the g e n d  definition of imperfective and perfective aspect as discussed by C o d e  

(1974). 

3.3  THE ASPECT PREFIXES IN CHIPEWYAN 

As illustrated in chapter two, section 22.3, three imperfective prekes, 0-, ne-, and the-, 

and diree pdixtive prefixes, ghe-, ne-, and the-, are possible in Chipewyan. Each of 

these prekes Vary slightiy nom the others in both semantic and morphophonemic 

propexties. Because of the difference in the semantic propenies each prek occurs with, 

these prekes  are not thought to be allomorphs but separate morphemes This section 

identifies each aspect prefix prrsent in position 3 and discusses its charactensàcs. 



Moreova, lis& of verbs which appear with each aspect prefix are provided below. These 

lists are not exhaustive: it is king assumed thar the genemhtions made below apply to the 

general Qiipewyan verb corpus. 

3.3.1 Imperfective Aspect 

3.3.1.1 0- imperfective 

The most widespread imperfective marker in Chipewyan is the 0- imperfective. This 

prefk is phonologically n d  where preh position 3 is then empty. (5) illustrates a variety 

of verbs h m  Elford and Elford (in progress) which exhibit the 0- imperfective prek.  Ail 

of the verbs in (5) occur in fint peson s-; however, a variety of other prefixes are also 

presenc ail of which were desCnbed in chapter MO. Because there are three null prefixes 

each is marked with a subscript nurnber indica~g the posieon of the verb in which it is 

located: 02 is the 0 classifier, 0 3  is 0- imperfective aspect, and 05 is the third person 

subject rnarker S. Fînally, the stem is the Iast constituent in each verb. 



b. yasti /ya-03-s-f-ti/ 
c. hestsagh 103-s-&-tsagh/ 
d- shC@ /~hé-03-~-02-$/ 
e. hust'ath /hu-03-s-@-t'&th/ 

g. nasdlogh /ni-@-sd-l&h/ 
h. nhkui /ni-03-s-l-kui/ 
i. hesbës 103-s-f -bës/ 
j. nhzé / 115-03-s-1-zéf 
k. hestsi /@~-s-?-w 
1. hest'iith / 0 3 - ~ - 0 2 - t ' ~  
m- héshu? /6-03-~-02-shS/ 

n. nesq Ine-03-s-02-zql 
o. delgai 105de-03-l-gail 

Gloss 
'1 am singing' 

'1 am crying' 
'1 am eating' 
'1 am cutting it 
npeatedly 
(with a blade) 
'1 am blowing it 

'1 am ~ 0 m i ~ g '  
'1 am boiling it'2 
'1 am h u n ~ g '  
'1 am making it' 
'1 am cuteing it once' 
'1 am blowing it 
once' 
Tt is good' 
'it is white' 

From (5) it is apparent that the 0- imperfective cm occur with verbs that have a large 

variety of semantic characrenstics. Also, the 0- imperfective occurs with both active and 

stative verbs in Chipewyan where active verbs, such as hesjën '1 am sin@@ fkom (5a) and 

hestagh '1 am crying' in (Sc), and stahve vezbs, such as neszq '1 am good' fiom (Sn) are 

included, Some verbs, such as hesjën '1 am singing', imply activities which occur over a 

@od of t h e  and do not identa a specific endpoint That is, it is implicd that the activity 

of singing carries on over an a r b i w  period of the. Other verbs Iike hesbës '1 am boiling 

it' in (5) occur over a period of tirne, as with the foxmer vubs, but they demonstrate an 

inherent endpoint: hesbes is terminated when the boüing point has been reached. Further, 

the mtive verbs using with the 0- imperfective are descriptive, or adjectiva in nature as in 

(50) &Igaî 'it is white'. 

2The vexb fom hesbës '1 am boiling it' likely  fers to an object king boiied rather than referring O fhe 
wacer achïeving the boiling poÏnî. 



A paradigm for the stem d-yën 'sing' which occurs with the @- imperfective is provided in 

(6). 03 represent the n d i  imperfective marku. 

(6) d-yen 'to sing' 
b. Person/ unperféctive - 

Nurnber 
1s hesjën /03-s-d-yën/ 
2s nejën /f&ne-d-yën/ 
3s hejën /05-03-d-yên/ 
Id hfën /@idd-yënf 
2d huhjën 103-uh-d-yën/ 
3d hehejën /he-03 -d-y ën/ 

In (6), the 6 imperfective prefix precedes all local subjects as in hesjën /@-sd-yën/ 

where 03 occurs to the left of the first person prek s-. In the 3s and 3d forms, 0 3  is 

closer to the stem than 05' the unrnarked third person singular prefîx, and he- the third 

3.3.1.2 ne- imperfective 

The imperfective prefix occurs with a select group of verbs in Chipewyan. According to 

Cook (fonhcorning) verbs with the ne- imperfective in Chipewyan cornrnonly depict a 

momentary situation rneaning they occur in an instant? Furrher, all of the verbs occmhg 

with the ne- imperfective are active. A list of verbs raken fkom Elford and Elford (in 

progress) exhibiting this prefix are illustrated in (7). 

3niat the unmarked thnd pason subject ph is Iocated in position 5 is di"cult to pmve. Because the 
third person duopIuraI marker is Iocated in position 5, and sindular and duopiurai foms of the fÏrst and 
second person subjects are locared in one position rather than two, it is assumed that the third person 
singular pre& is Iocated In the same position and its d u o p I d  counterpart, 
4~ (1979) and Rice (1989) mggest that the ne- imperfative appears with verbs of motion in Ahtna and 
Slave, respecîïvely. 



ninesa/nisa 
niinesda/nisda 
nesti 
y&nesd'eth 

Underiying Form Gloss 
/ ni#ne-s-B-gha/ '1 am arxiving' 
/ni#ne-s-d-jd '1 am r e d g '  
/ne-s-a-tÿ '1 am going to bed' 
/yod&-ne-s-d-dëth/ '1 am locking it 

(with a key)' 
/ ni#ni#ne-sd-?al '1 am bowing' 
/ts'e#ne-s-02- thi.4 '1 am waking up' 
/ne-s-&ja/ '1 am Sitting dom' 

e/ '1 am opening 
(a book) 

In order to understand Cook's concept of rnomentary, momentary verbs can be contrasteci 

with certain types of stative verbs. Consider the verb nesdif ' 1 am sitting down' h m  ah). 
A corresponding the- imperfective stative verb, rhida '1 am in sitting position' which is 

discussed in section 3.3.1.3, is also present in Chipewyan. Ne& '1 am sitring dom'  

refas to the action of sitting down which begins nom a standing position and is 

immediately terrninated when the position of sitting has ken reached. In contrast, thida '1 

am in sitting position' is starive and refers to the state of being in the sitting position. The 

former activity occurs in an instant, whereas, the latter verb is a state. 

A paradigrn illustra~g the ne- imperfective is given in (8). 

(8) 0-ti 'to sleep (go to bed) ' 
b. Person/ Perfective 

Number 
1s nesti /ne-s-(ZI2-ti/ 
2s njtf /ne-ne-02-tî7 
3s neti /ne-05-024 
Id nites /ne-fd-m-tes/ 
2d nuhtes /ne-uh-@&tes/ 
3d henetes /ne-he-!&tes/ 

As illus- in (8) the ne- imperfective prefix precedes al l  local subjects as in nestf /ne-s- 

02-cÿ where ne- occurs to the left of the nrst person pr& s-. In the 3s and 3d forms, the 

ne- imperfectiveis closer to the stem than 05, the unmarked third person singuiar p r e k  

and he- the third person dual pre£ix. 



3.3.1.3 the- imperfective 

A third imperfective prefix available in Chipewyan is the the- imperfective. Verbs which 

occur with this prefix are aven in (9) fiom Elford and mord (in progress). Note that the 

first p a o n  i- pr& is used in these vabs, and is discussed below. 

(9) Underlying Form Gloss 
a. thi@ /the-La-@/ '1 am in sleeping 

position (lying down)' 
b. th28 /the-i-a-?# '1 am thes' - 

c. this  /the-i-@-fl '1 am in standing 
position' 

d. thîda /the-i-@-da/ '1 am in sitting position' 
e. k'athida /lc'a#the-i-@-da/ '1 sit and wait" 
f. thek'6 /f&-the-f&-k'a/ 'it is cold' 

AU of the verbs in (9) are stative; however, despite the morphological uniformity of the the- 

imperfective, further division within this class of verbs is not a simple task Monover, 

this class of verbs is smaU which prohibits a complete analysis of the phenornenon. Some 

verbs such as thek'a 'it is cold' in (9f) describe states whereas other verbs idenafy 

positional staais as in thida '1 am in Sitting position' in (9d) or thirj '1 am in sleeping 

position (lying down)' in (9a). Attempu have been made to clas- these neuter verbs (see 

Kari 1979, Rice 1989): however, these analyses are difficult to translate into a general 

linguistic fmmework At rhis tirne, it is suggested that the the- imperfective is requûed by 

verbs which demibe states or positions? 

A paradigm iUustrating the the- imperfective is povided in (10). Note that the paradigm in 

(10) illustrates a verb stem that altemates based on the sîngular/dual distinction where -da is 

used for singdar forms and -ke ïs used in dual form. 

*1t is likely that this gioss is not enrirely a c m t e ;  however, my consultuiis assure me thaî this verb is 
sîative. 
6 ~ t  is possile thaî (9f)rhek'a 'it k cold' shouid be treaîeâ as an exception, although a more thmugh x a n h  
f i  such verbs in Chipewyan is reqilired before this can k viewed as such- 



0da(sg)lke (pl) 'to be seawl' 
Person/ Imperfective - 
Number 
1 s  thi& /the-i-&-da/ 
2s /the-ne-02-da/ 
3s theda /@s-ae- 02-da/ 
Id thilce Be-id-@ke/ 
2d thuhke /the-uh-02-ke/ 
3d hele /he-the-!&-ke,/ 

Although it is suggested that the the- imperfective is located in position 3 of the verb, it is 

difficdt to support this claim with appropriate data because it often occurs in word initial 

position. As Uustrated in (IO), the the- irnperfkctive occurs to the le% or precedes, a l I  

local subjects as in thida '1 am in sitting position'. By examining the underlying smictwe 

of the 3d form in (IO), it appears that the the- imperfective occurs to the right of the 3d 

prefk he- suggesting that the the- imperfective is in either position 3 or 4 of the verb. 

Two phonological phenornena occur in (10) as weU: one concems the first person singular 

prefix, and the other involves the surface r e h t i o n  of the the- impedective. Recail from 

chapter 2, section 2.2-2 that the fîra pason singuiar i- occurs with the perfective 

paradigms of verbs which have a 0- or ? classifier. This alternative fim person marker 

occurs in the 1s form thida '1 am in s i h g  position' in the the- imperfective paradigm given 

in (IO)? Second, notice that the 3d fonn Mke 'they are in simng position' does not have 

the the- imperfective appearing in the siirface f o m  The the- impenective p& is deleted 

in third penon forms and high tone is irnparted on the preceding syllable. In the 3s f o m  

the& 'he is in s i h g  position' the quirement that a verb have a minimum of nvo syUabIes 

supersedes the d e  which deletes the the- imperfective and, therefore, the- cemains in the 

surface f o m  

' ~ h e  SUUS of the rhe- imperfective as a pre .6~  entirely independent of the rk- perfective (disnissed in 
&on 3.4-2-2) is questionabte- This is primarily due to the homophony exhîited between tfiese two 
prefixes, Also, the appearance of the i- k t  person singuiar marker suggests th these two prefies might 
be relate& The stanis of the the- impcrfdve prefIx is not resolved in this thesis, 



3 -3.2 Perfective Aspect 

As witnessed by Li (1946) and Cook (1996, forthcorning) Chipewyan verbs employ thRe 

perfective prefixes; ghe- , the- , and ne- where ghe- is used most often and ne- is the least 

cornmonly found Each of the perfective prefixes are discusscd in tnms of their 

morp hophonologicai and semantic c haracteristics and distributions. This section identifes 

each perfective prefix and discusses its individual properties. 

3.3.2.1 ghe- perfective 

The ghe- perfective is the most commoniy found perfective aspect marker for both active 

and stative verbs in Chipewyan. In relation to the other two perfective prefixes, the ghe- 

peifective is the most transparent in its surface realization. This perfective prefk occurs 

with a portion of the active verb nems which use the 0- imperfective, and occurs with a l l  

of the stative verbs which use the the- imperfective. A lîst of these verbs found in Elford 

and Elford Cm progress) is given in (1 1). Only underlying forms for the perfective foms 

are provided in (1 1) where the only Merence between the Unperfktive and perfective 

forms of each verb is the 0- imperfective and the ghe- perfective in position 38 

srne Engiish gloses of the perfective forms in (II) appear to be tense distinctions rather than aspect 
distinctions, This is not the case. nie transhtions are affected by the k t  that EngIish ha. a more obvious 
tense disànction. 



(11) Imperfkctive GIoss P&ective Underiying Form Gloss 
a. hesjën '1 am singing' ghesjën fghe-id-yën/ '1 sang' 
b. yatti '1 am talking, yaghitn /ya#ghe-i-4-ti/ '1 talked, 

prayuig' prayed' 
c. hestsagh '1 am m g '  ghitsagh Ighe-i-02-tsaghl '1 cried' 
d. shéstj '1 am eating' shéghep /sh&ghe-i-a-pI '1 ate' 
e. hust'iith '1 am cutting it ghit'6t.h /ghe-i-02-t'&h/ '1 cut it 

=peaWly' ~ p e a d ~ '  
f. hesshtiQ '1 am blowing it ghishtil fghe-i-02-shW '1 blew it 

prolongeci' prolonged' 
g. thi& '1 am in siuing ghida fghe-i-02&/ '1 was in sitting 

position' position' 
h. th@ '1 am in sleeping ghi@ /ghe-i-a-tjl '1 was in 

posieon ' sleeping 
position' 

The verbs in (1 la-0, such as yaghifti 'he talked. prayed' and ghesjën '1 sang', are active 

verbs which occur over a period of time and do not have an inherent endpoint Stative 

verbs aIso occur with the ghe- perfective. These are üsted in (1 lg-h) where ghiti, 'I was in 

sleeping position' implies that the fim person shgular was previously in sleeping position 

and is no longer in such a state. 

A typical paradigm e x h i b i ~ g  the ghe- pedective is given in (12). 

(12) 0-wgh 'to cry' 
b. Person/ Perfective 

Number 
1s ghitsagh Ighe-i-@-=a&/ 
2s &!Wh Ighe-ne-a-tsagh/ 
3s ghitsagh /0s-ghe-(N)-02-tsaghP 
Id ghitsagh /ghe-id-02-tsagh/ 
2d ghuhtsagh Ighe-uh-a-tsagh/ 
3d heghjwgh /he-ghe-(N)-a- tsaghf 

As illustrated in (12)' the ghe- perfective occm to the left of a l l  local subjects as in 

ghitsugh 'I aieci'. The 3d f o m  heg@saggh they cried' in (12), demonsûates that the ghe- 

pafective occurs ta the nght of the 3d p r e h  he- suggesting thar the ghe- imperfective is in 

%ecalI that the naSalizatim on the vowels in the 3 and 32 forms is the safixe reahaâon of the N- 
perfeçtive. This nasalization is present oniy on v d s  which occur with either a @-or i- c W e r  and the 
ghe- perfectnre prefix, 



either position 3 or 4 of the verb. On a rnorphologicd level the k t  person pretix is i- 

which has been suggested to occur with a l l  perfective verbs which occur with a 0- or f- 

~lassifier.~~ 

The same disnibutionai and morphophonological phenornena which occur with active verbs 

in the ghe- perfective apply to stative verbs as in (13). 

0-da/ke 'to be in Sitting position' 
Person/ Imperfective Perfective 
Number 
1s tfüda /the-i-@-da/ ghi& lghe-i-02aal 
2s Uda /the-ne-@-da/ /ghe-ne-02-dal 
3s theda /05-the-a-da/ &dd /05-ghe-(N)-@z-da/ 
Id thike /the-id-f&-ke/ me /ghe-id- a- kt!/ 
2d thuhke /the-uh-@ke/ ghuhké /ghe-uh-a-ké/ 
3d heke Be-the-@ke/ heghjké he-ghe-(N)-02-kél 

The paradigm in (13) also has the ghe- perfective prefix occurring to the left of the local 

prefïxes, and to the nght of the nonlocal prefîxes. Moreover, the f k t  person singular i- is 

present in both the the- imperfective thido 1 am in siüing position' and ghe- perfective 

ghîda '1 was in sitting position' of this verb stem. 

3.3 -2 -2 the- perfective 

Another Chipewyan perfective prefix is the the- perfective. In the previous section, it was 

noted that a portion of the verbs occuning with the 0- imperfective occur with the ghe- 

perfective; however, not ail of the 0- imperfixtive verbs were included. Verbs using the 

the- perfective commonly occur with another portion of the verbs which use the @- 

imperfective. A ~ample of these verbs taken fiom ELford and Elford (in progress) are given 

in (14). 

- - 

1°~ecall that the i- £kst person p l m i  also occurs with the the- impexfective. 



Impafective Gloss Pdective Underlying Form 
n W  '1 am vomiting ' ' natheskui /na#the-s-1-kuil 
hesbës '1 am boüing it' thilw /the-i-4-bës/ 
n&zé 'I am h u n ~ g '  dtheszé /niMe-s-l-zé/ 
hést'ath '1 am cutting it thit'ath /the-i-a- t '&th/ 

with a blade' 
héss hiH '1 am blowing it thishfi3 /the-i-f&shfi?/ 

once' 

Gloss 
'I vomited' 
'1 boiled it' 
'T hunted' 
'I cut it with 
a bhde' 
'1 blew it 
once' 

The verbs in (14a-c), such as thiPbës 'I boiled it', are active verbs which occur over a 

period of the  and have an inherent endpoint Semelfactive verbs, those verbs which 

consist of a single act or event, also occur with the the- perfective. These are Iisted in (Md- 

e) where tMWdth '1 cut it with a blade', for example, irnpiies that the gun was shot only 

once, 

The d a c e  reallzation of the the- perfective is compîicated by a variety of phonological 

des. Multiple surface forms resuit because the the- perfective has a disjunct form distinct 

korn its conjunct fom. These difiering forms are m e r  altered in the third person forms. 

First, if the the- perfective prefn has a conjunct prefk to its left, the- is deleted. However, 

when a third person subject is present and a conjunct prefk is located to the left of the 

position 3 (where the imperfective and perfective prekes are located), the the- perfective 

p&x is deleted and high tone is added to the preceding vowel. When a disjunct pnfk 

occurs to the left of the the- perfective its form is not aitered. Two of these phonological 

complications are found in the paradigm in (15). 

(15) %dgbto mend' 
b . Person/ Perfective 

Number 
1s n&nathi4@ /n&na#the-i-$-cl#/ 
2s nhati$j@ /n&-n;t#the-ne-%-dg 
3s ninayéfd# /ni-na#ye-f&-the-Q-d@ 
Id nbarhnd# /n&-na#the-id4- 
2d nlliathu?@ ln&-na#the-uh-%-da/ 
3d nanaheyita /n&-na#he-ye-the-?- 



F i  the local 1s form &nathr'?@ 1 mended it' has a M- disjunct prefm to its left and the 

the- perfective prefix is not aliered Second, the 3s foxm ndnayé?@ 'he mended it' gives 

the the- pufective with a conjunct prefix to its Ief$ hence, the the- perfective is delevd and 

high tone appears on the preceding prefix which is the fourth penon direct object ye-. 

These phonological changes result in a number of surface foms which masque the 

presence of the the- perfective. 

3.3.2.3 ne- perfective 

In simüar fashion to the ne- imperfective (section 3.3.1.2), the ne- perfective is used for 

verbs depicting a rnomentary action. Those verbs which use the ne- imperfective always 

occur with ne- in the perfective paradip. The ne- impeifective verb stems from (7) are 

repeated in (16) dong with their ne- perfective couterparts which were also taken nom 

mord and Elforci (in progress). 

(16) Imperfiztive Gloss Per fdve  Underlying Form Gloss 
a. nuiesa / nisa '1 am anïving' nhiya / niya /ni-ne-i-@ya/ 'L arrivai' 
b. fiesda/ 1 am retumhg' ninesja / ma /ni-ne-s-d-ya/ '1 reninied' 

nisda 
c. nem' '1 am sieeping ni$ /ne-s-d-ti;c '1 went to 

(going to bed) ' bed' 
d. &est'$ 1 am bowing' nuiinest'& /nf-ni-ne-s-&?&/ '1 bowed' 
e. ts'enesthi '1 am waking ts'enidhër /ts'e-ne-i-0-dhër/ '1 woke up' 

UP' 
f. ne& '1 am sitting ne& /ne-s-d-da/ '1 sat dom' 

dom' 
g. dk'énéde '1 am opening efk'énM /eQ k'é-ne-i- W '1 opened 

(a book)' (a book)' 

AU of the verbs fiom (16) are momentary which implies that they occur in an instant Take 

nfn ja  '1 afiived' h m  (16a) which depicts an activity that occurs instantaneously and also 

has a na- inherent endpoint That is, niniya '1 dved '  occurs in the moment at which 

the event of m g  is completed 



A typical paradigrn involving the ne- perfective is given in (17). This parricular verb stem 

exhibits a change where the singular f o m  occur with the stem -# and the dual forms use 

the stem -tes, 

(17) 0-ws 'to go to bed' 
b . Person/ Perfective 

Number 
1s ni@ 
2s  niP 
3s ne$ 
Id nites 
2d nuhtes 
3d henétes 

Once again, the ne - perfective occurs to the left of the local f o m  as in ni@ '1 went ro bed', 

but appears to the nght of the 3s and 3d forms, nPrj 'he went to bed' and henetes 'they 

went to bed', respectively. 

FuRhermore, nvo morphophonological issues resdt h m  the paradigm in (17). Fm as 

with the other perfective prefixes, the i- first person singular f o m  surfaces with verbs 

exhibithg 0- and t - classifiers. Second, the surface realization of the ne- perfective is 

somewhat different than the ne- imperfective in the third person forms of some paradigrns 

which is the case in (17). The third person singular perfective form 'he went to bed' 

and the third person dual form henétes 'they went to bed  have high tone on the 

antepenultimate (second to last) syllable which is represented as (H) in the underlying fom 

of the verb. At this time it is unclear why high tone occurs in the third person foms of 

some verbs which include the ne- penective. See Cook (forthcoming) for details on this 

phenornenon. 



3.3.3 Section Summary 

This concludes the outline of the imperfective and perfective prefixes in Chipewyan. 

Overall, each prefix exhibits different morphop honologicl characteristics. Bnef 

discussions of the gened semantic properties of each group of verbs were also provided; 

however, an indepth analysis of these semantic qualities is given in chapter five. 

In addition to imperfective and perfeaive aspecf optative mode is also present in position 3 

of the Chipewyan verb template h m  (10) in chapter two and, therefore, nquires a brief 

discussion. For a number of analyses, such as Rice (1989) and Rice and Hargus (1 Mg), 

the notions of aspect and mode as they are defined in section 3.1 are not assumed to 

contrast in sorne of the Athabaskan ianguages. 

Section 3.4 argues that Chipewyan mode exhibits a function separate b r n  that of aspect 

where mode is relevant to the sentence and aspect is relevant to the verb or verb phrase. 

Section 3.5 provides evidence for a formai difference berneen aspect and mode in 

Chipewyan based on their morphosemantic distributions. 

3 . 4  MODE IN CHIPEWYAN 

Although mode is not a focal part of the present analysis, it is necessary to distinguish it 

nom aspect in Wewyan.  Cook (forthcoming) defies the optative mode as 'refer~g to 

the wishes, feelings, and opinions of the speech participants, i.e. the speaker and the 

addressee'. This corresponds somewhat with Bybee's (1985: 167) generai definition of 

mode where it is defïned as a 'marker on the verb that signa how the speaker chooses to 

put the proposition înto the discourse context' where these choices can involve wishes, 

feehgs, and opinions, among otherdl Cook's argument that Chipewyan optative 

llwhat is refcrred to as the optative mode in Chipewyan appems to indicite modes other than optarive such 
as the imperative, a direct commami, and the exhortathe as in 'let me (come)', 'let hirn (come)' Further* 



involves the speech participants is maintained in this thesis; that is, both the speaker and the 

addressa are inolved in the optative mode. The optative realization has the most dialectal 

variation of ai l  of the prirnary aspect and mode markers; hence, Cook proposes five 

reabations of the optative based on dialect as weU as morphophonological properties of a 

given verb. These five prefkes are wa-, hu-, ghu-, wy-, and #-." Because the wa- 

optative is the most cornmon form found in this andysis, the optative prefix is ofkn 

referred to as the wa- optative for the remainder of the chapter. Two optative verbs and 

their correspondhg meanings h m  Cook (forthcoming) are provided in (18). 

(18) a. wasts'iln '1 would iike to kiss her' 
b. Dd dew$al /de-wa-ne-?Al/ s h 6  'don't chew gum'f you shouldn't 

gum 3-chew(opt) no chew gum' 

First, wasts' iin '1 wouid like to kiss her' in (1 8a) is one of the prototypical uses of the 

optative where the Iiteral translation expresses a wish or desire to perform an activity. In 

another prototypical scenario, the wa- optative also occurs in the neetive construction of 

Chipewyan sentences as in (lze dewqr?dl 'don't chew gum' in (1 86) where the verb 

exhibiting the wa- optative is followed by the negative particle SM. 

The optative mode is used to indicate a variety of functions which modîfy the sentence. 

Sentences like (183 illustrate a typical use of the optative; however, specialized functions 

of the optative are aIso present in Chipewyan which is demonsaated with the negative 

construction in (18b). 

Cook explaIns that optative f o m  are often used to give commands and express desim. See Bybee 
(1985:I65-l99) for derails on the possible functions of mode. 
'?Of these prekes, Cook puits  out that wa- and lu<- are dîsjunct forms while the other W r e a k a î i ~ ~  
of the optative are conjunct fonns. AU of the different reaiizations are not explained in this thesis. 



3.5 THE MORPHOSEMANTIC DISTRIBUTION 

The aspect and mode prefixes outlined in the previous sections are considered to be fairly 

straighdorward in much of the Athabaskan literature (Li 1946, Golla 1970, Rice and 

Hargus (1989). Although a few grammars such as Young and Morgan (1980) and Smith 

(1991) note that these prefixes exhibit a morphosemantic pattern of some nature, expliQt 

outlines or generalizations of this pattern are not provided, This section provides evidence 

which supports a f o d  separahon between aspect and mode in Chipewyan . Moreover, 

imperfective and perfective pairs which are labeled conjugation patterns are demonstrated to 

result h m  this m e  distribution. 

The table in (19) represents the Chipewyan verb corpus illustraring the morphosemantic 

distribution of aspect and mode markers. Five verbs, which will later be demonstrated to 

have different semantic characteristics, are plotted in the tabie against the three impedecave 

prefixes, 8, ne-, and the, the three perfective prefixes, ghe-, ne- and the-, and the wu- 

optative. If the v a b  is grammatical with a particular aspectimode prefîx a check mark 4 is 

present If the resulting form is ungrammatical an asterisk * is given. 

As can be seen in (19), each v a b  is grammatical with only one of the imperfective prekes 

and one of the peifective prefixes. F m  the verb stem d-yën 'sing' is grammatical with the 





whereas aspect has scope over the verb or verb phrase. This Merence in scope hplies 

that aspect is mort relevant to verb than mode, hence, it is more like1y thar the application 

of certain aspects will depend on the semantic pmperties of the verb. In contrasr, mode is 

less relevant to the verb, therefore, it will be less rwtricted in its relationship with the verb. 

Hence, Bybee's predictions are played out in Chipewyan. 

Second, the muaial exclusivity of the irnpedective and perfective aspect prefixes results in 

inflexible conjugation patterns. Four of the five patterns present in Chipewyan include one 

imperfective prefix and one perfective preh.  A Nth pattern involves an imperfective 

p ~ f i x  oniy where none of the perfective prefmes are permissible. A summary of the 

conjugation pattems in Chipewyan are aven  in (20). 

(20) Imperfective Perfective Label 
a. 0- imperfective ghe- perfective @-Y 
b. ne- imperfective ne- perfective n-n 
c. 0- imperfective the- perfective 0-0 
d. the- i m p e d d v e  ghe- perfective 8-Y 
e. @imperfective N'A NIA 

The fim t h e  conjugation patterns are used in active verb paradigrns and the last two 

patterns are used in conjunction with stative verbs. Each verb always chooses the same set 

of imperfective and perfective prefkes in Chipewyan. That is, verbs which occur with the 

ne- imperfective always use the ne- perfective, and are never found with the the- pdective 

or the ghe- perfective. In a similar fashion, verbs which w the the- imperfective always 

occur with the ghe- perfective: Le., never the the- perfective or the ne- perfective. 

Each of the patterns identifid in (20) has been given a label which is found in the l e h o s t  

colurnn. Rather than use the orthographie symbols for each p r e k  the IPA symbols are 

used. For example, the stative pattern in (21d) which uses the the- imperfxtive and the 



ghe- perfixtive: 0 is used to refer to the the- imperfective and y is used to refa to the ghe- 

pafective. Examples of each pattern are repeated in (21). 

(21) Label hperfective Gloss Perfective Gloss 
a. @-y hesjën '1 am singing' ghesjën '1 sang' 
b. n-n ned i  '1 am Sitting ni& '1 sat down' 

down' 
c 0 -  hesbës 'Iamboiüngit' thifw '1 boiled it' 
d. 8-y the@ '1 am sleeping' ghip '1 siept' 
e. $3- delgai 'it is white' N/A 

The labels provided for each class refer to the rnorphologicai propemes of verbs in 

Chipewyan resulting in five classes. Although some remarks about the distribution are 

present in the literatme on Navajo, as in Smith (1991)' it is ofien concluded that a pattem 

between the non-lexical aspect prefixes (imperfective and perfective) and the sernantic 

properties of the verbs to which they correlare cannot be established. In contrast, it has 

been maintaineci by Kari (1979) and Smith (1991)' among others, that a verb has to have 

caaùi  inherent sernantic properties in order to allow the addition of derivacional prdixes. 

An example of this was given in chapter two where verbs that are inherently seriative, such 

as neshzi? 'you are blowing it', can occur with a semeIfactive prefix, as in hfshrif 'you are 

blowing it once'. Iiiterestingly, the perfective f o m  gh@hd? 'you blew it repeatedly' does 

not add the semelfactive prefk é- to obtain a semelfactive reading. Instead, the the- 

perfective appears înstead of the ghe- perfective resulting in tiyShaf 'you blew it once'. 

Such an altemation suggests that the distribution of the imperfective and perfective prefixes 

3.6 SUMMARY 

After haWig identified the terms non-lexical aspect and mode h m  crosslinguistic 

perspectives of C o d e  (1976) and Bybee (1985), the morphophonologid and semantic 

c h a r a ~ c s  of each aspect and mode prefk present in Chipewyan were given. This 



chapter provided evidena which supports a formal s e p d o n  between aspect and mode in 

Chipewyan. Moreover, conjugation patterns were demonstrated to result h m  this 

morphosemantic distIïbution. Although such a disnibution has been established in this 

chapter, it is not yet clear what semantic characteristics each conjugation pattern favours. 

In order to resolve this problem it is necessary to use a theory which cm compare non- 

lexical aspect and lexical aspect The foiiowing chapter examines four Athabaskan verb 

classification systems ranghg fiom traditional Athabaskan analyses to a crosslinguistic 

effort which accomodates both Athabaskan and non-Athabaskan languages, While the 

three naditional models conmbute somewhat to the present analytis, the last rnodel 

provides a general h e w o r k  in whifh the morphosemantic properties of the Chipewyan 

aspect prefixes can be idenafieci. 



CHAPTER 4 

ATHABASKAN SEMANTIC CLASSIFICATIONS 

This chapter outlines previous and modern approaches to Athabaskan verb classification. 

In the first section, 4.1, Li (1 946), Kari (1979), and Rice (1989) are outlined and 

discussed First, Li (1946) snidies the Chipewyan gammar devoting t h e  to an analysis 

of verb root derivation which touches on both lexical aspect and non-lexical aspects. Li, 

however, focuses on the possible denvations a verb root can have rather than the 

morphosemantic disaibution of the imperfective and perfective prefkes, which is the 

focus of this thesis. Içan (1979) and Rice (1989) are also concemed with the derivational 

porential of verbs. Both use an elaborate mode1 of verb theme classification for Ahtna 

and Slave, respectively, which groups verb themes according to their morphological 

structure and basic semantic propemes. Despite the foundation these analyses provide, 

they lack systematiciy when laying down their morphological and semantic critenon. 

The second portion of chapter four provides a detailed description of Smith's modem 

approach to verb classification which categorizes verbs according to their lexical content 

(situation aspect) and their aspecnial perspectives (viewpoint aspect), such as 

imperfective and perfective aspect Smith's perspective is adopted to detemine the 

organization of Chipewyan verbs according to their lexical aspect (situation aspect) and 

morphological conjugation pairs (imperfective and perfective aspect). F d e r ,  Dowty's 

(1979) grammatical tests are. demonsmted to support each situation type. 



4.1 Previous Atbabaskan Verb Classifications 

4-1-1 Li (1946) 

4 .111  The Mode1 

The goal of Li's (1946) analysis is to undentand how the verb undergoes theme 

derivation when it occurs with different prefixes. Li proposes that each verb has a set of 

stems which is used to form different but related verb themes. Although Li does not 

specificaily refer to a basic absmct verb forrn, he suggests that related verbs are derived 

h m  one cornmon forrn. The tenn abstract mot is used to refer to the absmct forrn of 

the verb h m  which each of Li's verb theme derivations occurs. Li's purpose is to 

iilusrrate how the rneaning of each derived verb changes based on the mode in which it 

appears. In order to understand how each verb's meaning changes, Li (1946) focuses on 

the derivation of one abstract root into five verb themes which he labels modes . These 

modes are neuter, momentaneous, con~uative,  customary and progressive. Each mode 

appears in imperfective and perfective aspects as weil as optative mode.' A sumrnary of 

Li's mode1 is provided in (1)? 

lLi (1946) referred to imperfective, perfective, and optative (hime) as aspecrr. 
3 -Li's modes are highly reminiscent of Semitic binyanim where a given verb root may appear in ciiffirent 
biqanim, with different rneanîngs, some of which are more transparentIy niatexi than others, 



(1) Root: 'tohandlealivingbeing' 
Mode Imperfective Perfective Optative Gloss 

a. neuter thiu ghiP' wasté Smiying/hadk/MTs' 

b, rnomentaneous nesté nitj nusté 3 TipnlyàigdwiBiiiveh 
down/Mkdown' 

c. continuative n&te nathe4 ngwasté Tdream/haveckmtf shall 
drean' 

e. progressive daghestëf daghif te+ dawastë* T ~ ~ o ~ g i t l h m b e a i  
bfig 
itjMhold0up7 

The abstract root used in the derivations in (1) is translated into Engiish as: 'to handle a 

M g  Each of Li's modes aiters the meaning of the basic verb stem. Some 

verb roots can be derived in aU five modes, like the verb root in (l), whiie others may 

only be denved in two or more modes depending on their inherent semantic content. 

Li's mode1 does not associate verbal categories with conjugation patterns, nor does he 

make a distinction between infiectional aspect and mode. However, it is demonstrated 

throughout this discussion that the conjugation patterns can be conelated with each of 

Li's modes. 

4.1.12 The Modes 

From (la), Li posîts a neuter mode which is the only mode in his analysis to have a 

stative hterpretation. Li defines the neurer verb as referrïng to a state or position. The 

neuter verb stem ïllustrated in (1) is -@.&/te wwhh Li (1946:405) def'ines as 'a living 

3 ~ s  mentioned in chapter three, a smaiï number of verbs exhibit a ne- pre& in the wa- optative f o m .  
These have been found in verbs occirnng in the ne- perfective and the ghe- perfective. It is unclear ar this 
time whaî this ne- preh might repesent. Ftnther investigaiion inîo this m m r  would k helphL See Rice 
and Hargus (1989) for a related discussion. 
4 ~ i  (1946) d a s  not provide the Chipewyan root of the verbs in (1). He mereiy gives the reader the English 
~ l a r i 0 n .  



k ing  is in position, i-e., to lie'. Other Chipewyan verbs such as theda 'he is in sirting 

position' and thiyj 'he is in a standing position' are included under the neuter mu& label. 

Verbs which are adjectival in nature such as necM 'it is big' and deigai 'it is white' are 

also considered to be neuter verbs. Although Li does not provide this obsewation 

himseIf' his neuter mode CO-occurs with one of the previously established conjugation 

patterns: verbs identifmg a state or position occur with the 8-y (0-ghe) morphological 

class; however, adjectival verbs only occur with the 0- imperfective in Chipewyan. In 

other words, Li has one neuter or stative mode which contains two morphological classes 

of verbs. 

Li proposes that the verb stem used in the neuter mode rjJrJtte 'to be in lying position' in 

(la) is related to the momentaneous verb stem -té/$' to lie down' in (lb). According to 

Li, verbs in this mode refer to a rapid action or transition from one state to another. Li 

(1946:406) defines the stem in the momentaneuus mode of ( 1 )  as: 'a living being gets 

into position or acts, Le., to lie down'. This verb is typical of the momentaneous mode 

where the event occurs over a relatively short tirne span. Verbs such as neda "he is 

sitting down' and ninesa Tm anking' are also members of the momentaneous mode. Li 

does not acknowledge that the n-n conjugation pattern is used in conjunccion wîth verbs 

in the momentuneous mode as exemplifiecl in (1) by nestt? '1 am iying down' and ni# '1 

have laid down' . 

As Uustrated in (1)  continuative mode is also possible. Li refers to continuative verbs as 

refening to an activity which lasts for a certain period of time. More specifically, Li 

(1946:406) defines the verb stem -te/$/té as: 'a living king acts C O ~ M U ~ Y ,  i.e., to 

d r m  (to lie around)'. C o n ~ u a à v e  verbs commonly ualùe the 0-0 class panem. An 

example of this pattern is @en in (lc) where nasté '1 am drearning' uses the 0- 



imperfective and &the$ 1 dreamed' uses the the- perfective; however Li does not stak 

this conjugation pattern. 

As demonstrateci in (1) the fourth of Li's modes can aiso be derived which is the 

cwrommy mode . Li thinks of customary verbs as r e f d n g  to actions which are 

custornary or repeated. S pecifically, Li (1946:406) defines the verb stem -telte/ te in (Id) 

in the following manner: ' to handle a living king customarily or repeatedly, i.e., to carry 

it around'. In (Id). dzbréste '1 am carryhg it around' is unmarked in the imperfective and 

has the ghe- perfective as in dzéréghi#te '1 carried it around'. This suggests that verbs 

which are considered to be part of the cwtomary mode occur with the @-y conjugation 

pattern. 

Aiso possible in (1) is the Nùi mode which is labeled the progressive mode. Progressive 

verbs refer to activities which are ongoing as one is moving dong. Li (1946:406) defines 

the progressive verb stem - t~9/tëf / të~ in (4) as : 'to keep handling a living being, Le., to 

hold it'. This category of verbs is typically found with a ghe- imperfective and ghe- 

perfective pattern which is not addressed in this thesis. Verbs with this morphological 

pattem are present in modem Chipewyan, however, only 6 or 7 of these verbs have k e n  

identified in a corpus of over four hundred of verbs. Therefore, it is suggested that this 

conjugation pattem is no longer a productive innectional pattern. Instead, the 

rnorphologicai patterns h m  verbs in Li's progressive mode are believed to have 

derivational properties; in other words they use secondary aspecnial morphology. 



4.1.13 Discussion 

O v e d T  Li provides a two dimensional model of Chipewyan verbs where various verb 

stem sets characterize inherent aspectual qualities, and each set inflects for aspect and 

mode. Li's focus lies in the m a  of derivationai potential in that he presents a model 

where five sets of derivationally related themes, or modes as Li lables them, may be 

derived from a single abstract mot in Chipewyan. Li's analy sis overlaps with the 

semantic approach appIied in this thesis but the focus is somewhat different Li is l e s  

concemed with the inherent semantic pmperties of Chipewyan verbs than with the 

possible derivations an individual root cm achieve. Li's focus on derivation requires him 

to deai with a srnail corpus of verbs. In connast, the approach in use in this thesis 

includes a larger inventory of verbs focusing on semantic properties rather than 

derivational potential. 

Although Li (1946) identifies a large portion of the derivational morphologicai properties 

evident in the Athabaskan verbs, he does not explicitly discuss the inflectional 

characteristics of Chipewyan in conjunction with his five classes or modes. As can be 

seen in (2), the conjugation markm which conespond with each of Li's modes are 

provided. 

(2) Mode Conjugation Pattern 
neuter 0-Y 
momentaneous n-n 
conthuative 0-0 
customary @-Y 
progressive Y-Y 

Note: y=@ 
e=th 

Each mode occurs with one pattern. For exarnple, the momentaneow verbs exhibit the n- 

n conjugation panern. Li does not ilIustrate the cornation between the conjugation 



patterns and the verb classes, however, it is apparent upon examining the data in (1) that 

these morphological properties likely play a role in his Chipewyan verb classes. 

4.1.2 Kan (l979) 

4.1.2.1 The Model 

A classincation system for verb themes is also proposed in Kari's (1979) analysis for 

Ahtna, another Northem Athabaskan language which is somewhat more conservative 

than Chipewyan. In Kari (1979)' the verb theme is viewed as 'the underlying lexical 

specincation and the common structural denominator that underlies ail attested 

denvations'. That is, verbs s h a ~ g  a common theme are denvable fiom the same absaact 

root through aspecnial derivations. Verb themes are grouped into classes labeled verb 

theme cutegories which are defined in t e m  of semantic and morphological critena 

A surnmary of these categories is provided in (3). Kari arranges his ten verb theme 

categories inro two columns for active and neuter (or stative) verbs and four rows where 

each of these four rows holds one of Kari's prïmary aspectual strings and the 

correspondhg conjugation patterns which are underlined in (3). Each of the ten verb 

therne categones are listed under their primary aspectual string and are in itaücs for 

identincation purposes. Kan provides four active categones (motion, successive, 

operative, and conversfie) and six neuter verb theme categones (extemon, stative, 

post'aon clmificato y, desc@rive, and dimensional). 



(3) Kan's Verb Theme Categorïes (Kari 1979: 67) 
Active 

nA PAS: ' a ~ k a r '  
0 

mmmmmms 
motion niya: 'heamved' 

ghA PAS m m  
[@.gh) durative 
successive 

- 
ighitxtl' 'kdqxdit 

operative ighigha:n 'herrade 

ON PAS: 
&hl neuter 
descrip hve nle:n Cit heis' 

Neuter 
nN PAS: ' m a '  
[n.gh) neuter 

extensrnsron ni?a: 'itassds' 

- 

SA PAS: ' q k e a p a e s s '  
(0s) conclusive 
conversive zdledz 'IieiianaBd' 

1 dime&ional dghildes 'if& heavy' 
Note: Verb Theme Categories are in italics 

SN PAS: 'bemastitm 
{S. ph) neuter 
stative 

poshai' 
dezq'uats' 'its cold' 

positional zdz 'hek se;asd' 
closst'ficaroory z' a:n 'q- 

isk 

Rimary ~spectud Strings (PAS) are underlin& 
A = Active and N = Neuter 

Because Kari (1979) provides such a detailed verb classification each category is not 

discussed individually in this thesis. In order a adequately explain some of the 

properties of Kan's mode1 of verb theme categones, two of the verb therne categories, the 

operative and successive verb themes, are discussed and compared below. 

4.132 Verb Theme Categories 

Verb theme categories are defined in terms of both s e d c  and morphological criteria. 

In t e m  of semantic critena, verb themes are related if they share common lexical 

specifications, and in t m s  of morphological criteria, verb themes are re1ated if they 

share common structural or morphological properties. On a semantic levei, Kari 



(1979:124) explains that operotive themes refer to actions sustained over a period of time. 

They do not refer to sequential repetition of the action (which is the successive verb . 

theme category), nor to the temination of the action (which is the conclurive verb therne 

category). The Ahma verbs listed in (4a-c), below ali belong to the operarive verb theme 

category : 

(4) Verb Gloss 
a ghadna 'he worked' 
b. k'edghidle 'he sang' 
c. ighighên 'he made objens' 

For exarnple, ghadna 'he worked' implies the activity of working occurs over tirne but 

the event is not successive, and termination of the evenc is not implied. According to 

Kari, the same entailment can explain both k'edghidle he sang' of (4b) and ighighan h e  

made objects' in (4c): both evenu are activities which are sustauied over a period of the.  

In relation to morphological critena. denvation is the focus of Kari's verb theme 

classification. Kari claims that each verb theme category has charac teristic derivational 

potential which includes the prediction of aspect and mode. Each verb theme category 

has a suigular string of aspect and mode prefixes with which it mosr commody occurs. 

Kan refers ro this common aspectual string as the primary aspectual saing (PAS). The 

operative verb theme category occurs with the durative primary aspectuai string which 

conesponds with the 0- y conjugation pair in Ahma. In some instances a verb theme may 

have more than one aspectual mir.g. For example, Kari contrasts the denvationai 

propexties of the operative verb theme category with the properties of the successive verb 

theme category. Verbs nom these two Ahma categones are given in (5). 



(5) Verb Theme Categories Gloss 
1. Operative Verb Therne 
a ghadna 
b. k'eûghidle 

'he worked' 
'he sang' 

2. Successive Verb Theme 
a ighifqa:d' 'he chopped it repeatediy ' 
b. ighitdek' 'he shot it with arrows' 

Operative verbs, such as ghadna 'he worked', are morphologically simüar to successive 

verbs iike ighifqa:tl' 'he chopped it repeatedy' in that both verb theme categories c m  

occur with the Ahtna equivalent of the @-y pattern of the durative primary aspectual 

string. In addition, however, the successive verb themes can also occur with the cognate 

of the 0-8 pattern to indicate a semelfactive meaning as in yiz'af w-z-?a+] 'he bit it 

once'. In contrast, verbs of the operative verb theme category are not acceptable with the 

0 - 8  pattern. To further support the contras between the operarive and successive verb 

theme categories, Kari discusses a denvational prefk used to derive a semelfactive form 

which can occur with successive verbs but not with operative verbs. A semelfactive is a 

single act or event. That the semelfactive prefix is oniy grammatical with successive 

verbs is expected based on the uiherent aspectual qualities possessed by verb themes of 

this category, where it is possible for a semelfactive event to occur over and over again,. 

Operatfve verbs are inherenrly durative unlike successive verbs and, therefore, cannot 

have a semelfactive denvation. 

4.1.23 Discussion 

Kari's mode1 is nmilar to Li's analysis in that both attempt to account for predictable 

verb stem variation according to derivational aspecr Kari differs nom Li by developing 

the notion of verb theme category as the main feature of subcategoritation (Cook, 1984). 

In other words, Kan believes that verb theme categories determine the range of aspectuai 

derivation a given verb theme will demonstrate- 



Finthermore, Kari nom previous analyses of imperfective and perfective aspect, such as 

Li (1946) and Cook (1984j, by claiming that these aspect prefixes are denvational in 

Athabaskan languages. According to Li, imperfective and perfective are inflectional 

categories. However, Ksi considers imperfective and perfective aspect to be denvational 

prefixes in Ahma where this thesis observes that Chipewyan aspect exhibits both 

infiectiond and denvational properties. He postulates three levels of dexivation which 

are identified and described below in (6). 

(6) Level Description 
1 . Lexicon thematic prehes, roof theme category 

2. Derivation a mode and aspect categories 
b. non-aspectual denvation 

(iterative, causative, passive) 

BASE 

3. Inflection gender, person, and mode-negative5 

The fust level, the lexieon, identifies the portions of the verb whîch arr ùicluded in the 

lexical entry; thematic prefixes, roof theme category. The lexical entry is also refmed to 

as the theme. At the second level, derivational prefixes are added to the verb. These 

înclude derivational aspects such as the inceptive and the terminative which are resnicted 

to certain sets of verbs based on their inherent semantic content. Kari also includes the 

optative, irnpdective, and perfecàve prefixes in the second leveL In con- to the 

inceptive and terminative denvational prefkes which have a resnicted disrribution, the 

imperféctive and perfecrive prefixes are productive across the verbal category. Tt is the 

individual forms of the imperfective and perfective prefixes which are restricted in their 

distribution. Based on the restricted distribution of the two aspect prekes, they cari be 

*A negative ~ref ix  exins in Ahtria as weiï as other Attrapashm languages. However. this category does 
not occur in Chipewyan- 



considered derivational in some regards. In kt, this is part of Kàri's motivation for 

considering imperfective and perfective derivational in Ahtna; however, Kan also 

maintains that mode is denvational which is not supported by the differing distributions 

of aspect and mode. It seems that Ahma mode would be best represented as an 

infiectional category in Ievel three in (6) with the person and gender prefixes, with the 

two aspect categories remaining in the denvation level. 

Overail, Kan notices the morphological pattern which distinguishes the aspect prehes 

fiom the mode prefixes; however, he does nor focus on this phenomena hstead, Kari is 

concemed with categorizing verb themes based on their derivational potential. Further, 

Kari's mode1 does not formulate specific semantic criteria for categorizing verbs, which is 

problematic when ùicluding Athabaskan languages in crosslinguistic cornparisons. 

4.1.3 Rice (1989) 

4.1.3.1 The Mode1 

Rice (1989) provides verb theme categories for Slave where she posailates the same ten 

verb categories as present in Ahma which is surprishg because Rice 's mode1 for Slave is 

based on Kari's (1979) work on Ahtna. Also, Ahtna and Slave are both more 

conservative than Chipewyan, with Ahma remaining the most conservative. Under 

Eüce's (1989) assumptions, the verb theme is an uninnected word which is not 

compositional in nature. She proposes that verb themes within a verb theme category 

have shared possible aspects and derivational propemes as weli as common semantic 

charactenstics. 

Rice (1989:871) explains that her verb theme categories are estabfished on the basïs of 

five geneml criteria which are identîfied in ('7) below. 



(7) Rice's (1989: 87 1) Criteria for Verb Theme Categones 
1. Themes within a verb theme category can occur in the same aspects. 
2. AU verb themes occur in a primary base, the simplest base without added 

derivational material, the base consisting of the theme alone. For all 
themes within a particular theme category, the conjugation pattern required 
by the primary base is the sarne. 

3. Themes within a theme category are generally homogeneous in terms of 
derivational potential. Across theme categones, derivational potential 
ciiffers. 

4. Themes within a theme category require the same aspect and conjugation 
morphology in the distributive compounding aspect (see section 2.2.7, 
chapter 2). Across theme categories, there are differences in distributive 
morphology. 

5. Verb themes within a therne category have shared semantic feames. 

Like Kari (1979), Rice7s primary concem for verb classification is morphological 

material including conjugation markers and denvational pro cesse^.^ Rice differs from 

Kari in the stronger emphasis she places on conjugation patterns. However, Rice 

postdates that the prirnary base, the simplest base without denvational material, is what 

requires the same conjugation pattern. 

A list of Rice7s (1989:872) ten verb theme categories is aven in (8). Each verb theme 

category is listed with its p h a r y  aspectual string (PAS) in the center c01umn.~ The 

conjugation pattern which CO-occurs with each primas, aspectual string is also listed in 

the middle column. Rice's conjugation pattern includes imperfective and perfective 

aspect, and optative mode which she groups together in one category labeled mode. Also 

in (8), one example for each verb theme category is provided in the nghtmost column. 

-- - 

(1989) daes not expücitiy state whether she considers the imperfective and perfective prefixes to be 
dezîvaîional or inflectional. 
'AS with Kan (1979). the prMary aspecrual string is the moit cornmon aspect in which a given nrb thexne 
appears- 



Verb Theme Categoxy PAS and CMs Slave (Rice 1989) 
Motion (active) momentaneous 

n,n,n 

Extension (neuter) 

Successive (active) 

-rative (active) 

Conversive (active) 

Classificatory (neuter) 

Positional (neuter) 

Stative (neuter) 

Dimensional (neuter) 

Descriptive (neuter) 

neuter 
%y& 

durative 
0 9 ~ 9 0  

conclusive 
0 9 ~ 9 0  

neuter 
WJ'W 

neu ter 
wy,w 

neuter 
@,y90 

neuter 
@,Y,@ 

@a 
'it extends' 

O mye 
's/he shot pl. O' 

O $?a 
's/he ate 0' 

theht$ 
's/he/ made O' 

0 w h e ? ~  
'compact O is 
located' 

theda 
's/he is seated' 

wek'a 
'it is cold' 

nechi 
'it is big' 

f i  
'it, he is' 

~ o t d  Each conjugation markerpattern (CM) in the rniddle column i 
irnuerfective. ~erfective. o~tative. 

s ordered 

4.1.3.2 Verb Theme Categories 

To fisaate the criteria f0-g each verb theme category consider the motion verb 

theme listed in (8a) which is exemplified by njya 's/he arrived' Rice claims that motion 

verbs involve movement of some kind. Semantically, she refers to motion verbs as going 

verbs, handling verbs, and verbs of falling. Each of die three semantic types of verbs is 

illustrated with two verb stems in (9). Each verb fom is represented by a classifier 

foIlowed by a verb stem eg. @-dah 'sg. go'. 



(9) Motion Verbs 
Going Verbs a @dah 'sg. go' 

b. 0-îeeh 'go by water' 

Handling Verbs a 0-@ 'handle stick like object' 
b. h-téeh ' handle animate O bject' 

Failhg Verbs a h-su 'slide' 
b. 1-siih 'drag ' 

Morphologically speaking, motion verbs occur with a large number of denvational 

prefixes which, Rice claims, is due to the fact that several semantic categories of verbs 

are encompasseci in the motion verb theme category. She explains that motion verb 

themes can occur with three aspects where momentaneuus aspect is the most common 

and is, therefore, the primary aspecnial string for motion verbs. Some motion verbs occar 

in aspects which Rice labels repetitive and continuarive. The exarnple in (10) illustrates a 

verb stem that c m  occur in ail three of these aspects. 

(10) Aspect Verb Gloss 
a Momentaneous njya 's/he arrived, came to a 

point' 

b. Repetitive k'hadah 's/he is waking around' 

c. Con~uative  nathe?e 'she went, made a trip by 
boat' 

Fins in (1Oa) njya 's/he aniveci' momenfaneous is the prhary aspectual string for this 

motion verb. As given in (lob) k'inadoh 's/he is wallcing around' is the repen'tive form 

of the same theme, and nbthe?e 's/he went , made a trip by boat' of (10c) is the 

Moreover, Rice proposes that some aspects can CO-occur in the same verb which she 

refers to as compounding aspect The three aspects iuustrated above can combine with 

four compounding aspects in motion verbs: progressive, customary, disniburive, and the 



customary-disnibutive compound aspect. See Rice (1989) for descriptions and examples 

of each of these derivationally compounding aspects. 

4.1.33 Discussion 

Rice's (1 989) mode1 for verb theme categones is remarkably sirnila. to Kari's (1 979) 

approach. In particular, Rice and Kari both consider the verb theme category to be the 

main feature of subcategorization. In other words, they support the concept that the verb 

theme category to which a given verb belongs is identified in the Iexicon. Funher, the 

verb theme category determines the possible derivations. Rice, like Kari, rernarks that 

verbs of one verb theme category are semantically related. This relationship is not well 

established in either model: definitions are provided for each verb theme category and 

aspect category, but supporting evidence for such clairns are not provided. 

4.1.3 Surnmary of Traditionai Classifications of Athabaskan Verbs 

The three models discussed above contnbute in pan to the present anaiysis. First, Li 

(1946) provides the foundations of the Chipewyan grammar. Li iuustrates the 

derivational properties of the Chipewyan verb root by proposing five possible modes 

which represent five denvationally related themes fiom one verb root. Li's model 

includes imperfective and perfective aspect, as weil as optative mode. He perceives ail of 

these prefkes to be highly productive innecrional prefixes which can apply to al l  verbs in 

Chipewyan. Li's perception of aspect and mode is adequate ar a level of generai 

appücation; however, he does not acknowledge that the individual fonns of imperfective 

and perfkctive aspect are distributed across the verb corpus according to theù inherent 

semantic characteristics, 



Second, Kan (1979) provides a groundbreaking analysis of theme derivation in Ahtna 

where he proposes that verbs derivable fiom the sarne root through aspectual denvations 

represent the sarne theme. Like Li, Kari is concerned with the derivational potential of 

verb themes and categorizes them on this basis. Kari differs from Li and the present 

analysis by claiming the prefixes under discussion are saicdy derivational. Kari 

acknowledges the morphosemantic distribution of the imperfective and perfective aspect 

prefkes but seems to ignore the fact that the aspect and mode prefixes are distinguished 

h m  one another based on their distributions: Kari maintains that both aspect and mode 

prefkes are denvational. Overall, Kari's analysis is highly detailed but lacks systematic 

morphological and semantic criterion. 

Third, Rice (1989) extends Kari's verb theme categones to Slave. In relation to the 

present analysis, Rice's focus is derivational morphology; although, the conjugation pairs 

are included in her model. Rice's (1989) cliffers fkom Kari (1979) by providing a dennite 

set of criterion for Slave verb theme categories. Nonetheless, Rice, like Kari, still lacks 

systematic critenon for semantic classincation. 

In cornparison to previous Athabaskan models of verb classification, recent studies in 

Athabaskan linguistics are sensitive to some of the problems ouf ied  above (Srnidi 1991, 

1996. Midgetie 1996). In pareicular, recent approaches, such as Smith (1% l), explain 

Athabaskan languages under more general fkameworks of semantic classification. This 

thesis adopts Smith's (1991) h e w o r k  which is used to organize French, Navajo, and 

Mandarin Chinese, arnong others. The details of Smith's fhmework are outlined below, 

in conjunction with a variety of Dowty's (1979) grammatical tests to support each of 

Smith's verb classes. 



4.2 Smith (1991) 

In conùast to the three previous analyses, Smith's (1 99 1) perspective of verb 

classification is more generai and applies crosslinguisticaily. Smith's approach was 

originally developed to organize Engiish verbs and has subsequentiy k e n  appiied to 

include a variety of languages, including Navajo, French, and Mandarin Chinese. The 

concept of aspect under Smith's (1991) framework is aligneci with Comrie's (1 976~3) 

perspective where: "aspect is the semantic domain of the temporal structure of situations 

and theû presentation". Given this dennition of aspecq Smith's efforts focus on re- 

interpre~g the aspectuai systems of a varîety of languages under a general approach 

which involves situation aspect and viewpoint aspect Situation aspect refers to the 

intemal event structure, or akrionsan , of verbs. In contras to situation aspect, Smith 

(19915) explains "the viewpoint of a sentence presents an event with a parricular extent 

and focus, rather as a carnera lens". Smith believes that sentences present aspecnial 

information for both the situation type and the viewpoint Moreover, Smith (1991) 

proposes that viewpoint aspect and situation aspect are realized in a given language in 

separate ways. Most often, viewpoint aspect is expressed by con t ras~g  morphemes in 

the inflectionai system However, situation aspect is not usualiy grammaticized by 

contrasting morphemes. Rather, it is deterrnined by "verbal consteiiations of lexical 

morphemes that refer to situahons"(Smith, 1991: 10). In other words, Smith maintains 

that situation type is detemiined by an array of denvational strategies. 

The subsections which foUow outhe both viewpoints and situation types, according to 

Smith (1991). F* viewpoint is outlined and compared with the definitions of 

imperfective and perfective aspect assumed in this andysis. Because the present analysis 

is concerneci with the morphological distribution of imperfective and perfective aspect 

Smith's notion of viewpoint aspect, which is concepnially based, is not discussed in depth 



at this the .  Smith's situation types are adopted in chapter five and are outlined in detail 

below. 

4.2.1 Viewpoint Aspect 

Fit, viewpoint aspect provides a full (perfective) or partial (imperfective) view of a 

situation and is usually signaled by a grammatical morpheme or morphemes; it is often 

part of the verb or verb phrase. The three main types of viewpoints are (1) imperfective, 

(2) perfective, and (3) neutrai, which are defined in Smith's tems below in (1 1). 

(1 1) Viewpoint Description 
a. Perfective focus on the situation as a whole with initial and final 

points 
b. Imperfective focus on part of a situation, including neither initial nor 

final point 
c. Neutral flexible, including the initial point of a situation and at 

least one intemal stage (where applicable). 

These definitions of perfective and imperfective correspond with Cormie's (1967) 

definitions provided in chapter three. Cornrie defines perfective aspect as viewing the 

situation fiom the outside without looking at the intemal structure of the situation, and he 

defines imperfective aspect as focusing on the intemal situation. In cornparison, Smith 

defines the perfective viewpoint as focusing on the whole situation, and the imperfective 

viewpoint as focusing on part of a situation. 

Smith's viewpoints (imperfective, perfective, progressive, and neuter) acknowledge the 

signincance these concepts have in a semantic verb classification; however, Smith does 

not address the morphological and disaibutional patterns each of these viewpoints 

exhibits. That is, she does not address the distribution of the individual aspect and mode 

prefkes which is the topic of this thesis. Further, Smith's notion of viewpoint aspect has 

broder scope than required for this thesis because Smith inchdes usitative and iteiative 

modes in hm analysis which are not discussed here. Given the dinerences between 



Smith's perspective of viewpoint aspect and the morpholo@cal perspective taken here, 

Srnith's viewpoint aspect is not discussed in this thesis.8 It is important to acknowiedge 

that Smith takes note of the significant role aspects, such as imperfective and perfective, 

play in the organization of situation structure. 

4.2.2 Situation Aspect 

The situation type is the second portion of Smith's two dimensional mode1 of verb 

classification. The situation type is determined by the verb and its arguments. Smith is 

not the fint to discuss the concept of situauon types. Dowty (1979) observes that it was 

Aristotle who first noticed that sorne verbs inherently involve an endpoint or result while 

other verbs do nor Ryle (1949) was the f2st to distinguish between achievements and 

activities, however, his approach and those preceding him were stxictly examined in the 

realm of philosophy.9 It was Kenny (1963) who added a more linguistic approach to the 

analyses of semantic classes by including grammatical distinctions. To the present day, 

one of the most widely acknowledged divisions of semantic verbal classes has k e n  

accomplished by Vender (1967) who posited four verb classes: SES, activities, 

accomplishxnents, and achievements. Dowty's (197954) examples of each of these 

classes are provîded in (12). 

(12) States Activities Accornplishrnents Achievements 
know run paint a picture recognize 
believe walk make a chair spot 
have swim deliver a semion h d  
desire push a c m  draw a circle Iose 
love driveacar pushacan reach 

recover fiom illness die 

8 ~ t h  firrthet m e m h .  the idea of viewpoht aspect can be re-organkd to accommodate the prsent 
anlaysisysis Due to the complexity of the issues both viewpoint and situation aspect are not addresseci in this 
thesis. 
9 ~ y ~ e  (1949) labels achie~menu as resuitaîiveses 



Venda's work has k e n  adapted by a large variety of researchers, inciuding Dowty 

(1979), Brinton (1988), and Smith (1991), arnong others. 

Under Smith's (1991:28) account, then are five situation types: (1) States, (2) activities, 

(3) accomplishmenrs. (4) semelfactives, and (5) achievements which are defïned as 

follows: 

States are static, with no dynamics and no intemal structure; they have duration of 
at least a moment. ExampIes: [kiow the answer]. in Athens]. Activiries are 
durative atelic events; they have homogeneous successive stages and an arbitrary 
endpoint, e.g. [wak in the park], [laugh]. Accomplishments are durative t e k  
events; they are complex consisting of a process of successive stages and a naniral 
final endpoint The outcome is a change of state, e.g. [build a house], [walk to 
school]. Seme@actives are instantaneous, atelic events, e.g. bock] ,  [cough]. 
Achievements are instantaneous changes of state, with an oueome of a new state, 
e.g. [reach the top], [win the race]. 

Smith proposes that these five situation types can accommodate any of the world's 

languages including English, French, Mandarin Chînese, and Navajo but these olpes are 

realized dincrently in each language. 

Smith's adaptation of Vender's situation types dis~guishes each type with a k e d  set of 

temporal and conceptual binary propenies or feahires. As Smith (1991) explairis, each of 

the situation type narnes - state, activity, accomplishment, and achievement, and 

semelfactive - serve as 'shorthand' for the cluster of properties that each class exhibits. 

Models such as Smith (199 1) emphasize that clusten of properties represent prototypical 

verbs but marginal members of each class possessing a subset of characteristics are also 

possible. Henceforth, the type of approach which modines Vendler's verb classes with 

features is refend to as the Semantic Feature Hypothesis (SFH). Smith's (199 1) SFH 

proposal is consemative in that it uses only weil established binary features and, in doing 

so, adequatdy represents the many SFH approaches available. Smith is &O innovative 

and ad& a f& situation type to Vendler's typology which she labels semelfactive. 



In section 4.23 three established binary distinctions used by those working in an SFH 

framework, paaicularly by Smith (1991), are outlined. Given these distinctions, each of 

Smith's five situation types are outlined in section 4.2.4 discussing both the innovative 

and conservative properties of her particuiar approach. 

43.3 Binary Distinctions 

Binary distinctions are series of two way typologies used to distinguish between verb 

classes . A variety of such distinctions are discussed in the literature but three of these: 

(i) [+/-stative] , (ü) [+/durative], and (Ki) [+/-teficl, are consistent throughout the analyses 

(Brinton 1988, Smith 1991, 1996, Midgette 1996). 

The binary distinction made with respect to [+/-stative] is between states and non-states. 

The bifurcation of situations into states and non-states, or events, is cornmon in many of 

the world's languages. States are typically charactexîzed by a lack of change, limits, and 

agency as well as by the inherent qualities of duration and homogeneity (Brinton, 

1988:25). Smith (1991) demonstrates this comrnonality by drawing on French, Russian, 

and Mandarin Chinese s tative verbs. For example the French verb possède 'own, have' in 

(13) indicates ownership, which is expected under the charactenzation of the state just 

presented. . 

(13) Catherine possède un moto noir 
Catherine has a black motorcycle 

Smith (1991:28) M e r  elaborates on the concept of the state by temporally deking a 

state as a period of undifferentiated moments which do not have an inherent endpoint In 

c o n t .  non-states are characterked by properties which are in opposition to those 

qudities held by states. For example, non-states are considemi dynarnic which means, 

for many languages, the concept of motion is fnndamentaL Further, change, liniits, and 



agency are common properties of non-states where one to al1 of the properties are 

possible. Smith (1991:28) summarize the contrast between States and non-states in 

English: 'an event occurs, huppe-, taks  phce. while a state holds or obtains. 

4 2 3 3  [+/-durative] 

In relation to the f e u e  [+/-durative], the distinction lies between durative and puncniai 

situations, which are aIso referred to as instantaneous in the literature. Cornrie (1976:41- 

2) defines a durative situation as one that ' l w  for a certain penod of time (or at least is 

conceived of as I a s ~ g  in time)', and a punchiai situation as not lasting in tirne (or as 

king perceived as not lasting in time). Smith (1991) points out that these perceptions of 

punctuai and durative time are conceptually based and are not measured in real the .  A 

punctuai or instantaneous event, for example, will occur in real tirne but as a linguistic 

category it is not seen as k i n g  in time. Moreover, events which are perceived of as 

puncnial will. in fact, exhibit differences in time. For instance, one punctual event may 

occur within seconds whereas another event might occupy milliseconds. Despite a 

difference in real tirne, many verbs can be considered punctuai in linguistic terms because 

the clifference is relative rather than absolute. For example, when comparing the 

situations amie and build a house both occur in real time but am*ve is seen as o c c d g  

in an instant whereas building a houe takes a considerable amount of the. 

42.33 I+/-telic] 

The third binary featwe is [+/-tek] which refen to t e k  [+telic] and atelic [-tek] 

situations. A t e k  situation involves a nanrral endpoint or goal whereas an atelic situation 

involves an arbitrary endpoint10 The English sentence Mmha ii painting a picture is 

l k h e  tmn ~ t w a l  encipoint iF employed to ckcrii  teiic siwons in order a avoid an agentive 
connotation, A baiï rofling down ahiU is a tetic event. hence, agency is not a defining characteristic of t e k  
events. 



telic exemplifying a situation with a natural endpoint That is, the result of a tek 

situation is implied in the verb itself: the activity of painting a picture terminates when 

the picture is complete. In cornparison, atelic situations are simply processes which have 

an arbitmy endpoint which is ilIustrated by the sentence Marrha is mnning. The activity 

of ninning can only be teminami by the addition of a terminative adverbial as in Manho 

stopped m i n g .  

42.4 Smith's Five Situation Types 

Smith's siniation types are characterized by three dis~ctions described which have 

positive (+) and negative (-) values. Prior to discussing each of these situation types in 

detail, a sumrnary of Smith's (1991) analysis is provided in (14). This summary includes 

the binary features each situation type has in relation to one another. 

(14) Smith (199 1) 
Situation [+S ta tive] [+/-D urative] [+/-Teiic] 
States [+1 I+I N A  
Activities 1-1 bl c-1 
Accomplishments [-1 hl [+-1 
Ac hievements 1-1 [-1 [+] 
SemeIfactives r-1 C-1 C-1 

These features and theïr implications are discussed in 4.2.4. Moreover, each situation 

type is separated fiom the other categories by drawing upon grammatical tests taken from 

Dowty (1979)." Funhermore, these grammatical tests help explain why different 

aspectuai situation types are necessary. Do- (1979) outlines a variety of tests which 

can distinguish Engiïsh situation types, but he does not consider semelfactives, drawing 

on only Vendler's four original classes. It is Smith (1991) who inaoduces the 

semelfactive situation type and separates these situations from the other active categories 

with independent grammatical tests. 

ll~owty's grammaticai asr~ do not co-operate wiih ai i  verbs of any given situation rype: exceptions e x k  



42.4.1 States vs. Active Situation Types 

The first situation type Iisted above in (14) is the state which Smith captures with the 

The f e a m  repnsentation in (15) provides a definirion in which states are viewed as 

situations which endure for an indefinite penod of tirne. That is, they do not have an 

endpoint English examples of states are provided in (16). 

(16) En ~Iish Exam~les: (cf. (12)) 
know, believe, have, desire, love 

The distinguishing feature of the state is [+stative]. In opposition, the four active 

situation types have a negarive value for the stative feature. Smith clairns that stative 

verbs lack teliciv a l l  together because they require the situation to specify an endpoint. 

Accordingly, statives lack both initial and final points. The initial point of the situation is 

the change into the state and the endpoint is the change out of that state. Given this 

argumentation, it is legitimate to conclude that telicity is not relevant for stative 

situations. 

In relation to durativity and telicity, stativeness is an absaact concept. It refers to a lack 

of change and Limits instead of the presence of nich properties. The abstract nature of 

states necessitates grammatical testing which can set states apart fiom the four active 

situation types. Three tests which evalum the [+/- stative] status of verbs are given 

below. The first test looks at progression where only non-states can occar in a 

progressive fom in English Consider the data in (17). 



(17) Situation Type Example 
a. State *Martha is knowing the answer - 
b. Activity Martha is ninning 
c. Accomplishment Martha is painthg a picture 
6 Achievement ?Manha is reaching the finish line 

Both the activity ncnning and the accomplishment painting (the picme) in (17bc) are 

perfectly grammatical in the English progressive formation. The achievement reaching 

(the finish line) has a questionable reading in (17d): the sentence is only acceptable under 

a play-by-play interpretation.12 In contrast to the active verbs in (17M) the stative 

situation knowing (the a m e r )  in (l7a) is unacceptable in the progressive. '3 

In a second test only non-stative verbs which are volitional events are grammatical as a 

cornplement of the verb force as in (18). 

(18) Situation Type Example 
a, State *Manha forced Rick to know the answer 
b. Activity Martha forced Rick to run 
c. Accomplishment Martha forced E c k  to paint a picture 
ci. Achievement Martha forced Rick to reach the finish h e  

The three non-stative situations nut in (18b). paint (a piencre) in (18c), and reach the 

finish line) in (18d) are grammatical as complements offorce. The stative verb in (18a) 

know (the a m e r )  is unacceptable in the same environment because one cannot force a 

state to occur. Verbs such as force an considered to be causative. Frawley (1992:158) 

explains: 'events that are causative express some relation of determination beween two 

events, with a prior event resulting in, or giving rise to a subsequent event'. In order for a 

verb to take a causative complement it requires the participants of the subsequent event 

to have some degree of volition. That is, the subsequent event mus permit subjects 

1 2 ~  piay by play inmprctation involves descriiing the action as it is happening. This commoniy occm 
when sportscasters announce sports events. 
r3~enaùi states are acceptable in the stative constniction: 

(i) Marthais living in Texas now, 
( i i  Miriha Eves in Texas. 

These sentences a~ noted as exceptions and are not discussed in this thesis. 





activity are given and discussed. Second, the same is carried out for the accornplishment 

situation type. Grammatical tests are given for both ~ e m b e r ~  of the typobgy in order to 

establish each of them as independent categories. 

According to Smith (199 1) activities are: 

These features produce a definition where activities are durative situations which go on 

for an indefinite period of tirne with no inherent goal. For example, the English verbs in 

(21) are activities. 

(21) Enelish - Exarn~le~: (cf- (12)) 
run, waik, swim, push, drive 

In contrasr to the stative situation type which has only one distinguishing feature, two 

features [+durative] and [-telic] characterize the activity class in relation to the four other 

verb classes. Activities diner f b m  States in two ways. Fust, the activity is [-native] 

which aligns it with the other active situation types in Smith (1991). Second, activities 

exhibit a [-tek] featurc which means that they do not have an associated outcome or 

change of state. Le., activitîes can be terminateci or stopped but they cannotfinished. 

The accomplishment situation type is M a r  to the activity class as demonsmted by 

Smith's feature representation of the accornplishment class given in (22). 

Based on these features, accomplishments are durative situations which go on in time but 

have a necessary goaL English accomplishments are given in (23). 

(23) Endish Examles (Cf= (12)) 
paint a pictme, make a chair, deliver a sermon, draw a circle 



For accomplishment situations the distinguishing features are [+durative] and [+telic] and 

exhibit both simüar and differing properties with activity situations. The activity and 

accomplishment situation types are very similar in that they are both [+durative]. The 

main difference between these categories Lies in the positive or negative value each 

category holds for telicity. Accomplishments are Içtelic], meaning they inherently 

specify an endpoint This is in opposition to activity verbs, which have an arbiaary 

endpoint, [-telic], and require a terminative complement to indicate their culmination. 

Given the descriptive accounts for activities and accomplishments provided above, 

grammatical tests are also used to support the independent status of both situation types. 

The most common test used to compare activities with accomplishments is the in an how 

l for an hour test While accomplishments are grammatical with in an hour (in- phrase) 

and for an hour, (fur- phrase) activities arr only grammatical with for an hour. Consider 

the sentences in (24). 

(24) a. Martha ran for an hour 
"Martha ran in an hour 

b. ?Manha painted a p i c m  for an hour 
Martha painted a p i c m  in an hour 

The in an h u r  l for an hou test illustrates the difference between natural and arbitrary 

endpoints. In order for a verb to be permissible with the in-phrase, it m u s  be t ek ;  have 

a natural endpoint The for-phrase is prefened with verbs thar are atelic; have an 

arbitrary endpoint Thus, the activity ncn in (24a) is only acceptable with the for-phrase 

because nm is atelic. Further, the accomplishment painr (a picmre) is grammatical with 

both prepositional phrases. 

Notice, however, that the for-phrase test results receive different entailments for activity 

and accomplishment verbs. RecaIl the sentences in (25). 



(25) a Manha ran for an hour 
b. Manha painted a picnue for an h o u  

The sentence Martha ran for an hour in (25a) implies that Martha is perfomiing the 

ativity of running for one hour. aftcr which time she stops running. Critically, there is 

no implication that the activiry reaches a specifïed endpoint. In contrast, the entailment 

of the sentence Manha painted a picmre for an how in (2%) ensues that Manha 

performs the activity of painting for an hou, at which tirne the picture is not complete: 

Martha painted the picture for an hour at which tirne she stopped. 

The entaiLments of activities and accomplishments also differ when appearing as the 

complement of the aspecnial verbs stop andfinish, or when modined by the adverb 

(261 Sentence Entailment . , 
a Martha stopped running = Martharan 
b. Manha stopped painting a p i c m  + the picnue was pauited 

I f  stop selects an activity the resulting entailment presupposes that the event denoted by 

the verb did occur. Hence, the sentence Martha stopped m i n g  implies that Martha 

pedoxmed the activity of running. On the other han& if stop selects an accomplishment 

the same entailment does not result If Martha stoppedpainting the picture, it is not 

necessarily implied that the picture has ken  painted. 

SMüarly, when modined by the adverbial aimost activities and accomplis hments have 

different entallments. Consider the data in (27). 

(27) Sentence Entailment 
a. Martha aimostran = Marthadidnotbeghrurining 
b. Martha aimost painted a picture = Manha did not be& painting 

= Manha did not complete painting 



Ahost  cm rn- either a process or a result (Ristejovslq, 1992). Because the sentence 

Martha almost ran involves an activity (process only) where only the process is 

rnodified. This simple process reading results in one possible entailment: Manha did not 

begin the running event In contrast, accomplishments can be seen as involving both a 

process and a result which mates in two possible entailments. Firsb if almost modifies 

the process portion of the event it is impiied by the event that Manha did not begin the 

painting event Altenatively, if the result of the event is modified, then the resulting 

entailment is that Martha almost completed the painting event. 

42.43 Achievements , Accomplishments, and Activities 

In the preceding sections grammatical tests for distinguishing three of the possible five 

situation types were presented The fouth situation type included in Smith's framework 

is the achievement. Achievements are descnbed by Smith (1991) as: 

Hence, achievements are puncmal situations which take place in a specific point in t h e  

which have a naturai inherent endpoint English achievements are illustrateci in (29). 

(29) Enelish - Examles: (cf. (12)) 
recognize, spot, find, lose, reach, die 

In conaast to the other two non-stative verb categories already outlined, achievement 

verbs have [-durative] and [+telic] features. Achievements are like accomplishrnents in 

that they specify an endpoint However, they M e r  from both activities and 

accompüshments by lacking duration. Pustejovsky (1992) explains that this feaane 

construction defines achievements as a result without the process. 

Smith's features for achievement verbs are supporteci by the ressults of grammatical tests 

such as the in an hour f for an how test 



(30) a Martha ran for an h o u  
?Martha painted a p i c m  for an hour 
*Martha reached the finish line for an hour 

b. ?Martha ran in an hour 
Martha painted a picture in an hour 
Martha reached the finish h e  in an hour 

The for- phrase is grammatical with ateîic events and is, therefore, acceptable in the 

sentence Martha ran for an hour in (30a) which involves an activity situation. 

Con~t ive ly ,  the in- phrase is more acceptable with the tek  accomplishment and 

achievement sentences. 

The distinction between accomplishments and achievements lies in the entailments for 

the in- phrase constructions. Consider the data in (3 1). 

(3 1) Sentence Entailment 
a Martha alrnost ran = Manha did not begin running 
b. Martha almost painted a pichue = Martha did not begin running 

Martha did not complete painting 
c. Martha almost reached the finish line = Martha did no t reach the finish iine 

As established above almost can modify either a process or a result Almost modifies the 

process in the activity situation Martha almost ran resulting in one entailment, that 

Martha did not begin nuuiing. In contrast, accomplishments can be seen as involving 

both a process and a result which creates two possible enrailmens as in Martha aimst 

painted a picnrre of (3 lb). Fit, if almost modifies the process portion of the event it is 

implied by the event that Manha did not begin the p a h ~ g  event Alternatively. if the 

result of the event is modified, then the r e s u l ~ g  e n m e n t  is that Martha alrnost 

completed the painting event With the achievement in (3 lc), Manho almost reached the 

finish lhe, only one entailment is possible since achievements represent a result without a 



Furthemiore, terminative complemenû such as stop andfinish are grammatical with both 

activities and accomplishments but c m o t  accommodate achievements. Supporthg data 

is given in (32) and (33). 

(32) a Martha stopped running 
b. Martha stopped painting a picme 
c. *Martha stopped reaching the finish line 

(33) a ?Martha hnished running 
b. Martha finished painting a picture 
c. *Manha finished reaching the finish line 

Unlike both activities and accomplishments, the sentences where stop orfinish select and 

achievement as in *Murth stopped reaching thefinish line in (32c), and *Mortha 

finished reaching thefiish line in (33c) are ungrammatical as complements of 

t e d a t i v e  modîfiers because they lack duration. 

42.45 The SemeIfactive 

Smith (1991) proposes a fïfth situation type, which she labels serneijbctive. According to 

Frawley (1991), a semelfactive situation consisu of a MgIe act or event. Typical English 

examples of semelfactive verbs are flash, shoot, shmg, sneeze, and blink Saeed 

(1997:lll) points out that in English 'a clash between a semelfactive verb and a durative 

adverbial can flgger an iterative [or seriative] interpretation'. An iterative situation 

consists of a series of repeated events. Saeed provîdes the following examples. 

(34) a- Fred coughed a l l  night 
b. The cursor flashed und the banery ran out 

In (34a) it is assumed that Fred coughed repeatedly throughout the night d e r  than 

assuming that he ody coughed once and it lasted ail night This effect is created by 

erammatical means rather than lexical meanhg and will be dernonstcated for Cbipewyan 
C 

semelfactives as weL 



A summary of Smith's (199 1) feanire representation for the semelfactive situation type is 

given in (35). 

Smith proposes [-durative] and [-tek] as the distinguishing features for the semeifactive 

verb category. These feanires result in a definition where semelfactive verbs are punctual 

situations which have an arbitrary endpoint Smith M e r  argues that semelfactive verbs 

possess simultaneous initial and final endpoints. In other words, these verbs do not have 

an outcorne other than the occurrence of the event itself. 

Grammatical tests can also be used to separate semeIfactive verbs fkom the other situation 

types. The in an how l for an hour test provides interesting interpretations for 

semelfactive verbs. Examine the sentences in (36). 

(36) a Martha coughed for an h o u  
b. ??Manha coughed in an hour 

The semelfactive sentence with the for-phrase Martha coughed for an hour in (36a) 

provides an iterative reading which is sirnilar to the activity sîtuation type. In contrast, 

the NI- phrase is ungrammatical with semelfactive verbs. The in an hour test is most 

acceptable with t e k  events such as accomplishrnents. Because semelfactives lack 

durarion and telicity, (3 6b) is considered unacceptable.15 

Manner adverbials such as quickiy can m o w  the onset or the process of an event For 

activities and accomplishments marner adverbials are concemed with the timing of the 

process. Consider the data given in (37). 

%nith (199 1: 56) daims that (36b) can oniy k ïnterpreted as: 'five minutes afrer somethhg-or-other the 
event [ v a ]  coughed] occurred'. 



(37) Sentence Entailment . I 

a Martha ran quîckly = Martha's running is quick 
b. Martha painted a p i c m  quickiy = Martha's painting is quick 

The sentence M a ~ h a  quickly ran implies that the process of mnning is quick In contmst 

to activities and accomplishmenu, semelfactives result in different readings. 

(38) Martha coughed quickly 

Martha coughed quickiy implies that Manha began to cough quickly. It does not refer to 

the cough itself k ing  quick. 

This concludes the discussion of Smith's five situation types and dl of the feanues 

outlined above are generally considered to be universai (Cornrie 1979, Smith 199 1, 

Brinton 1988). 

42.5 Sumrnary 

Although the previous Athabaskan analyses provide a large amount of information fiom 

which to draw upon, Smith's (1991) modem approach to verb classification is better 

suited to the present analysis. According to Smith, verbs cm be categorized based on 

their situation aspects which, in m, are broken down with binary semantic features. 

Each situation type has a unique set of binas, feanires with which it is associated. Dowty 

(1979) and Smith (1991) provide grammatical tests which help establish the binary 

f eams  a situation exhibits. As shown in chapter five each Chipewyan conjugation pair 

is associated with one of Smith's situation types. Each correlation is supported with 

grammatical tests fiom Dowty and Smith, as described in the prectding subsections. 



CHAPTER 5 

SRUA'XTON TYPES AND CONJUGATION PATTERNS 

IN CHIPEWYAN 

Chapter five draws on Smith's (1991) five situation types to explain the morphosemantic 

distribution o f  each of the six aspectual conjugation pairs in Chipewyan. These six 

categories are presented with two criteria in mind: (1) sirnilar conjugation pamms 

(imperfective, perfective), and (2) similar situation cypes which are summanZed in (1). 

Group 

Active 

S tative 

Situation Types 

- 

activity 

achîevemen t 

accomplishrnent 

semeif active 
(seriative) 

stative - 
attributive 

stative - 
~ositional 

A. 

Imperfective 

ne- 

ghe- 

ne- 

the- 

the- 
ghe- 

N/A 

the- 

N/A 

ghe- 



Four active categones and two stative categones of vetbs anse from a comlation of dUs 

nature. This dis~ction between active and stative verbs is well established in the 

Athabaskan literature, particularly by Li (1946) and Cook (forthcorning) for Chipewyan. 

Furthex in the non-Athabaskan linguistic literature, the pr1'UTia-y distinction is also one of 

dynarnicity for many researchers: Vendler (1967), Dowty (1 979), B rinton (1 98 8), and 

Smith (1991). 

Using each conjugation pair as a point of depamire, the semantic propercies of each group 

are established by drawing on the discussion of Smith's framework k m  chapter four as 

weU as using the grammatical tests to support each group of verbs. Before the six 

categories can be outiined and discussed the grammatical tests as described for English 

in chapter four require re-evaluation nom the perspective of Chipewyan. 

5.1 CHIPEWYAN GIRAMMATICAL TESTS 

It was demonstrated earlier that each situation type can be separateci fiom the other 

categories via grammatical tests. Dowty's (1979) tests are surnmarized in (2) and Smith's 

(199 1) tests for the additional semelfactive situation type are given in (3). 

(2) Grammatical tests State Activity Accomplishent Achievement 
pru~ressive No Yes Yes Yes 
~~rCe/~erermode No Yes Yes 
carejklly No Yes Yes 
for an bur  NIA Yes Yes 
in an hour NIA ? Yes 
for an hour, spend NIA Yes Yes 
an hotu @ing 
stop NIA Yes Yes 
finish N/A Yes Yes 
arnbiguity with N/A No Yes 
a h s t  
Yes = sentence is grammatical 
No = sentence is ungrammatical 
N/A = the test does not apply to verbs of this class 

? 
Yes 
No 
Yes 
No 

No 
No 
No 



(3) Grammatical Test Semelfac tive 
a. for an hour Yes -iterative interpretation 
b. inan hur No 
b. slowly/quicWy Yes - onset of event 

Dowty (1979) and Smith (1991) observe that these tests can accurately place verbs in the 

appropriate situation type in EngIish. For Chipewyan, however, some of the tests are not 

applicable. First, the progressive test which distinguishes states from non-states is not 

applicable in Chipewyan because progressive aspect is not productive in Chipewyan as 

explained in chapter IWO. Although this discovery is disappointing, the force test and the 

carefully test are possible for separating states from non-states where xdrfd 'made' is an 

appropriate Chipewyan correspondence. 

Second, Smith points out that tests for teiicity also prove difficult for Navajo. The 

contrast between Nt an hOw and for an hour present in English is not relevant for Navajo. 

This is also the case in Chipewyan.' 

(4) a. itagha sarihtttis xan Stha ghesjën 
one time how-long perf-1-ring 
'I sang for an hour' or, 'I sang in an h o u  

b. j?agha sarihtQ 'is xan if tha hots'en nesti ha 
one time how-long toward place imp-1-go to bed Fut 
'I am going to bed for an hour' or, 'I am going to bed in an hour' 

Each of the Chipewyan sentences in (4) can have either interpretation: for an hour or in 

Moreover, according to Midgene (1996) the d i s ~ c û o n  between srop andfinish is not 

present in Navajo which also seems to be the case in Chipewyan. In both languages 

'~hese Uanslarions were provideci by a Chipewyan consuitant in La Lodi+ Saskaîchewan. Midgeüe 
(19%) found s h k  results in Navajo- 
'1t is nez- to explore the possibilïty of using Chipewyan tests which are equivaient to the h an hour / 
for an hour test At this time, these tests are not avaiIabIe. 



teminatives M t d  'stop' and annst'e 'finish' are synonymous. This is illustratecl for 

Chipewyan in (5). 

(5) a. kilt'& hesjën 
stop *l-sing 
1 stopped singing' 
or, I finished singing' 

b. hesjën mas t'e 
inpl-sing already-done 
'I f ished singingr 
or, 'I stopped singing' 

In (5) Mt'& hesjën and hesjën anost'e can both be used to mean '1 nnished singing' or '1 

stopped singing' making it difficult to use these consmictions as grammatical tests. 

Despite the interpretive differences between English and Chipewyan, these terminative 

tests are not entirely inappropriate for testing the Chipewyan data. When stop andfinish 

select achievements, the resulting sentences are both ungrammatical. Therefore, if a 

Chipewyan speaker cannot use either stop orfinish with a pmicular verb, it is most likely 

an achievement. 

A third test uses the a l m  modifier which can be used in Chipewyan to detexmine to 

what situation type a given verb belongs. Chipewyan examples are provided in (6). 

(6) a. k'asjene ghesjën = didnot sing 
a h o n  pe~-1-sing 
1 alrnost sang' 

b. k'asjene ni@ = did not go to bed 
almost perf- 1-go-to-bed 
'I aimost went to bed' 

C. k'ajene yeh hothiftj = did not make a house 
hast ho- are&-perf-1-make = did not complete making the house 
'I almost made a house' 

The Chipewyan data in (6) has entailments similar to the related Engüsh data which was 

moa recentiy outlined in (33) of chapter four. Almost modifies the process of the activity 

situation ghesjën 1 sang' resulting in one entailment where the activiy of running was not 

starteû. The same entailment results when almost m o a e s  an achievement situation as in 



k'arjene ni# 1 almost went to bed' of (6b). Because achievements do not have duration 

the pnxess of the situation cannot be modined. Instead, the entailment refers to the result 

portion of the event rather than the process. In contrast, accomplishments have two 

resulting entailments. Fust, if the process is modified, it is impiied that the event did not 

occur. Second, if the result is modified, it is impiied that the goal of the event did not 

occur. This is a signincant test because it d is~guishes  accomplishments fiom activities 

and achievements. 

In relation to the semeifactive situation type, the in an hour and for an hour tests are not 

relevant because the two postpositional phrase equivalenu are synonymous in 

Chipew yan. The quickly test is grammatical in Chipew yan; w here jgw 'quickly ' is used. 

AU of the grammatical tests which are acceptable in Chipewyan are summarized in Table 

3 below. 

Table 3: Chbewvan Grammatical Tests 
Grammatic S tate Activity Accomplishment Achievement Semelfactive3 
al tests 

a. force! No Y es Yes ? N/A 
pers& 

b. stop N/A Yes Yes No N/A 
c. finish N/A Yes Yes No N/A 
d ambiguity NIA No Yes No N/A 

with alrnost 
W * C ~ Y  NfA Process Process Rocess Onset 

Yes = sentence is grammatical 
No = sentence is ungrammatical 
N/A = the test does not apply to verbs of this class 
Proces = modines process 
Onset = mornes onset 

Given these grammatical tests and thek relevance in Chipewyan, it is now possible to 

discuss each conjugation pattern and the conespondhg situation types. In the sections 

below the conjugation patterns are divided into active SitU8tions in section 52 and stative 

3 ~ h æ  N/A is used unda the semeifactive c o l m .  this does not imply that these tests cannot be applied to 
semeifective situaîîons, xather it means îhat they are not applied in Lhis thesis. 



situations in section 5.3. Within each subsection, a list of verbs fkom the particuiar 

conjugation pattern are listed and typical paradigms are provided to remind the reader of 

the phonological properties each pattern exhibits. By using grammatical tests, each group 

of verbs is comiated with a situation type, and exceptions to each correlation are 

discussed 

5.2 ACTLVE SITUATIONS 

The distinction between States and non-states is well estabüshed in the Chipewyan 

iiterature as Yi Li (1946) and Cook (forthcorning) who both view this distinction as basic. 

Active situations are easily accornmodated b y a framework with situation types because 

four of the five types describe active situations. In Chipewyan, three conjugation 

pattems, which are @-y, 0-0, and n-n, are used in conjunction with active verbs. These 

three patterns are distributed across the active verb corpus in such a way that four 

morphological classes ensue. Three categories of verbs are straighaorward, with each 

c l w  exhibiting one of the three conjugation patterns. A fourth class of verbs can occur 

with two of the three pattems, @-y and 0-8. In the subsections below, each 

morphological class of verbs is shown to correspond with one (or two) of Smith's 

situation types. 

52.1 The @-y Verb Class 

Verbs which occur with the 0- imperfective and ghe- perfective conjugatïon pattern are 

widespread in the Chipewyan grammar. A list of these verbs k o m  Elforci and Elforci (in 

pro press) i s  repeated in O). 

0 Impedective Gloss Perfective Gloss 
a. hesjën '1 am singing' ghejën '1 sang' 



b. yahi '1 am talking, 
pnYing7 

c. hestsagh '1 am crying' 
do shé* '1 am eating' 
e. hust'gth '1 am cutting it 

repeatedly ' 
f. hesshiiQ 'I am blowing it 

prolongeci' 
g- Y@W '1 am jumping' 
h. nhther '1 am staying' 

yaghi? ti '1 talked, prayeà' 

ghitsagh '1 cried' 
shéghetj '1 ate' 
ghit'fith '1 cut it 

repeatedly ' 
ghishul '1 blew it 

prolonged' 
yaghesgos '1 jumped' 
nighidhër '1 stayed' 

The verbs h m  va-f) were k s t  provided in (1 1) of chapter three. To further illustrate 

this particular conjugation pattern, a protorypical verb paradigm is given in (8). 

(8) d-yen 'to sing' 
Person/ Imperfective Perfective 
Number 
1s hesjën /@3-sd-yën/ ghesjën /ghe-s-d-yën/ 
2s nejen /03-ned-yëd ghjjën /ghe-ne-d-yën/ 
3s hejën /05-03d-yën/ ghejën 105-ghe-d-yën/ 
ld hfjen /03-id-d-yëd ghijën /ghe-id-d-yën/ 
2d hujën /03-uh-d-yen/ ghujën /ghe-uh-d-yën/ 
3d hehejën /he-@3d-yën/ heghejën /he-ghe-d-yën/ 

As mentioned above, the 0- imperfective is unmarked aspect in Chipewyan and, hence, 

prefixal position 3 is phonetically null in the imperfective aspect and is represented as 

@3- in (37). In the perfective paradigm the prefix ghe- is also located in position 3. 

In this thesis it is postulated that the verbs which appear with the 0-y pattern are 

comlated with Smith's activity situation type. Recall that Smith assigns activities the 

following binary distinctions: 

The combination of the [+durative] and [-telic] features are the distinguishing factors for 

activities which is supported by the grammatical tesu idenfied in chapter 4 and section 

5.1 above for English and Chipewyan, respectively. Two tests are relevant for the 



Chipewyan activity verb which are the almost entailment test and the stoplfinish test4 

F i  the almost test illustrates the distinction between activities and accomplishments in 

(10)- 

(10) Sentence Entailment 
k'asjene ghesjën = didnotsing 
almost perf-1-sing 
'1 almost sang' 

To native speakers of Chipewyan, the sentence k'asjene ghesjën '1 almost sang' in (10) 

implies that the activity of singing did not take place. This judgment correlates with the 

typical interpretation of an activity verb as discussed in section 4.2.4.2: k'asjene 'almost' 

modifies the process of the activity resulting in one entailment where the went was not 

s t a r t d  A simila. enrailment holds for all of the verbs listed in (7) supporthg the 

proposition that verbs fiom the 0-y class are primarily activity verbs. 

Second, the stoplfnish test is used to separate activities from accomplishments in (1 1) 

and (12). 

(11) a. *nescia anast'e 
irnp- 1-rem finish 
I finished reniming' 
or, 'I stopped renmiing' 

b. *Kt'& nesda 
stop imp-1-rem 

(12) a hesjen anastte 
imp-1-sing finish 
T finished singing' 
orT 'I stopped singing' 

4Tn the following sections activiiies wiii k disanguished h m  the other classes ibrough a varieq of 
gram-*& evaIuations, 



b. Kt'& hejën 
stop -1-sing 
'1 stopped singing' 
or, 'I finished singing' 

When the achievement in (1 1) is selected by Mt'd 'stop' and anast'e 'finish' both 

sentences are ungrammatical. In con- when the activity hesjën 'I am shging' is 

selected by either terminative adverbial the result is grammatical. Hence, this test 

distinguished activities form achievements. 

Exceptions to this generalization are apparent in Elford and Elford (in progress). Prior to 

discussing the exceptions to the @-y rnorphology, it should be noted thar one situation 

type is considerd to be a marginal member of another situation type ifit shares two of its 

three binary feanires in comrnon. In other words, because ail active verbs are [+stative] 

another shared feature is required in order to have marginal memkrship. 

Many of the inconsistent members of the @-y verb class have natural endpoints in 

con- to the prototypical activity event which displays an a r t n w  endpoint Two 

exarnples are given in (13). 

(13) Sentence Entailment 
a k'asjene ghests7Cn = did not kiss hirn/her 

a h 6 s t  perf-1-kiss 
'1 almost kissed hun /her 

b. k'asjene ghitt7iis = did not peel it 
ahnost paf-1-pee&t) = started to peel it but did not complete it 

The verb ghestsPi5n '1 kissed him/her' in (13a) is complicated because it can refer to a 

'short' kiss (ex, a peck on the cheek) or a 'long7 kiss (ex. Iàssing a lover). Under both 

interpretations adding the modifier k'arjene 'almost' results in one entailment. That is, 

the event in (13a) implies the activity of kissing did not begin. If ghests'cul '1 kissed 

h i d e r '  refers to a 'long' kiss is in accordance with the claim that @-y verbs are 



activities. This is because the activity of 'long' kissing has duration and lacks an inherent 

endpoint When modified by k'arjene 'almost' this interp~ration irnplies that the activity 

of kissing did not occur; the process of the event did not happen. However, assumuig the 

activity of kissing is 'shon' the result of the event is what is k i n g  modified This is 

because a 'shon' kiss as an achievement: it lacks duration but has a n a d  endpoints 

The event glu'ft'h '1 peeled it' in (1 lb) violates the suggested correlation ourright. This 

event has a natural endpoint and responds to the almost test in a manner similar to 

accomplishments where two entailments are possible. First, if the process is modifed, it 

is implied that the activity o f  peeling did not occur. Second, if the result of the event is 

modified, it is implied that the event was not completed. 

Despite these exceptions, the majority of the @y verbs in the corpus examined respond 

to the grammaticaiity tests as typical activiy verbs. The exceptions to the 0-y verb class, 

as in (13)' are semanricdy acco~phhInent~ which are acceptable as marginal members 

of the activity verb class because activities and accomplishments share the [+durative] 

feanire in cornmon, However, it is important to recognize that these @-y 

accomplishments are not the same as prototypical accomplishments, and require M e r  

research. The verb ghesrs'iul '1 kissed himher' is surprising when it refers to a 'short' 

kiss because achievemenu only share the [-native] feanire making an achievement an 

unacceptable marginal member for acti~ities.~ Surprisingly, no semeifactive exceptions 

seem to be present in the @-y class. Because activities an [-tek], as are semelfactives, 

marginal semelfactives wodd also be expected. 

suggestion chat the *short' khsing verb is an achievemenr codd be supported by the resuits of a test 
where both versions of ghests'kn '1 kissed m e r '  are complernents of teminative modifiers, 
Unfortunately, this data was not gathered d b g  my fierd w& 
6 ~ t  possr'b~e that the vab ghestr'ln refm ai a long Ian more o h  than n short loss, in which case the 
conjugarion patkm is expecoed Further research Is necessary into ibis matter. 



Take notice that this class of verbs corresponds with Li's cwomary class fiom (4)' in 

chapter four, and with Kari's durarive primary aspechiai string for his operative verb 

theme category as in (6)' in chapter four. The verbs nom Li's czistomury mode also occur 

with the @y conjugation pattern. Moreover, these verbs tend to consist of durative 

actions. Kari's durative primary aspcctual string also occurs with a @-y conjugation 

pattern in Ahtna and, as his label suggests, these verbs are inherently durative. 

5.2.2 The n-n Verb Class 

The second group of verbs to be discussed consistently use a ne- imperfective and ne- 

perfective conjugation pattern. Verbs which occur with this particular conjugation 

pattern are taken fiom Elford and Elford (in progress) and are iisted once again in (14). 

(14) Imperfective Gloss Perfective Gloss 
a ninesa / nisa '1 am arrivùig' niniya / niya 'L arrived' 
b. nîhesda / 1 am reniming' ninesja / nfsja 'I retumed' 

nisda 
c, nesti '1 am sleeping nit$ 'I slept 

(poing to bed)' (went to bed)' 
d nininest'a 1 am bowing' ninuiest'& '1 bowed' 
e. is'enesthi '1 am waking ts'enidhër '1 woke up' 

UP' 
f. nesdii 'Iam sitting ne& '1 sat down' 

down' 
g. efk'énésf e '1 am opening dk 'éd6  '1 opened 

(a book)' (a book)' 

Recall fkom chapter three that each prefix has an individual set of phonologid d e s .  In 

order to illustrate the set of phonolo~cd d e s  for the verbs kom the n-n class a typical 

paradigm is given in (15). 

(15) ni#..d-gha/ya/gbë1 (gh=y) 'to r e m '  

7 ~ n  many cases where the prefix nf- is pmenL the ia Loche hedialt merges Ihis prefix with the foiîowing 
prefix, For example nlnesdo '1 am returning* wouid be pnounced nCs& Unf~ttunateIy, this condensed 
form Is l e s  traqarent than the form given in (13) and is. therefore, not used for reasons of c & ~ .  



Person/ Imperfective Perfective 
Number 
1s ninesda /ni-ne-s-d-gha/ ninesja /ni-ne-sd-ya/ 
2s @da fine-ne-d-gha/ nhjja rd-ne-ne-d-ya/ 
3s nineda /ni-05-ne-d-ghd njda /ni-05-ne-0-d-yal 
Id nuii'da /ni-ne-idd-ghd nidel /ni-ne-id-d-ghëV 
26 ninuhda /ni-ne-uhd-gha/ nuhdël /ni-ne-uh-ci-ghël/ 
3d niheneda /ni- he-ne-d-g h d  henfdël /ni-he-ne-0-d-ghëy 

As can be seen in (15), both ne- imperfective and ne- perfective occur in position 3 of the 

Chipewyan verb. Their surface reaIi7;itions are remarkably similar where the prhary 

ciifference between the phonetic realization of the ne- imperfective and the ne- perfective 

is in the third person foms with high tone (see section 3.3.2.3) and in the stem 

Semanticaily, the n-n verbs have k e n  described in the literature as momentary. That is, 

in relation to the other verbs in the Chipewyan lexicon. these verbs are thought to occur 

in a moment rather than over an extended period of tirne. Moreover, the verbs listed 

above are also considered to have an inhenmt endpoint. According to this description 

these verbs are most closely reIated to the achievement situation type which, according to 

Smith, has the following feature set: 

Achievement vexbs act predictably with both the stoptfinlrh test and the almost test in 

Chipewyan as explaineci in section 5.1. Fïrst, achievements are ungrammatical as 

complements of the two terminatives Mt'd 'stop' and anaît'e 'finish'. The sentences 

with n-n morphology in (17) and (18) are modifiied with these terminative rnodifiers. 

(17) a *ne& an as t'e 
imp-1-return finish 
'I fînished rerrrming' 
or, 'L stopped retrrming' 



b. *kW6 nesda 
stop imp-1-rem 
1 stopped reauningt 
or, 7 finished reniming' 

(18) a. *nesti anastte 
imp-1-go to bed finish 
T finished going to bed' 
or, 1 stopped going to bed' 

b. *Mt'& nesti 
stop impl-go to bed 
1 stopped going to bed' 
or, '1 finished going to bed' 

When Mtb 'stop' and a n a d e  'finish' select n-n verbs the sentences are ungrammaticai. 

This suggests that these verbs are both achievements. Funher, when the Chipewyan 

consultants were confronteci with the sentences in (17) and (18) al1 of them independently 

suggested that the appropriate manner in which to express these actions as 'finished' or 

'stopped' was to use perfective aspect rather than a terminative modifier. 

(19) a nesja 
perf- 1 - r e m  
'II retumed' 

b. nip 
perf- 1 -go to bed 
'1 went to bed' 

By considering the terminative complements to be redundant, the Chipewyan speakers 

view the n-n verbs as inherently tenninative thereby supportkg Smith's proposal that 

achievement verbs are [+teficl. In nim, this evidence also dis~gubhes the n-n 

achievements fkom the @-y activïy verbs which are [-tek]. 

The n-n achievements can also be distinguished fiom accomplishrnents: the Kasjene 

'ahost' test sets these two situation types apah Recall that achievements have only one 

entailment, and accomplishments have two entailments Three verbs fiom the n-n class 

are modified by Kasjene 'almoa' in (20). 





(22) Sentence En tailmen t 
k'asjene ninila = did not set hem 
almost adv-perf- 1 -them = started to set them but did not 
'1 h o s t  set hem' complete 

The sentence k'asjene nlnila 4 almost set them' has two entailments which is expected for 

accomplishments, not for achievements. First, k'asjene 'almost' can modify the process 

part of the event, implying the event did not occur. Alternatively, the result can be 

modified, then the resulting enrailment is that 1 started to search for him but did not 

finish. Because the two situation types share the [+tek] f e a ~ e  in cornmon, it is not 

surprishg that any semantic exceptions to the n-n class would be accomplishmenu. 

Once again, it is important to recognize that these accomplishments are not likely to be 

prototypical accomplishments; m e r  research is necessary into this matter. Moreover, 

semelfac tive excep bons would also be expected as achievements and semeIfactives s hare 

the f eam [-durative], but none are present in the data used for this thesis. 

The second exception from (21b) is nlnesWnînila '1 am se&g/set them'. At this tîme it 

is suggested that the translation of this verb might not be accuraie. The ni- ' m g  at a 

point' prefbc occurs with the n-n class of verbs and denotes an achievement-like 

entailment where a situation occurs instantaneously and has an inherent endpoint Hence, 

the meaning of ninesfifnfnila is likely to reflect such an entailment? 

Despite these exceptions, the evidence points toward a positive correlation between verbs 

h m  the n-n class and the achievement siniahon type. The r e s u l ~ g  class of verbs 

conesponds with Li's momentaneous mode and Kan's momentaneous primary aspecnial 

srring morphologicaLly, although, these classes are somewhat different from n-n verbs on 

a semantic Ievel. Both Li and Kari refer to their mornentaneorcs cIasses as verbs of 

9~ wouid ike to thank Keren Rice (personal c o m m ~ ~ o n )  for p i n h g  out the presence of the nf- ph 
and its significance. 



motion. As is evident by verbs such as yenefa 'he is looking at him', this does not 

aiways seem to be the case in Chipewyan.lo It is the case, however, that both Li's and 

Kari's momentaneous verbs and the n-n verbs are a l i  punctuai. 

53.3 The 0 - 0  Verb CIass 

The third conjugation pattern utilized in accordance with active verbs is the 0-0 pattern. 

A list of verbs which typically occur with this conjugation pattern are re-iterated in (23) 

from Elford and Elford (in progress). 

(23) Irnperfeztive Gloss Perfective Gloss 
a. nbkui 'I am vomitkg" natheskui '1 vomited' 
b. hesbës '1 am boiüng it' e?bës '1 boiied it' 
c. nhzé '1 am hunting' n6thesz6 '1 hunted' 
d. hést'ath 'Iamcuttingit thit'ith '1 cut it with a blade' 

with a blade' 
e. hésshtiQ '1 am blowing it rhishfi* '1 blew it once' 

once' 
f. best'ëth '1 am cooking' thiQ t 'e '1 cooked' 
g. n 6 n m  'I am patching it ' n&athi%d$ '1 patched it' 
h. yeh h o m i  '1 am making a yeh hoth&$ '1 made a house' 

house' 

The verbs h m  (21a-e) were first provided in (14) of chapter three. A verb paradigm 

e x h i b i ~ g  the 0 -8  conjugation pattern is given in (24). 

(24) ho ..A-tsÿtj 'to make it f iou~e)~l  
b. Person/ Imperfective Perfective 

Number 
1s hostsi /ho-@3-~-4-t~i/ hothiPtsj /ho-the-s-4-tsj/ 
2s honePtsi /ho-03-ne-%&/ hothfi t s j  /ho-the-ne4 -rj/ 
3s heftsi /bo-05-@3-hsÿ h&tQ /ho-05-the-f-tj/ 
Id hu1tsi /ho-f&-id-l-tsi/ ho thil J /ho-the-id-t-tsjl 
26 huftsi /ho-03-uh-f-tsi/ hothufrj /ho-the-uh-t -tsj/ 
3d hohdtsi /ho-he-@j4-tsi/ ho hé3 tsj  /ho-he-the-n-tsj/ 

'3 am not suggesting that this group of vabs does not include a large number of motion verb~, however, it 
does not seem to excIude nonmotion verts. This issue requires fiirther research, 
k o o k  (personal cornmunication) takes note tha& if the object of the verb stem -tsi/@ 'u> make it' is money 
then thematic de- ïs used In phce of ha-- 



Verbs h m  this group al l  occur with 03- in the imperfecàve aspect and the- for the 

perfective aspect in position 3. Recall that the the- perfective has opaque surface 

realizations, paxticularly in the 3 and 3d f o m  of the paradigm where the- is &ed as 

high tone. 

A majority of the verbs fiom the 0-0  class are correlated with the accornplishment 

situation type based on their [+tek] and [durative] dis tinguis hing features. Rototypicai 

@-O verbs differ k m  both activity and achievement situation types, as illustrated with 

grammatical tests below. F i  verbs from the 0-8 ciass differ fkom the activity verbs of 

the @-y class in their value for telicity where the former verbs are [+tek] and the latter 

verbs are [-tek]. Second, the 0-0 verbs differ form the n-n achievement verbs in 

durativity with 0-8 verbs demonstrating a [+durative] feanire and the n-n verbs having a 

[-durative ] feanire. 

The Kasjene 'ahost' test is useful setting accompiishrnents fiom the other categories. 

To review, if an event is cornplex and displays both [itelic] and [+durative] feames, two 

interpretations of bat event are possible. This results in ambiguiy between an 

implication where the event began but was not nnished, and an interpretation where the 

event did not even begin In contras& events with a negative value of either feanire have 

a single interpretation of that evenG where it is assumed that the event did not occur. AU 

three morphoiogical classes of verbs discussed thus far are modified by k'asjene 'almost' 

in (25) where the 0-0 verb has two entailments sugesting it is an accornplishrnent 



(25) Sentence Entailment 
a k'asjene yeh hothi+tsj = did not make it 

hast house areal-perf-1-make(it) = started to make it but did not complete 
'1 almost made a house' 
k'asjene ghesjën 
almost perf-1-sing 
'1 almost sang' 

c. k'asjene nida 
ahos t  perf-1-sit-dom 
'1 almost sat dom'  

= did not sing 

= did not sit d o m  

The 0-0 sentence Kasjene yeh hothiftsj '1 alrnost made a house' in (2%) has two 

possible entailments which align the 0-0 verbs with the accomplishment situation type. 

Notice that the @-y activity event k'asjene ghesjen '1 almost sang' in (25b) and k'asjene 

ni& '1 almost sat dom'  in (2%) each have only one entailment. The k'asjene 'almost' 

test, then, supports the correlation between accomplishments and 0-0 verbs. 

The grammatical tests discussed above support the correlation between 0-0 class verbs 

and the accomplishment situation type. The features which accomplishment verbs 

possess are re-iterated in (26). 

Accomplishments are complex events, accordhg to Smith, having positive values for 

both durativity and telicity. This complexity is played out in the grammatical tests where 

two entailments are possible rather than only one as is the case for acàvities and 

achievernents. 

A larger number of exceptions are found in mord and Elford (in progress) under the 

assurnption that 0-0 verbs are accomplishments, some of which are listed below. 



(27) Imperfective Gloss Perfective GIoss 
a. yusus '1 am whistling ' ~~thfsh& '1 whistled' 
b. n6sdlogh '1 am laughing' ngthidlogh '1 laughed' 
c. hustth'i '1 recognize him' hUthiQnh'i '1 recognized him' 
ci+ Muskan 'I am inviting him' hotheskm '1 invited him' 

The verbs yu.s~s/yurhfs~is'I am whistling/whistledV and ncisdIOgh Indthidlogh '1 am 

laughing/iaughedV of (27a-b) represent the activity verbs belonging to the 0-9 

morphological class. 'Ihese verbs exhibit a single entailment when modified by Kasjene 

'almost' . 

(28) Sentence En tailmen t 
a. k'asjene yuthishj = did not whistle 

almost perf- 1 -w histie 
'1 almost whistled' 

b. k'asjene n6thidl6gh = did not Iaugh 
almost adv-perf-1-laugh 
'1 almost laughed' 

K'asjene 'almost' modifies the processes of the events Kajene yuthfshi '1 aimost 

whistled' and k'asjene ndthidlbgh '1 almost laughed' in (28). These situations can only 

be interpreted as having not occurred, 

The verbs hc5rtth'i/hrirhi?tth'i'[ am recognizingirecognized him' and hdwkmlhotheskan 

'1 am hvi~gîmvi ted  him' in (27c-d) represent the exceptional achievement verbs present 

in the @-O class. As illustrated in (29) these verbs also have only one reading for the 

Kmjene 'aImost' test 

(29) Sentence Entailment 
a k'asjene hfithistth'i = did not recognize him 

aimost the-perf- 1-recognize (hirn) 
'1 almost recognized hirn' 

b. k' asjene h6theskan = did not invite him 
almost areal-perf- Linvite (hirn) 
'I aimost invited him' 



When modifiai by k'arjene 'aimost', both events have entailments where the event did 

not occur. That is, the sentence Karjene hdthiWtlbI almost recognized him' in (29a). 

for example, implies that the activity of recognizing did not happen. For these events the 

punctual result is modified by Karjene 'alrnost'. 

The achievement exceptions are further disthguished from the accomplishrnents via the 

M f d  'stop' and anaft'e 'finish' tests which are given in (30) and (31). 

(30) a *hUthiQtth7i anast'e 
the-perf-1-recognize (hh) finish 
'1 hnished recognizing him' 
or, '1 stopped recognixing him' 

b. *Mt7& huthiQtth'i 
stop the-perf- 1 -recognize (hirn) 
'1 stopped recognizing him' 
or, 1 finished recognizing him' 

(31) a *hotheskm anast'e 
areal-perf- l-invite (him) finish 
'1 finished inviting him' 
or, '1 stopped inviting him' 

b. *Mt'& hotheskan 
stop areai-perf- 1-invite (him) 
'1 stopped inviting him' 
or, L finished invithg him' 

The situations represented in (30) and (31) are both ungrammatical when selected by 

anasr'e 'finish' and Mt'd 'stop' implying that these situations are achievements. 

Both the achievements and activities belong to the a-8 verb class, although, a majority of 

verbs belongïng to this morphologicai class are accomplishments. It is not surprising that 

both activities and achievements can be marginal members of the 0-0 class because 

accomplishments are compIex verbs. Activities and achievements both share a common 

feature with the dominahg situation type. Activities are similar to accomphhments in 





(32) Example Underlying Form Gloss 
Seriative 

a. neshii* /ne-+ -#tf 'you are blowing it' 
Semeifactive 

b. hjshii* /&ne4 -riQ/ 'you are blowing it once' 

The verb neslulf 'you are blowing it' in (32a) is the basic seriative verb form without any 

secondary semelfactive morphology. In (32b) Wshaf 'you are blowing it once', the 

semelfactive 6- prefix is added to the verb resul~g  in a semelfactive meaning. In the 

perfective forms for these same verb stems, the é- semelfactive prefix is not present 

which is exemplified in the data found in Elford and Elford (in progress) in (33). 

(33) Perfective Gloss Imperfective Gloss 
a. thit ' '6th '1 cut it once' ~hit'ilth '1 cut it re~eatedlv' 

b- thishiiQ '1 blew it once' ghishiil '1 bIew it 
[the-i-02-shCi J [g he-i-!&shq prolonged' 

C. thiik'éth '1 shot it once with hughiQk'éth '1 sho t it repeatediy ' 
[the-a-f -k'tth] a gun' bu-ghe-$32-l-k'eth] 

Despite the lack of semeIfactive p r e k  kW, notice that the @-y verbs denote an iterative or 

repeated event while the 0-8 verbs are semelfactive. Moreover, it is not clear which, if 

either, of the NO inflectional patterns is unmarked for this class of verbs. There are two 

ways in which to incorporate these data into the present analyses where the first option 

seems more likely than the second. Fin& Smith's fifui situation type. the semelfactive, 

can be adopred. Second, these verbs can be viewed as king marginal members of two 

classes of verbs: the 0-8  accomplishrnent class and the @-y activify class. Both options 

are addressed in the paragraphs below. 

The fkst option is to consider the semelfactive verbs as basic and include this 

morphological set of verbs under the semelfactive siaianon type described by Smith 

(1991) who postdates the binary feanires in (34) for semelfactive verbs. 



Two senes of grammatical tests set semelfactive verbs apart h m  the other active verbs 

and these are the in an hourifior an hour test and the quickly test The former tesq as 

explained earlier, is not relevant for Chipewyan because the terms in an hour and for an 

hour are synonymous. The quickiy test is possible in Chipewyan where these manner 

adverbials xefer to the onset of sernelfactive events, This interpretation conmts  with 

other active verbs where the manner adverbial refers to the process of the event. For 

example, Martha quickly ran irnpiies that the activity of ruming is quick rather than the 

onset of the activity. These data are supponed by thejgh4 'quickly' test in Chipewyan as 

Uusaated in (35). 

(35) Sentence Entailment 
a. jghg thishiit = jgh@ refers to the onset of 

quickly perf-1-blew (it) the event 
'1 quickly blew it (once) 

b. jgha thi?k76th = j g w  refers to the onset of 
quickly perf- 1-blew (it) the event 
'1 quickly shot it (once) 

In jgh4 thishzH T quickly blew it once' of (35a) and j g w  thi+kPéth '1 quickly shot it 

once' of (3%) the addition of the manner adverbial irnplies that the speed of the onset of 

the action changes rather than the speed of the event iueif. That is,jgh# thishzIt 1 

quickly blew it once' (35b) implies that the initiation of the blowing activity occurs 

quickly. Contrastively, the @-y coumerpans of these semelfactive verbs do not have the 

same interpretation as the situations with the 0-0 conjugation pattern just describeci. This 



(36) Sentence Entailment " jghi ghishU9 = jgw refers to the process 
quickly perf- 1 - blew (if) of the event 
'1 quickly blew it 
(repeatedy) ' 

b. jgha hughik'eth = jgw refers to the process 
quickly th-paf- 1-shot (it) of the event 
'1 quickly shot it 
(repeatedly) ' 

The sentence jgh# ghishk? '1 quickly blew it repeatedly ' in (346), for example, irnplies 

that the process of blowing repeatedly occurs quickly. Thar is, the activiry of blowing 

occm quickly, not the initiation of the blowing activity. 

The grammatical tests in (35) and (36) support the argument that these 0-0 verbs are 

semelfactive. Under an assumption that the semelfactive is a situation type, the senative 

@-y verbs must be considered rnarked. In other words, these verbs are inherently 

semelfactive and become senative through the inflection of the @y conjugation pattern. 

In this case it is problematic to consider one verb fonn to be unmarked or more basic 

because speakers of Chipewyan do nor consider one form to be more or less basic than 

the other." On the other hand, the semelfactive situation type is supported by Smith 

who proposes that a large variety of languages exhibit a separate class of semelfactive 

verbs. Further support is drawn from Kari (1979) who aiso takes note of this class of 

verbs in Ahma which he labels the successive verb theme category.13 

The alternative possibifity is to consider these 0-0 and @-y verbs to be marginal 

memben of nvo prototypical situation types. Recall that Smith (1991) refers to 

phenornena of this nature within prototype theory where she suggests that it is possible to 

lZ1t is difficult to say wherha or not the native speakers of a language have the ability to judge rnarked 
versus nnmarked verb forms, My Chipewyan consultants believe that neither the 0-8 or @-y verb is 
marked 
%sri (1979) argues that Uie @-y pattern is and the 0-8  pattem is seuindaryr however he presents 
little support for this argument 



have marginal memben of a class which o d y  possess a subset of the cornmon properties 

of that class. Possibly, these verbs are marginal rnembers of two groups of verbs where 

the the- perfective verbs are associated with the 0-0 accomplishment verbs . and the ghe- 

perfective verbs are associated with the @-y activity verbs . Under this assumption, the 

senative 0-y verbs are easily accommodated because they are [+durative] , due to their 

repetitive nature, which is one of the predominant feaaires exhibiteci by the @-y activity 

situation type. Semelfactive 0-0 verbs are not as clear as their senative @y counterparts 

because, according to Smith (1991). semelfactive verbs are [-durative] and [-teLicl in 

contrast to typical accomplishment verbs which are [+durative] and [+tek]. Either these 

particular 0 - 0  verbs are not marginal rnembers of the typical0-8 accomplishrnent verb 

class, or the binary features for semelfactive verbs need to be re-examuied. 

Theoretically. this group of verbs Likely comprises a semelfactive situation type. Saeed 

(1997) argues for a semelfative situation type in Engüsh. Furdier, he explains that a 

semelfactive verb can have an itemive interpretation when it is modifed by a durative 

adverbial in Engîish. The use of the @-y pattern in Chipewyan also resuits in an iterative 

reading of a semelfactive verb; in which case the semelfactive form is unmarkedi4 The 

primary issue r e ~ d ~ g  fiom an approach where a semelfactive situation type is present is 

relatecl to homophony in the Athabaskan languages. Having a 0-0 semelfactive situation 

type creates three distinct semantic classes which use û as a distinct morphological prefix. 

This issue is bnefiy discussed in chapter six. 

14with M e r  rrcearch it wouid be pomble to detemine which ciass, ifeitha, is basic- This codd be 
achieved by asking a number of questions. First, do aiï vertis in this class have both semeifactive and 
itemive versions? Second so some verbs have irreguiar meanïnga in one pattern or the o u i d  



53 STATIVE SITUATIONS 

In the literature surroundhg sutive situations, often only one class of states is required by 

languages such as English (Vendler 1967, D o w  1979, Smith 1991). Based on the 

morphological aspect division made in Chipewyan two stative classes are required where 

the first class is closely related to English adjectives and the second class is pximarily 

comprised of position states. In this thesis, less attention is devoted to s w s  where the 

two classes are only briefly analyzed A detailed discussion of the requirement for two 

stative situation types is left for M e r  research. 

53.1 The NIA Verb Class 

The NIA verb class is the fist of two stative classes of verbs in diis analysis. The most 

salient property of this verb class in Chipewyan is that it lacks the sarne type of 

infietional morphology present with the other verb ciasses. While these verbs are 

inflected for person and number, the inchoative aspect (discussed in chapter three, re- 

iterated below), and the 0- imperfective, none of the three peifective prefixes in 

Chipewyan may co-occur with these verbs. Examine the paradigm in (37). 

ne ... @zpb to be good' 
Person/ Irnperfec tive 

From (37) it is demonsmted that only an imperfisaive paradigm can be applied to these 

descriptive verbs . Because these verbs are only ever zero marked, it is logical to suggest 

%e gk- perfective is exempiïfïed in (35) because it is the most Wfy candidate as the perfective used by 
stative verbs because the ghe- perfective is used by the other stative ciass. Both the ne- perfective and the 
the- perfective are aIso ~ n g r a m m ~ c a i  wïth adjectival verbs- 



that these verbs are set apan fkom the others due to their Merent morphological 

properties. 

A list of some of the verbs from this class are provided in (38). 

(38) a nezp 'it is good' 
b. degoth 'it is new' 
c. necidth 'it is heavy' 
d, delgai 'it is white' 
e. ndtsër 'it is strong' 
f. delzën 'it is black' 

These adjectival verbs are somewhat difficult to support as a situation type with 

grammatical tests due to the English bias many of these tests demonstrate.16 However, 

these verbs exhibit other morphological properties which set them apart fIom the other 

morphosemantic categories already provided. In addition to the lack of perfective 

morphology, these verbs often exhibit the thematic prefixes de- and ne- which, as 

mentioned in section 2.2.5 of chapter two, are vestiges of a Roto-Athabaskan gender 

system. The examples from chapter three are repeated below in (39). 

(39) a dëlgai 'it is white' delzen 'it is black' 
degoth 'it is new' detan 'it is thick7 

b. nezp 'it is good' necha 'it is big' 

As acknowledged in chapter two, Cook (forthcorning) claims that de- is used with 

verbs that refer to texture, consistency, colour and surface shape. In contrast, ne- 

is believed to occur with verbs describing mon  abstract qualiàes. 

Further, some of the verbs in the N/A stative class, particularly the colour ternis, 

take a transitional prefix which is more cornrnonly refmed to as inchoative in the 

l% found it difnnilt to elint ungrmmaiicai data fiam my consultants because ihey did not Wre to give me 
sentences that were incorrect. 



mainstream linguistic literattue. Examples of the inchoative prefix are given in 

(40) a delgai 'it is white' digai 'it has m e d  white' 
a delzën 'it is black' cifw 'it has m e d  black' 

As can be seen, the vowel qualiiy and tone are altered to mark the inchoative aspect of 

these verbs in Chipewyan resulting in an active verb fom. That is delgai 'it is white' 

becomes digai resulting in the inchoative forrn 'it has turneci white'. 

This class of adjectival verbs cornspond with Kari's neuter primary aspectual smng 

which includes both descriptive and dimensional verb theme categories. Li does not 

discuss these verbs to a significant extent but they would be considered a part of his 

neuter mode. 

532 The 0-y Verb Class 

The final group of verbs king examined comprises verbs which occur with the- in the 

imperfective and ghe- in the perfective aspect. A lia of verbs which exhibit this 

morphological pattern is given in (41)' and was found in mord and Elford (in progress). 

(41) Imperfective GIoss Perfective Gloss 
a.@ 'I am in sleeping ghw 'I was in sleeping 

position' position ' 
b. thiyi '1 am standing' ghis  '1 stood' 
c. thida '1 am in sitting @id5 '1 was in sittïng 

position' position' 
ci. k'athida '1 am sitting and k'aghidii 'I sat and waited' 

W ~ ~ M P '  
e. thek'B 'it is cold' ghek'a 'it was cold' 



A typical paradagm for &y verbs is ülustrated in (42). 

(42) 0-&/ke 'to be in sitting position' 
P m n /  Imperfective Perfective - 
NumbeI 
1 s thida /the-i-&-da/ ghida /ghe-i-@da/ 
2s thjda /the-ne-@;.da/ !ZN& /ghe-ne- 0 2-dal 
3s theda /0fthe-02aa/ gvda /05-ghe-0-02-W 
Id thilce /the-id-@pke/ grne  /ghe-fd-@pké/ 
2d thuhke /the-uh-02-ke/ ghuhké /ghe-uh-02-kél 
3d heke /he-the-@-ke/ h e g w  he-ghe- N-@;?-ké/ 

The- imperfective and ghe- perfective are located in position 3 of the Chipewyan verb. 

The the- impexfective is morphophonologicaily similar to the the- perfective where t h e  

deletes in the third person forms.17 The ghe- perfective for stative verbs is the sarne 

morphophonologically as it is in the active forms. 

Despite the morphological unifomity of the 9-y verb class, defïning this stahve class of 

verbs in detailed semantic tems is not a simple task. Anempts have k e n  made to 

c l a s w  these stative verbs in more detail (see Kari 1979, Rice 1989) but without clearly 

defïned verb classes the stanis of individual stative verbs is difncult to determine. Very 

few distinctions within the stative verb class have ken  estabfished in the general 

linguistic literature. Dowty (1979), for example, lists the possible types of stative verbs 

for English but does not provide grammatical tests to dis~guish  between the various 

types of verbal states. In a broad sense, the stative properties of these verbs are supported 

with the Chipewyan version of the x h l d  'made' test which can be used to rn- active 

verbs but not stative verbs as is iUustrated in (43). 

- - 

I7~ot i ce  in the 32 fom of the verb hCke 'they are in sitthg position' in (40)- that the the- im@ective 
m o t  delete due to sylIabic consnaùits, A verb requires two syliables, rherefore, the the- prefix cannot be 
deleted. 



(43) Sentence GIoss 
a. ghejën x w i  '1 made him sing' 

perf-3s-sing perf-1-rnake 
b. h&tsj xas96 '1 made him make it' 

areal-perf-3s-de (it) perf- 1-make 
c- neda x w  '1 made him sit d o m  

perf-3 s-sitdo wn perf- 1-make 
d. * g W  x&%& '1 made hirn be in standing 

perf-3s-stand perf- 1 -maice position' 
e. *gw x2is46 '1 made him be in lying d o m  

perf-3s-sleep pers l -make position (sleep) 

In contmst to the active verbs in (43a-c), the sentences *ghjyj x h h f  '1 made him be in 

standing position as in (43d), and *ghMx6sfdc l  made him sleep' in (43e) £kom the 0-y 

verb class are not grammatical as complements of xaîfd 'made'. This supports the 

proposal that the 8-y verbs are stative This group of verbs corresponds to Li's neuter 

mode and to Kari's stutive, posirional and classificatory verb themes which al l  occur with 

the neuter primary aspectuai string. 



5.4 SUMMARY 

Overall, a pattern resuits fiom correlating aspecnial conjugation patterns with situation 

types in Chipewyan. The summary of this pattern is re-iterated in (44). 

Group 

Active 

Stative 

Situation Types 

achievement 

accomplishrnent 

semelfac tive 
(senative) 

suave - 
attributive 

stative - 
positional 

Imperfective Perfective 

ne- 

ghe- 

ne- 

the- 

the- 
ghe- 

N/ A 

ghe- 

Fkt ,  the @-y class of verbs are adequately represented by the features associated with the 

activity situation type. These are acceptable marginal members because both situation 

types are [+durative], differing only in teiicity. The @-y activity class also includes verbs 

such as ghests'l5n 'I kissed himBier7 which can be interpreted as activiaes or 

achievements. The latter situation type is not acceptable as a marginal member of the 0- 

y activity class because achievements are [-durative] and [+tek] opposing activities 

which are [+durative] and [-tek]. These achievement verbs are problematic under the 

current andysis. 

Second, the n-n class is wocîated with the achievement situation type. 

Accomplishments are common exceptions to the n-n achievement class. That is, the 

exceptional simations with n-n rnorphology still have a n a d  endpoint but they occur 



over a sustaùied period of t h e  rather than in an instant. Accornplishments are acceptable 

as marginal members of the n-n achievement class because both types are [+tek] 

d i f f e ~ g  ody  in durativity. As pointed out an accurate definition of the verb 

ninesfilnfnila '1 am setang/set them', which would be an accomplishment in English, is 

unclear at this time. It is suggested that a more precise translation is required due to the 

presence of the ni- prefix which commonly occurs with achievement verbs. 

'X'tiird, the 6 0  class is associated with the accomplishment situation type in Chipewyan. 

A large number of exceptions are present in this rnorphological group of verbs which is 

not surprising considering the complexîty of the accomplishment situation type. Because 

accomplishments have positive feanires for both durativity and telicity more variation is 

possible. Activities and achievements are expected as marginal mernbers of the 

accomplishrnents situation type, and in Chipewyan both alternatives are present as 

marginal members. Activities such as ndthididgh 1 laughed' in (27d) and achievements 

such as hdthifnh'l 1 recognized hîm' in (27a) use the 0-0 conjugation pattern. 

The fourth category of verbs uses both 0 -0  and @-y patterns. It is unclear whether these 

verbs represent a separate class of verbs housed under Smith's semelfactive situation 

type, or whether they are marginal members of both the 0-0 accomplishment class and 

the @y activity class. As explained in section 4.2.4, the presence of a semeIfactive 

situation type is the more likely choice. Unfortunately, it mates yet another 

homophonous the- prefix which is associated with entirely different semantic feahues 

than the other two the- prefixes discussed in this chapter. This problem is re-addressed 

h m  a more general perspective in chapter six. 



Lastly, stative verbs are not as well defïned under a fkrnework involving situation types: 

only one of the five types accounts for stagve verbs. However, two morphological 

partems are correlatexi with the stative situation type in Chipewyan. Regarduig the N/A 

adjectival class of verbs . it seems reasonable to extend Dowty's analysis of English 

adjectives to Chipewyan, but the necessary empirical evidence to support this c l a h  has 

not been gathered at this tirne. Despite this lack of fomal suppon Dowty (1979) 

achowledges that English adjectives are included under the stative situation type. 

Funher, this class of verbs is distinguished fkom the other groups according to a number 

of unique morphological processes which include the de- and ne- thematic prefixes as 

weU as the inchoative morphology. The &y stative class is also present in Chipewyan. 

Again, a detailed semantic analysis is not possible for States in a situation type 

framework; however. the 8-y stative class is supportai by the xdrM 'made' test where 

active verbs are permissible wîdi xbsM 'made' and stative verbs are not. Exceptions to 

the stative verb classes were not found. 

Overali, the six verb categones support a correlation between rnorphological conjugation 

pairs and Smith's (1991) £ive situation types. Because each group of verbs has 

exceptions to the posnilated correlation, it is maintained that situation types are organized 

around prototypes rather than exhibithg clearly dehed boundaries. 

In the concludïng chapter, a number of problematk issues surrounding the curent 

analysis are discussed. These înclude methodological problems as well as the difficulties 

surroundhg a lack of one-to-one rnapping of morphological and semantic properties. 

Further, the status of verbs in cornparison to situations is also touched upon in chapter 

six Chapter six concludes by placing the resdts of this analysis wîthin a broader con- 

and provides areas for furcher research 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

6.1 A REVIEW 

The goal of this thesis has been to comlate innectional conjugation patterns 

(imperfective and perfective) and universal situation types in Chipewyan. Motivation for 

such an andysis stems fkom the resnicted distribution of the inflectional conjugation 

pattern in conmst to the unrestricted dimibution of the only mode preiïx in Chipewyan: 

al l  of these prekes are iocated in the same position in the verb template. In other words, 

each conjugation pattern is mutuaUy exclusive, king resnicted to a set of verbs 

exhibithg a particular set of semantic characteristics while the mode p r e k  lacks such 

restrictions, 

Prior to understanding this correlation it was necessary to lay a basic foundation which 

included an outline of the general phonological and morphosyntactic characteristics of 

Chipewyan. Because the verb was the primary focus of diis thesis, M e r  

morphophonological des of the verb and the idenefication of a variey of verbal prefixes 

were addressed in chapter two. Given the necessary structural information, the individual 

imperfective and perfective aspect prehes and the patterns in which they occur were 

idenàned and discussed in chapter three, Also, the motivation behind the present 

analysis was provided at this the, establishg the restricted distributions of the 

conjugation panerns across the Chipewyan verb corpus. The d i f f e ~ g  distributions of 

idlechonal aspect and mode have not k e n  discussed in the Athabaska. Iiterature, but 

sorne related analyses have been perfomed by Li (1946), Kan (1979). and Rice (1989). 

which examine the relationship between derivational morphology and semanEc 



characteristics. Chapter four began by discussing these three proposais focusing on their 

interpretations of the relationship between morphology and semantics. Although these 

analyses contribute to the present investigation, they do not address the properties of 

Athabaskan ianguages in a hmework recognîzed crosslinguistically, nor do they concem 

themselves with the relationship between inflectional morphology and semantic 

characteristics. Smith (1991), like the other Athabaskanists discussed, is strictly 

concemed with derivational morphology which she contrasts with the concepts of 

imperfective, perfective and neutrai viewpoints; however, she is not concernai with the 

inflectional morphology related to these viewpoints. In order to analyze a variety of 

languages, Smith provides a crosslinguistic approach which organizes verbs semantically 

based on five universal situation types which are activities, accomplishments, 

achievements, semelfactives, and States. In chapter five, Smith's situation rypes were 

adopted and appiïed to the resnicted distribution of the conjugation patterns in 

Chipewyan resulting in the organization re-iterated in (1). 

Group 

Active 

Situation Types 

achievemen t 

accomplishment 

semeIfactive 
(senative) 

stative - 
attributive 

stative - 
positional 

MOQ 
Imperfective 

ne- 

0- 

0- 
0- 

Perfective 

ghe- 

ne- 

the- 

the- 
ghe- 

N/A 

ghe- 





individual verbs, the present analysis suggests that the acctuate correlation is between 

inflectional prefixes and situation types. One reason for this choice is that the distribution 

of the Chipewyan conjugation patterns across the verb corpus appean to be systematic, as 

explaineci in chapter three. If the inflectional prefixes were associated with individual 

verbs a systematic distribution is not necessarily expected. By assuming that the 

inflectional prefkes are associated with situations such systematicity is expected. 

Further, if the morphological classes are indeed corresponding to situation types, then a 

change in situation type should be represented by a change in the aspect morphology. 

This prediction is mosc stmngly supponed by the @-O/@-y verbs which correspond to 

Smith's semelfactive situation type. Recall that these verbs can occur with the D-0 

morphology to portray a sernelfactive situation as in thishki 'I blew it once', and can also 

occur with the @-y morphology to denote an iterative situation as in ghishziP '1 blew it 

repeatedly '. 

To funher support a cordation benveen conjugation patterns and situation types, the 

present analysis has been concerned with verbs and their arguments where both 

intransitive and transitive verbs are present in the data; however, the situation structures 

available in the Chipewyan dictionary are limited to some extent Only one form, 

transitive or intransitive, is available for many of the verbs presented in the Chipewyan 

dictionary lirniting the present analysis to the basic form of each verb. Moreover, when a 

verb is present in both transitive and intransitive forms in the dictionary it is stiU acult 

to decipher whether these foms correspond with the present analysis. Curent 

assumptions predict that the inflectional morphology on the verb should alter if the 

situation structure alters. Given th& assumption, if direct object morphology is added to 

a previously intransitive verb fom, thereby altering the situation structure, the 

innectionai aspect morphology should change to match the altered situation type. These 





this process would be to examine the relationship between verb internal adverbials and 

conjugation panems. Another area of research worth pursuing is the interaction between 

stem altemation, aspect, and, mode in relation to situation aspect. Studying these 

relationships in Chipewyan may reveal more about situation aspect and its effects on 

more complex verb fom.  
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